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The mass spectra of a series of m- and p-substituted 
benzils have been deterrr.ined at several ionizing voltages below 
20 eV I and at 70 eV. Tr.e fractional intensities of the 
molecule-ion (F
Jv1
), subst.ituted benzoyl ion (FX) and 
unsubstituted benzoyl ion (F H) were obtained as a function of 
energy from measured ionization efficiency (IE) curves. 
Ionization potentials (IP) I and appearance potentials for the 
sUbstituted (APX) and unsubstituted (APH) benzoyl ions were 
determined from the IE" curves by a semi-logarithmic method. 
Various correlations of ion intensity and energy parameters 
with substituent constants (0+,0) are examined; by the best 
standards of solution chemistry these are generally poor. Fair 
correlations are obtained between log (FX/FH) or APx-APH and 
0+ (0), and these are interpreted in terms of the expected 
effect of substituents on the stabilities of the product ions 
in the decompositions. A good correlation is observed between 
log (FX/FH) and APX-APHi it suggests that substituents mainly 
affect FX/FH by changinq the activation energies for the 
competing decomposition3 of the benzil molecule-ions. The 
competitive shift has a marked effect on these appearance 
potentials, and in this system AP - IP is therefore not a good 
measure of the activati<m energy for the primary decompositions. 
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C HAP T E R 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 JVlASS SPECTROMETHY 
Mass spectrometry is widely used as an to the 
determination of molecular structure. Because of its 
importance, considerable research effort has been directed 
towards discovering how structural changes fect the mass 
spectra of molecules. Impl i·t this research has been the 
hope the factors which control mass spectral decomposit-
ions 11 prove to be similar to those involved in ordinary 
chemical reactions, thus allowing the extensive knowledge of 
structural e in ordinary reactions to be applied to the 
interpretation. of mass spectra. 
Striking similarit s have been observed between mass 
spectral reactions and some other, more conventional, 
chemical processes - particularly pyrolysis and photolysis l . 
'l'l1e similarities suggest2 that information obtained from mass 
spectrometry may help to elucidate the mechanisms of some of 
these processes, especially the role of carbonium ions (or 
ion-radicals). Since mass spedtral data can be obtained 
1 
routinely and rapidly on microgram quantities of sample; there 
are very compell reasons for exploring the s 
mass spectra. 
The study of substituent fects has long been an 
important method of investigat relationships between the 
structure (both geometr and electronic) of a molecule and its 
reactions The pioneering work 
·tremendous amount of research into the ef of 






More recently such investigations have 
1 react , and a nlli~ber of 
correlations between substituent parameters ion intens 
6~8 
s well as appearance potentials, have been reported . 
1.2 THIS WORK 
2 
This thesis de the ef of sUbstituents on the 
ion intensities and appearance potentials in the mass spectra 
of benzils. These were chosen for study because the 
substituted and unsubs·tituted primary fragment ions are formed 
by the competitive scission of the same bond in the molecule-
ion. In addition, these ions are expected to have the well-
defined, comparatively stable benzoyl ion structure. There 
are general no competing primary decompositions of the 
molecule-ion, or any secondary decompositions of the primary 
fragment ions - at least over a sufficient range energy 
above their appearance potentials. The central bond breaks 
readily to give the substituted and unsubstituted benzoyl ions 
which only decompose by loss of CO about 4 eV above their 
appearance potentials (Fig. 1). Only for a few sUbstituents 
(e.g. m-N0 2 , m-CF 3 ) were other, ions formed to any significant 
extent. 
This simple, well-defined behaviour makes the benzils an 
ideal system the study of substituent effects mass 
spectra, and many of the problems encountered in the inter-
pretation of work9 were not evident in this study. 
Fi entation Pattern of. Benzils. 
~c-c )(~Il II 
o 0 
3 
C HAP T E R 2 
GENERP.L PRINCIPLES OF YillSS SPECTROMETRY 
2.1 INSTRUYlliNTAL FACTORS 
The general ~nc 10 the focus ing mass 
spectrometer (A.E.I. MS902) used in s work must be under-
stood before the relationship between a mass spectrum and the 
molecular rate processes occurring ionization can be 
fully appreciated. ~rhis section describes some of the 
mental factors which have an important ing on this 
relationship; fuller accounts have been given redently the 
literaturell ,12,lB. 
2 1.1 Ion Fl Path 
--------~-------
A double-focussing mass spectrometer cons ts of an ion 
sburce, an electrostatic energy analyser, a magnetic mass 
analyser, and an ion detector, which are all by 
short field-free regions in the flight path (Fig. 2). Ions 
formed by electron impact in the source may be withdrawn by a 
small repeller voltage to enter a short accelerating region 
where they are accelerated from thermal energies to k ic 
energ up to 8 kV (Fig. 3). ause the high accelerating 
voltage penetrates ion source slightly, eff iency of 
ion extraction is not impaired greatly i 
is shorted to the ion block. average t between 
formation and acceleration is cal the ion source 
residence time, which for sources 
about 2 ~sec13,14. 
this Nier-type 
ter eration the ions travel through the f 




























































electros"tat ser (60.8 ern), which only 
those ions with kinet ies from the des 
value less than ±O 66%. The energy~ sed ion beam then 
passes down the second field-free (54.6 ern) and enters 
the 900 magnet mass analyser (47 9 em) which s the 
according to "their mass-to-charge 0n./e) ratios. The mass-
separated ions then str the collector dynode of the 
electron multipl ion detector I or alternatively the 
Faraday-cup collector, after travelling through a third fi 
free region -(21.9 em). 
2.1. 2 
The ight velocity of the accelerated ions is given by 
v 
k 
1. 389 (Ve /m ) :I cm/)Jsec (1) 
where V the ion accelerating potential (volt) and m/e is the 
ion mass/charge ratio (a.m.u.). S the total flight path 
from source to collector is 201.1 em, the total time between 
formation and detection of the ions may be 15-30 )Jsec (for the 
usual range of m /e values organic ions at 8 kV accelerating 
voltage). During this time the ions may decompose, and it is 
possible to experimental differentiate between ions formed 
the source which do not decompose during their fl time 
(i.e. the normal molecule-ions and fragment ions observed in 
a mass spectrum) I and those which are formed e of the 
first two field- regions of the flight path (i.e. the 80-
called "me-tas"table" ions15v16). 
2.1 3 .f\ietas>cabl 
IVletas~cable ions are dis-tinguished from the normal 
only by the dissociaJcive life-times of -their· sors, v;rhich 
the narrow of ion flight required to reach 
5 
the f Id- regions (e.g. 5-10 ~sec and 15-20 ~sec 
ively) . 
Two types of metastable ions may be observed in a double-
f0cussing instrument. These correspond to ions formed in the 
ferent f regions, and are distinguished by the 
me-thods used to de-tect them. F stly the "normal II . metas le 
ions are those ions formed in the second field-free region 
which do not decompose before leaving the magnetic analyser. 
They are observed as weak di peaks in the mass spectrum; 
their position on the mass scale (m*) related to the masses 
of the precursor (ml ) and daughter (m2 ) ions of the 
"metastable transition" by 
m* 
The metastable ion is actually the daughter ion of the meta 
(2 ) 
stable transition, i.e. an ion which is accelerated and energy-
analysed as m/ e == m1 , but is mass-analysed as m/ e = 
The second type metastable ion - commonly called 
Hdefocussed" metastables - are ions, formed in the first 
field-free region, which again do not decompose before I 
magnetic analyser. These can be detected by either of the 
lidefocussingll methods l7 ,18 which unambiguously determine all 
the precursors from which a daughter ion is formed by such 
metastable transitions. 
Ions which are any o·ther reg ions the fl 
path (e g. during acceleration, energy focussing, or mass 
is) are generally lost. from the ion beam although t.hey 
may contribute to the background12 . Those which decompose 
after leaving the magnetic analyser, but before the 
collector, are detected simply as the or mass-analysed 
ion. 
6 
2.2 THEORETICAL ASPECTS 
Several excellent of ioni and 
dissociation processes occurring in a mass spectrometer are 
'I bIll, 19-27 1 b' f d . t' f th . aval a e , so on y a rle escrlp lOll. 0 e maln 
po relevanJc to this study will be here. 
2.2.1 Ionization sses 
Ionization by electron impact is an example of an 
inelastic collision and may occur by two general processes ~ 
direct ionization and auto-ionization. Auto-ionization refers 
to multiple-electron excitation of the molecule to an excited 
metastable state, which then ionizes by spontaneous loss of an 
electron to form the molecule-ion, usually in an exc 
t t D · t' " b . d d 22 , 28 1···· s a e. lrec lonlzatlon can e conSl ere as a lmltlng 
case of this process, where the lifetime of the excited 
metastable state of the molecule is of the same order as that 
for the collision process (i.e. 10 16 sec). 
Although auto-ionization contributes significantly to 
the total ionization observed for small molecules (e.g. 90% 
for H2 29), it is expected to be much less important for large 
molecules. The density of internal energy levels is so high, 
d th b ld f 1 · 1 f . . . 22 h an e rea~ own 0 se ectlon ru es or lonlzatlon so muc 
more likely in large molecules, that their excited electronic 
states are unlikely to be metastable with respect to 
ionization. Direct ionization is a liver-tical" transition 
leading to the formation of molecule-ions which may be 
rotationally, vibrationally, and electronically excited states. 
The nature of these initially formed ionic states will be 
governed by the transition probabilities from the populated 
states of the molecule -to the accessible sta'tes of the ion, 
and will be determined to a good approximation by the 
7 
appropr fac·tors as in 1 
The two iz processes obey different 1 aVIs I 
because these are of crucial importance ana 
ioni f 30 . . curves , It lS neces to decide which 
Jcype of 











initially prepared states of the 
occur by two general 
or radiationless transit 
transitions which are 
experiment, as discus 
transitions generally have 1 
"allowed" transitions) up to 10-6 
if transitions).. These are 
sses involving 
'decay' here 




slowest radiationless trans ions in poly-
es and so may be ignored. 
t . -,-' 31 b ess ranSlLlons may e separated 
iesi those which lead to some type of 
reaction (e.g. dissociation, isomerization), and those which 
result electronic relaxation (e.g. conversion, 
crossing). Electronic processes for 
n Glrc likely to have Ii imc!s not muc [1 
(10 13 -14 ) the period of a vibration 10 sec, 
s ""r.ncrrn,nsition reactions of can have much 
Excess energy, which is to 
exc electronic states of the molecule- by the iniJcial 
ionizat process, will therefore be conver'ced by 
ion processes to 1 and 
energy in the ground electronic state, or some set 
8 
of "i Ii states from which relaxation is 
comparatively slow 
The energy of the molecule-ion is thus assumed 
to become randomly distributed throughout the ional and 
rota-tional degrees of freedom of the ground or iso s'ca-tes 
in a time which is short compared with the 1 etimes of the 
decomposition processes leading to formation of the mass 
spectrum. The assumption that these decompositions could be 
considered as rate processes simi to those occurring in 
ord chemical reactions led to formulation of the 
quasi-equilibrium theory of mass 8pectra32 , which is currently 
. 23 33 
accepted as a sound description of mass spectral reactlons ' . 
2.2.3 
(i) 
The first principal assumption of the quasi~equilibrium 
theory is that the molecule-ions may decompose by various paths 
through different activated complexes, possibly from different 
electronic states, and fragment ions so formed may 
themselves decompose in the same way if they possess 1c 
internal energy. Thus the mass spectrum is considered to be 
formed a series of competing consecutive unimolecular 
decomposition reactions. 
The second inciple assumption is that microcanonical 
3Ll 
ensemble ~ describes distribution the activated ions 
which dissociate. This impl that the state of an ion is 
described completely by its internal energy alone and that any 
other constants mo-tion are randomly distributed amongst all 
Jcheir possible values. The assumption is valid if rapid 
libration the internal energy occurs by electronic 
9 
relaxa-t processes. A corol of s assumption is 
an when suffic energy 
localised in the degree(s) freedom associated with 
reaction coordinate, so that the rate of a decomposition 
will depend on the internal energy of ion. 
(ii) Unimolecular Rate stants 
The dependence of the rate constant unimolecular ion 
decomposition on internal energy may be derived from any the 
. 1 I h ( h d - 35 unlmo ecu ar rate t eor e.g, t ose ue to Slater f 
v 1 36 _,a sse I 37 38 or Marcus I ) I a.lthough the quasi-equilibrium 
assumption 
39 theory 
s naturally to the use of Eyring's absolute rate 
The general of the rate constant expression 
obta these sta.tistical mechanical formulations of 
unimolecular decomposition is given by 
k(E) , EO' E) dE/hN (E) , 
where N(E) is the density-of-states of the decomposing ion 
containing internal energy E, N*(E/EO,E) is the density-of-
(3 ) 
states of the activated complex for decompo having a 
threshold energy EO and translational energy E in the reaction 
23 
coordinate, and h is Planck's constant Since s rate 
constant expression is an over all possible rates of 
passage through the activated complex conf str 
represents a mean lifetime rather than a spec ic rate. 
These ivations ignore quantum tunnell and inter-
ference effects, which recent theoretical 40 s sug'gest 
may cause the decay of i systems to be non-exponential 
10 
certain s However f ·the developmenJc of the quan"cum 
formulation of unimolecular decomposi·t processes 
is s early 1 and the details are too complex 
to be , d b I . 1 d 1 40 42,45 1e to any ut tle slmp est mo e systems 
computation of rate constant function k(E) has been 
described d t '1 ' . ' 43 e' a1 1n a recen~ reV1ew , only general 
features of these t relevant to mass spectral ion 
decompositions will discussed. The depend~nce of k on 
the internal energy is shown schematically Fig. 4, Below 
the threshold energy (EO) the rate constant is zero, but it 
rises idly with increasing energy just above the threshold. 
At the threshold energy the rate constant has a f minimum 
value t k . (EO) I since the numerator m1n equat (3) has a 
minimum value of unity corresponding to a sing degenerate 
44 ground sta·te of the activated complex • (More detailed 
considerations of effects due to the external rotational 
45 degrees of freedom suggest that the minimum rate constant is 
prooably much lower than would be expected from a consideration 
of only the active internal degrees freedom.) The 
existence of a minimum value for the rate constant has 
important consequences for metastable ions, since these will 
not be observed if the minimum is greater 6 -1 about 10 sec . 
All unimolecular decompositions also exhibit a maximum 
rate constant at high energ which is limited 'che time 
required the atoms to move through the activated complex 
configuration - about the period of a vibration for simple 
bOl1l1 clcavage reactions (10 3._ 10-14 sec). maximum 
value is by the d ference in the de 
of the activated complex and correspond reactant sta'te I 
Logk(:r<:) 
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and is commonly termed ale h The 
of °che k (E) between these limits is primari 
de-termined by magnitude of the activation and -the 
number active degrees freedom involved in the reaction. 
rise k(;C) increas energy is slower for 
activation ies and higher numbers ac-tive ees 
freedom. 
(iii) Shift Effects 
The relationship between k(E) and ion source res 
time has a very important bearing on the observed appearance 
potentials of fragment ions. As Fig. 5 shows, a small excess 
of internal energy above the activation energy for the 
decomposition (e.g. EOA + M" + 
6 -1 (E) to be greater than 10 sec I 
is required to cause 
approxima·te 
necessary for decomposition to occur before the ion is ej 
from the source. This excess energy, A A , (Ek -EO ), 1S termed 
"kinetic shift" 46 and causes the measured appearance poJcential 
(AP ) for 
m 
fragment ion (A+) to be higher than the 
A A 
chemical value (APt) by approximately (Ek -EO ) i thus 
c. f. (A +) ~ ..L. IP (M ~) + A 
Of course if the minimum rate constant for the decompos 
6 _1 
than 10 sec ~f then kinet shift 
(4 ) 
11 
be zero. In case no metastable ions can be observed for 
the decomposition, but the reverse argument not 
necessarily apply since the metastable may simply be too 
weak to be detected. 
12 
When an ion decomposes by competing pathways, a further 
complication is introduced for all but the lowest energy 
decomposition. This additional factor is called the 
"competi tive shift" 8,47 and causes the measured appeara:nce 
potential(s) for the higher energy decomposition(s) (e.g. 
+ + + APm(B ) for M· + B , Fig. 5) to be even higher than expected 
from the kinetic shift effect; thus 
(6 ) 
This effect arises because the rate constant for the lowest 
energy decomposition (e.g. kA(E)) is usually substantially 
greater than the rate consta.nt for the.competing decomposition 
(e.g. kB(E)) at the energy E = EkB where B+ should appear. 
+ + Hence the proportion of B formed relative to A is so small as 
to be undetectable until the magnitudes of the competing rate 
constants become comparable at higher energies. For the 
situation depicted in Fig. 5, where the higher energy 
decomposition has a higher frequency factor (causing the k(E) 
curves to cross), B+ will appear at an energy somewhere between 
EkB and Ec' where kB(E) is considerably greater than 10 6 
In the alternative situation where the k(E) curves do not 
-1 
sec 
cross, the size of the competitive shift could be very large 
indeed. The competitive shift effect will always operate, 
whether or not the kinetic shift effect is involved, since it 
depends solely on the relative magnitudes of the rate constants 
for the competing decompositions. 
The major factor influencing the kinetic shift is the 
activation energy which has a large effect on the minimum rate 
constant for a decomposition~ k . (E ) being lower for hiaher 
mln 0 ~ 
activation energies. The activation energy also affects the 
slope of the k(E) curve in such a way as to enhance the first 
effect. The frequency factor and the number of active degrees 
of freedom also influence the size of the kinetic shift through 
their respective effects on the shape of the k(E) curve. The 
kinetic shift will therefore increase with higher activation 
energies, lower frequency factors, and more active degrees of 
freedom for the decomposition. Similar considerations apply 
to the competitive shift, although here it is the relative 
magnitudes of these factors which are important. 
(iv) Breakdown Graphs 
When the fragmentation scheme for a molecule-ion and the 
corresponding rate constant functions are known, a "breakdown 
g-raph" can be calculated from an analysis of the first-order 
kinetic equations, if allowance is made for the source 
'd d' fl' h ' 48 reSl ence an lon 19 t tlmes . The break-
down graphs give the relative probabilities of the formation 
of the various ions observed in a mass spec-trum as a function 
of the internal energy of the molecule-ion; they are one of 
the most useful applications of the quasi-equilibrium theory" 
An example of the breakdown graph obtained for the 
'd " + + +. h ' , 6 consecutlve ecomposltlons M" + A + B lS sown In Flg. . 
The k(E) curves, which are also shown, were calculated from 
models using parameters corresponding to decompositions of 
aromatic molecules, so that the general features of the break-
down graph would be appropriate to this work. A notable 
feature is the wide range of internal energies of the 
molecule-ion over which metastable ions are observed for the 
d d ' t' (A+ ~ B+), d' . h 'h f secon ary ecomposl lon compare Wl~ ~ e range or 
the primary decomposition (Mt This is a direct 
66 67 
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of the exces 
decomp('s 
a rang'e 
the same reason 
energy of the 
+ 
, which causes A , 
ies for a 
initial rise in the 
14 
sor 
1 to have 
value of E. For 
curve for a 
secondary ion at the threshold is much slower than 
thaJc obs a prin1ary fragment ion. ~s much 
longer tails are observed on the ionizat iency curves 
of secondary ions, making it more to measure 
their e s accurately. Another interesting 
feature of F . 6 is the substantial s occurring at 
internal corresponding to metas ion formation, 
as indicated by ion formation probabi curve, 
which is s sum of the individual curves. 
These so-called i!missing metastable" ions 49 are which 
form in non-f ee regions of the flight and are 
consequently lost the ion bea.'1l. 
The between breakdown ionization 
efficiency curves dependent on laws 
evidence 50 that the some for ionization. ity 
of direct ionizat var as the first power of the excess 
energy of the tron, at least near the threshold. 
general theoretical 
ionization is given 
E 
I (E) ::: f 0 
o 
where o(E-E ) is a 
c 
energy E. Thus c 
I (E) _. 
t 5l is that the probabil 
n > 1, 
centred on the thre 





where n s the number of electrons leav -the c lis 
complex (i.e. n = 1 auto~ionizat 
ioniza tion). Following- Iv10rr ison IS 
derivat of the ioniz effie 




curve is proportional 
to the sum of the trans probabilities for the formation 
of the convoluted the rever electron 
distribution, assuming only d t ionization is 
important. ~i7hen the feet of the spread in electron energ-ies 
53 is removed by deconvolution , the relative amplitudes of the 
second derivative ioni effie (SDIE) curves give 
the relative probab ies of formation of the as a 
function of the energy transferred by the ioniz process. 
If these deconvoluted SDIE curves are normali (relative to 
their sum), they are equivalent to breakdown except 
the def ion of the energy axis. Since breakdown graphs are 
calculated as a function of the internal energy of the molecule-
ion, are equivalent to normali SDIE curves measured at 
other temperatures the internal thermal energy of 
molecule which will be trans to the mol 
ioni 54 must be taken into account . 
e-ion on 
s problem been disCllS 55 by Vestal who showed 
that to a fair approximation the thermal distr 
the molecule-ion is lar to that in the molecule, 
shi to higher ies by an amount comparable to 
average thermal Using- s approximation a mod 
breakdown graph may calculated as a function of the 
transf energy convoluting the theoretical breakdown 
g-raph the thermal energy stribution -the mol e. 
in 
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Ion Intens les 
Rei ion sities are readi obtained by simply 
measur the r ive peak heights a mass spectrum, They 
on a number of s, luding zation cross-
sections threshold laws, the rates of ion 
decomposition of the ions all mo properties - as well 
as ion flight times and ion source conditions (including 
temperature), which are instrument dependent. l'-1ass. spectra 
there differ other types of spectra wh generally 
measure well ined physical properties of molecules. Because 
this much current research fort is directed towards 
finding improved methods of analysing mass spec data, 
especially to provide more reliable information about 
structures properties of ions wh are formed. 
According to the quas ilibrium theory, relat 
ion sities a mass spectrum (at any particular ionizing 
voltage) may be calculated from the breakdown graph by 
integrating the individual breakdown curves for 
the internal distribution function of the mol 
This gives relat ion ities the 
electron energy removed ,(i.e. a deconvo 
spectrum) ; 
I, (V) 






where I. (V) is the deconvoluted 
J 
ive intensity, R. 
J 
is 
the breakdown curve for the jth ion, and P(E,V) is internal 
energy stribution function of the molecule-ion the 
particular ionizing voltage V. func,tion 
P(E,V) o (E) (V-E) , E < V (10) 
is often call !lexcess energy trans function", 
depends on transition pr6babil tion for 
ionization, a(E), ionization law, so 
11 chang"e molecular structure and the ionizing 
voltage (for c1 ionization). P(E,V) can be obtained 
experimentally total SDIE curve assuming that the same 
threshold law holds over a sufficient 
2.2.4 Conventional Reactions 
The essential erence between reac in a mass 
spectrometer and conventional chemical react should be 
stressed. In the , the reacting ies are being 
continuously energiz and de-energized by molecular collisions, 
so that the temperature can be used to descr the distribution 
o~ the reactants activated complexes access 
states. This s does not apply to the rate processes 
occurring in a mass spectrometer where are fe\" molecular 
collisions, and the ions are energ solely by )che 
ionization esse Hence the 1 rate constanJc 
expressions are qu fferent, even though· spontaneous 
dissociation processes occurring in each case are described 
_ 56 57 
the same theory (e.g. RRKM theory I unimolecular gas-
se kinetics) . se ferences must mind when 
considering apparent s larities between mass tral and 
conventional chemical reactions. 
Although a ete understanding factors 
determining the mass of a molecule fficult to 
, there are reasons for to do this. 
In respects in a mass trome>cer 7 with 
i reactant much simpler pertaining 
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to reactions under conventional conditions, where higher-order 
rate laws, molecular interactions (including solvent effects), 
and diffusion effects must also be considered. Since the 
theories concerning unimolecular decay processes are ~ore 
highly developed, a more direct comparison between theory and 
experiment is possible for mass spectra than for many other 
types of chemical reaction. The complicating factor in mass 
spectral reactions is the comparatively wide range of energies 
involved, leading to a corresponding increase in the nlliuber of 
decay processes which can occur. 
2.3 SUBSTITUENT EFFECTS 
Following McLafferty's original investigation of 
sUbstituent effects in-the mass spectra of aromatic molecules 58 , 
research in this field has been very active - particularly over 
the last five years - and several good reviews are now 
'I bl 6,11,24,26,59 H 't' 1 tl th t ava~ a e • owever, 1 1S on y recen y a a 
fuller appreciation of the various factors which may influence 
ion intensities has become apparent in the literature. There 
has been an increasing awareness and application, at least 
1 ' '1 24 , 27 f h ' . 1 . b' h th qua 1tat~ve y , 0 t e quas~-equ~ 1 r~um t eory to e 
interpretation of mass spectra, and some recent papers have 
considerably clarified the effect of substituents on ion 
't 't' 7,8,60 1n enS1 ~es • 
Early investigations 61 of the often quite marked variations 
in ion intensities obtained from aroma tic compounds ,vi th 
different substituents, suggested that correlations based on 
the Hammett equation, used extensively for the rates and 
equilibria of solution reactions, might also apply to mass 
spectra. In fact fair correlations between logarithmic 
19 
ensity ratir;s Hanuuett siSfflla constanJcs (0) were oJ=! 
for some aromatic 6 compounds . Although such correl were 
used as evidence for structures of ions j even 
transition states, in some important types of mass spectral 
reac (by analogy with conventional substituent eff~cts) I 
recent work has severely crit ised 
. . 1 62 emplrlca and theoretica1 63 grounds. 
s approach on 
The remainder of this section reviews the factors 
contributing to substituent fects mass spectral and is 
intended as a background to discussion the fects observed 
in s study. 
2.3.1 Substituent Effects on sition 
The most obvious ect which changing a substituent in a 
molecule can have on its mass spectrum is introduction of 
new l or different, pathways for ion decompositions. In the 
most extreme case competi,tive ss of I or 1, of the 
substituent may occur more readily than decomposition(s) 
whose sUbstituent is being studied. A more common 
situation arises when competing decompositions of the ions 
are also affected by the substituent, often to varying degrees 
depending on the nature of substituent. These 
substituent s can only be avoided by choosing substrates 
which are not prone to undergo competing 
decompos fJ!any of the problems encountered mea sur 
regular substituent effects mass spectra arise because such 
compounds are to find. 
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2.3.2 Substituent Effects on Internal En and Rate Constant 
Functions 
When only regular effects of substituents on a particular 
decomposition pathway are operating, the relative ion 
intensities obtained will reflect the internal energy distri-
but ion functions p(E) and the rate constant functions k(E) for 
all the decomposing ions, and the effects of substituents on 
these functions will determine the observed substituent effects 
on ion intensities. For example the intensity of a primary 
fragment ion (A+) will depend on: 
1) p(E) function of the molecule-ion + (H' ) , 
2) k(E) function for the formation of A+ , 
+ 3) k(E) functions for all the competing decompositions of rl[' , 
4) p(E) function of A+ , 
5) k(E) functions for all the decompositions of A+. 
The manner in which ion intensities depend on the 
relationship between the internal energy distribution function 
of a decomposing ion and its corresponding rate constant 
functions is shown in Fig. 7, where a reasonable p(E) function 
and logarithmic k(E) curves are plotted against the internal 
energy E. For the molecule-ion the p(E) function is given by 
the excess energy transfer function P(E,V) whose lower limit 
is determined by the ionization potential, and the upper limit 
(E ) by the ionizing" voltag·e. 
max 
(i) Internal Energy Distribution Functions, p(E) 
Since ion intensities are determined by the breakdown 
curves for each ion integrated over the excess energy transfer 
function, any substituent effect which alters the relationship 
between P(E,V) and the breakdown curves will modify the 
















Internal Energy Distribution 
and Rate Constant Functions. 
1:; 
.w
max E( eV) 
-:- -l-
A (M'-r A ) 
C (rIIt~ c+) 
E( eV) 
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s can happen the ionizat potential is lowered 
relat to the k(E) curves (as il by the 
function Fig. 7), causing a large se in the relative 
e a higher proportion of molecule-ions now 
have f ient 
of the ions 
changed "this s 
to decompose. The intens 
+ + (e.g. A t B ? 
because 
Fig. 7) are also 
values of P(E,V) over 
which breakdown curves for these ions have to integrated I 
are now ferent to those of the inal p(E) tion. 
SUbstituents may also change the shape of p(E) 
function of the mol e-ion through their on 
ionizat transition probabilities. Although imental 
data concerning this is difficult to obtain, some possible 
effects are indicated by studies the photoelectron spectra 
of substituted benzenes 64 • (The transition probabilities 
observed in photoelectron spectra are not the same as those 
obta in electron impact65 , because different threshold 
laws are involved negligible auto-ionization occurs in 
photoelectron spectra.) The energy bands observed in these 
spectra may be broadened or split by the electronic interact 
of some substituents with certain TI- and a-mo orbitals 
of aromatic ring; furthermore degree of splitting 
seems to depend on the extent of the conjugative interaction 
between the subst and the r Subst with lone-
s can also cause the appearance of new istic s 
which seem to be to ionization of these non-bonding 
Since the p(E) functions of imary fragment ions are 
used calculat breakdown curves 6f secondary 
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f rOI" -thern F sible effects of 
subst on p ) funct must also 
be cons ed. A f r agmen'c 
from 'che partitioning of the excess 1 
the sor ion between the products of decomposit 
the quasi-equilibrium hypothesis . . 66 s lonlng· I or 
i1 energy fluctua'cion effect It 67 1 governed by the re 
density-of-states functions of the decompos ion products. 
For example, if dis soc to give a charged 
a rad B· I then probability that an energy 
be-tween E and E+dE rema as internal energy of 1 for a 
total internal energy E 
p(E,s)dE := 
+ in [1. , 
-E-E 
J 0 0 NA (E) • 
is given by 
A (E-E -E) ds o 
(11) 
where NA and NB are the density-o functions A+ 
and B- respectively, and EOA the activation energy for the 
formation of A +. For each value of E -there is thus a 
stribution of internal energies in a fragment ion ing 
from zero to E-E 01 and sUbstituents may subtly these 
p functions through their e on relevant 
states functions. 
A factor which contributes to form the 
excess transfer function, thus luences relative 
I is ion ing voltage. Referring again to 
Fig. 7, if E were to take 
max 
values Elf E2 and 
corresponding to dif ionizing voltages, 'che 
intensities of the ions + I A , and C would 
change markedly, owing to the P{E,V) functions over 
3 
-the ive breakdown curves have to be 
>cegrated. For E :::: El only and would be max 
for small amount of -I- (c. f " would = E a B 2 
also be observed, probably no s its rate constant 
would be too slow to compete ively at ies , 1;' 
-co -'-'2" 
For the amount of relat ~co would be 
because of much higher rate constant over a considerable 
the corresponding P(E,V) function, 
also be observed but with a much smal 
+ Of course the relative M· intens also decreases with 
increasing E since an increas 
max 
proportion molecule-
ions sufficient energy to decompose. It is therefore 
important to follow the ion ion intens with 
ionizing voltage, so that this fect can at least be 
recognized and possibly allowed for, although the of 
new decompositions at higher energies often makes such 
allowance impracticable. 
Substituents the rate constant functions mainly 
through their effect on activation energy and frequency 
factor a decomposition. Th~y may so exert a secondary 
i11fluence on k (E) curves by changing -the number of active 
internal degrees freedom, but large polyatomic s 
s effect is usually minor. A substituent which ses 
only the activation energy EO; would cause curve A to change 
to curve C example (F 7) I where minimum rate 
constant the curvature of k(E) function are both 
decreased. Conversely if a substituent increases only the 
frequency factor, curve C would change to curve BI s 
24 
a increase in -the rate constan"c 11ear 
the threshold but a increase at energies. Thus a 
will modify curves 
s-trongly near threshold energies, whereas a change in 
frequency have a signif only at high 
energies; this combination of effects can to large 
variations in ion intensities ionizing 
voltage. 
The act energy for the simple reaction of 
a molecule-
lS equal to ssociation energy of the 
by either of lowing thermochemical 
EO(A+) := (12) 
EO (A +) IP(A") + D(A-B) - IP(AB) (13 ) 




enthalpy of formation D is the bond 
(These relationships assume that the 
the reverse 
e since mos"t 
is negligible, 
or ion-raolecule 
recombination reactions have very low energ-ies. ) 
Subst scan fore be cons to alter activation 
the ionization s of the molecule-
ion and fragmen-t, or by the bond 
di ssoc of the neutral molecule. The manner in 
which substi m ents are 1 to a ect -these 
quantities I ially the bond Jcerm, might be 
predictable substituent effects 
2S 
available reactions. However, unusual effects 
may for -the ionizaJc potential terms, s e the 
electronic states involved in the process migh-t 
be different from those in the ation processes - a 
not usual met in al of 
A obvious fference concerns thermal equil 
multipl ies of electronic states involved, which 
are often doublet (or quartet) states for the 
at 
observed in mass spectra compared with the singlet (or triplet) 
states usual involved ordinary chemical reactions. e 
is known about the differences factors might make to the 
extensively stud pattern of sUbstituent fects observed in 
solution4 and gas-phaseS reactions. 
s frequency factors on the structural 
ences (e.g. in vibrational rotational states) between the 
reactant ion the activated complex, large s in 
frequency factors are expected only for d types 
decomposition, e.g. simple dissociations compared with 
rearrangements. Direct cleavage reactions generally occur via 
a !lloose lt activated complex69 in which some ional 
degrees of freedom (e.g. tors or bending modes) become 
" sened ll to rotational of freedom in pass to the 
activated ex. S e rotations have a much 
dens f-s-tates vibrations, the factor is 
than would otherwise be expected. Conversely 
ment reactions general have "tightll activated complexes wiJch 
lower factors. In such reactions some ro·tational 
of freedom are u constrained to become weak 
v the activated complex because of the 
bond ion which occurs between the atoms or g-roups 
partie the rearrangement. 
therefore have a marked effect on 
they cause the number of free rotors 
the reactant to activated compl 
for example, a substituent act as a 
26 
tuents will 
s only if 
passing 
swill occur t 




constrained to torsional 




the SUbstituent aromatic ring. 
may affect other 
ugative effects can be 
rotors 
across 
C HAP T E R 3 
EXPERU1ENTAL 
301 PREPARATION lmD PURIFICATION OF COMPOUNDS 
Mel are uncorrec !were 
recorded on a Shimadzu IR27G spectrophotometer; n.m.r. 
on a Varian A60 spectrometer (CC1 4 solvent and TMS internal 
standard) ~ high resolution mass spectra on an A.E.l. MS902 . 
spectrometer (70 eV , resolving power 10,OOO). Analytical 
g.l.c analyses were performed on a Varian Aerograph 1200 
III using a SE-30 column. 
3.1.1 
Thionyl chloride (Riedel de Eaen) was distilled from 
quinoline and the fraction boi~ing at 76~84° was redisti ed 
27 
f l ' d '172 rom raw lnsee Ol ; o had b.p. 75.5-76 (lit. 7l 78.8;746 
rom) • 
Benzyl chloride (B.D.E. Lab Reagent) was dried over 
ium chloride and distilled, b.p. 73-74 0 /11 nun (li-t. 7l 1790 ). 
Diethyl ether was distilled from conc. sulphuric ac and 
stored over sodium wire73 
Benzene was distilled off phosphorus pentoxide and 
stored over sodium wire. 
3.1. 2 Scheme 1 
The mono-substituted deoxybenzoins(4) were usually 
by reacting Jehe substi-tuted benzamide (1) I or 
preferably the benzonitrile (2), with an ether solution of 
benzylmagnesium chloride (3) according to the method of 
4, to give the benzoyl substituted deoxybenzoin 
pos ion of the substituent (X) is denoted by meta or para) . 
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Al the sium chloride wa 
reac benzo le to g"ive -substituted 
in (ring pos ion of the substituent (Y) is denoted 
by meta' or para'). yields were obtained only 
Gr reagent was careful to avoid of 
the coupling the ZOlns were not 
puri before being oxidized to the ils (5). For some 
subs alternative procedures were necessary, 
invo modif of substituents on the deoxybenzoin 








Mg,l Et2 0 
YC 6H4CH2MgCl(3) 
+ 
( r;) ./ cuCN, xc 
"" "'DMF ' 
XC6H4COCH2C6H4Y(4) 
Se0 2 , I ACOH-H20 (70%) 
\iJ 
xc COCOC 6H4Y(5) 
Br 
ium turning"s (B.D.H., "for Gr ") (4.86g, 0.20 
in a 3 round bottom flask (250 ml) 
a s·trong stirrer, funnel, 
condenser, which was 
low sol vents to be removed 1 or reagen'ts -to be 
added, while the system was under reflux. A dry nitrogen 
atrno was ma at all times. flame-dry the 
ass~ware and magnes turnings a stream of 
dried ether (50 ml) was placed flask and 
o to O. A solution of benzyl chloride (23 ml, 0.20 mol) in 
ether (50 ml) was dropwise while st ing conJcinuous 
the reaction usually started a minutes. The 
temperature was at 0° during the of the benz 
chloride and then allowed to rise to room temperature. G.l.c. 
analysis of a hydroly sample of the dark-green benzyl 
ium chloride solution showed s procedure 
a few percent of bibenzyl. 
s 
(a) m-Methyld 
m-Toluic acid (B.D.H.; 19.0g, O. 0 mol) was treated 
thionyl chloride (12.5 ml) overnight to the acid 
ide j which was added to a mixture of ammonia (0.880, 50 
ml) and ice (50 g) Crystallization ether gave m 
as white needles (13.1 gl 70%) 1 m.p. 94-96 0 (lit. 71 97°). 
m-Toluamide (6.76 g, 50 mmol) was slowly added to a 
refluxing ether solution of benzylmagnes chloride (0.20 
mol) with st The mixture was luxed for two 
hydrolysed with dil. sulphuric acid, the organic 
separated. wa 
and water, the 
toluene 
id ( 9 . 7 g, 9 0 % 
with water, s sodium c 
solution was (1I1gS0 4 ) and the so 
to give m-methyldeoxybenzoin as an 
), n.m.r. 87.69 (m, 2B); 7.14 (m , 




m-Methoxybenzoic ac (L i 88.5 g, 0.582 mol) was 
treated with thionyl (50 ml) in benzene (100 ml) 
under reflux, and amidated to give m-methoxybenzamide, 
which was crystallized water as plates (58.8 g, 67%), m.p. 
132 1340 (lit. 76 133~133.50). 
m-Ivlethoxybenzamide (8.10 g, 55 mmol) was with an 
ether solution of benzylmagnes chloride (0.2 mol) for two 
days. The usual workup gave m-methoxydeoxybenzo as an 
orang'e solid (12.3 g, 98% crude), n.m.r. 07.43 (m, 3H)i 7.16 
(s, 5H); 7.1-6.9 (m, IH)i 4.08 (Sf 2H)i 3.66 (Sf 3H). 
(c) m-Chlorodeoxybenzoin: 
m-Chlorotoluene (Chemi 77 Fabrik, purum) was converted 
to m-chlorobenzoic acid (52% yield) 1 m.p. 155-1560 (1 
1550 ) • 
m-Chlorobenzoic acid was amidated as usual to give 
71 
m-chlorobenzamide, which was crystall from water (69% 
yield) I m.p. 133 
m-Chlorobenzamide (4.85 g, 31 mmol) and benzene (100 ml) 
were added to an ether solution of benzy1magnesium chloride 
(0. mol), and most of ether was distilled 0 
refluxing the mixture 3l;i days the usual workup g'ave 
m-chlorodeoxybenzoin74 as a dark orange solid (7.10 g, 94% 
crude), n.m.r <57.9-7.7 (m, 2H), 7.35 (t, ; 7. (s, SH), 
4.18 (Sf ). 
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(d) 
p~Fluorobenzoic ac (Light; 10. Og y 71 rrunol) was refluxed 
with thionyl chloride (20 ml) and amidated to give p-fluoro-
(6.21 g, 63%); which was llized from water, 
83 0 154.5 ); identical (i.r,) with an 
76 
authentic sample . 
1uorobenzamide (4.70 g, 34 rnmol) and benzene (100 ml) 
were added to an e-ther solution of benzylmagnesium chloride 
(0.17mol), most of the ether was distilled off, and the mixture 
was refluxed for three p-Fluorodeoxybenzoin was 
obtained as a yellow sol (5.76 g, 80% crude) after the usual 
vlOrkup. 
(e) p-Bromodeoxybenzo 
p-Bromobenzonitrile (Aldrichi 21 7 g, O. mol) was 
refluxed with an ether solution of benzylmagnesium chloride 
(0.26 mol) for two days, giving p-bromodeoxybenzoin as a 
white sol (27.0 g, 82%), m.p. 114-1150 (lit. 85 114-1150 ) I 
n.m.r. 0 7.87 (d, ; 7.55 (d j 2H)i 7.27 (s, 5H)i 4.21 (s, 2H). 
(f) p-Phenyldeoxybenzoin: 
p-Bromobiphenyl (Light; 10.0 g, 43 rrmol) was luxed 'dith 
cuprous cyanide (5.05 g, 49 rnmol) in N-dimethylformamide (20 
ml) with ing for one day. Workup according to Friedma.n 
and Shechter's method79 gave p-cyanobipheny182 as discoloured 
plates (8.6 g, 100% crude) which were decolouris 
ing charcoal. 
p-Cyanobiphenyl (7.5 g, 40 rnmol) was 1uxed with an 
e-cher solu-tion benzylmagnesium chloride (86 rrmol) for 
days giving p-phenyldeoxybenzoin as a white solid (8.0 g, 73%) 
which was 
o 
m.p. 146-148 (1 
talliz methanol as colourless plates, 
(g) m~Trifluoromethyldeoxybenzoin: 
m-Trifluoromethylbromobenzene (Koch-Light; 22.5 g. 0.10 
mol) was refluxed with cuprous cyanide (10.3 g, 0.11 mol) in 
N-dimethylfo:cmamide (2.0 Htl) for 8 hr. Vacuum dis'cillation of 
79 the brown liquid obtained after workup gave m-trifluoromethyl-
benzonitrile as a clear liquid (8,87 g, 52%), b.p. 840 /34 MTI 
(lit. 80 94-950 /40 mm) . 
m-Trifluoromethylbenzonitrile (8.85 g, 52 ~~ol) was 
refluxed with an ether solution of benzylmagnesium chloride 
(0.16 mol) for one day, giving m-trifluoromethyldeoxybenzoin 
as an orange oil (13,4 g, 98% crude), n.m.r. 0 8.2-8.0 (m, 2H) i 
7.7-7.4 (m, 2H); 7.16 (s, 5H)i 4.13 (s, 2H). 
(h) m-Bromodeoxybenzoin: 
The complex obtained by adding benzonitrile (80 ml, 0.78 
mol) to anhydrous aluminium trichloride (233 g, 1.55 mol) with 
vigorous stirring, was brominated (20 ml, 0.78 mol) at 80 0 for 
12 hr 78 . The dark oil obtained on hydrolysis in conca 
hydrochloric acid (100 ml) and ice (l Kg-), was extracted wi"th 
ether and the extracts were washed and dried (MgS0 4 ). After 
distilling off the ether and unreacted benzonitrile (0.36 mol) I 
the residue was dissolved in hexane and treated with decolour-
ising charcoal, giving colourless prisms of m-bromobenzonitrile 
at 00 (20.0 g, 0.12 mol, 27%), m.p. 37-390 (lit,78 37-380~ 
m-Bromobenzoni'crile (7.28 g I 40 mmol) was refluxed with 
an ether solu"tion of benzylmagnesium chloride (85 nunol) for 12 
hr, to give m-bromodeoxybenzoin as a yellow solid (11.0 g, 40 
mIHol, 100% crude), n.m.r. 08.00 (t, IE); 7.74 (doublet of 
triplets, lH); 7.47 (doublet of triplets, IH); 7.13 (d, IH); 
7.12 (S, SH);: 4,01 (s, 2H). 
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(i) m in 
m-Bromodeoxybenzoin (50.0 g, 0.18 mol) was ref 
s (19.5 9, 0.21 N-dimethylformamide (50 
for 6 hr, 79 The brown solid obtained on workup was 
purified by eluting it -through an alumina column with 
petroleum ether (50 O)-benzene mixtures, g m-cyanodeoxy-
benzoin (23.3 g, 58%) as white prisms from alcohol, m.p. 86.5 
o -1 87.5 , v
max 
2230, 1690 em ; n.m.r. 8 8.20 (d, IH); 8.09 
(t, IH); 7.7-7.5 (m, 2H)i 7.22 (Sl 5H)i 4.18 (Sl 2H). 
(j) m-Formyldeoxybenzoin: 
m-Cyanodeoxybenzoin (3.00 gl 13.5 romol) was reacted wi 
anhydrous stannous chloride81 (75 romol)' a solution of 
hydrogen chloride 82 ether (75 ml) I and the resulting 
aldimine stannichlo complex was decomposed in boiling 
water to give m-formyldeoxybenzoin as a white solid (2.50 g, 
-1 82%), v 1710,1670,1600 em ; n.m.r. 0 10.07 (s, IH); 8.50 
max 
(t l IH); 8.26 (doublet triplets, IH); 8.06 (doublet of 
triplets, IH); 7.68 (d, IH); 7.29 (s, 5H); 4.33 (s, 2H). 
(k) m'-Fluorodeoxybenzoin: 
m-Fluorobenzyl bromide (Aldrich; 10 ml, 87 romol) was 
converted to m-fluorobenzylmagnesium bromide by the usual 
procedure, and refluxed with benzonitrile (4.1 ml, 40 romol) 
for 2~ days, to give m'-fluorodeoxybenzoin as a red-brown oil 
(10 g) 1 n.m.r. 8 8.00 .83 (m j 2H); 7.43 (d, ) I 7. 34 (d I IH), 
7.00 (m, ); 6.85 (m, UI), 4.13 (Sl 2H). 
(1) m'-Nitrodeoxybenzoin: 
m'-Nitrodeoxybenzoin was obtained from a sample 
by Fischer89 which had m.p. 820. 
3 
30 L 3 Benzils 
'rhe mono-·subs-t benzils were prepared by oxidation 
the deoxybenzoins with 101 equivalents of selenium d 
(B.D.H.) according to method of Cor and 85 fer . No 
impur were detected their mass spectra. 
(a) Benz (Hopkin Iiams) was recrystal1iz from 
1 h 1 t · 11 dl 95-96 0 (ll·~.71 9So ) . a co 0 -0 glve ye ow nee es, m.p ~ 
(Found ~ m/ e 210.0682; C H100 2 requ mol. wt. 210.0681.) 
(b) m-Fluorobenzil was chromatographed on a sil gel column 
with petroleum ether (50-70}-benzene mix·tures, pale 
87 100.5-yellow 
1010 ) • 
228.0587 ) 
° from alcohol, m.p. 101.5-102.5 (1 
requires mol. wt. 
(c) luorobenzil was chromatographed on a sil column 
with eum ether (50 70)-benzene mixtures, yellow 
prisms o 87 ° methanol, m.p. 62-62.5 (1 . 63.5-64.5). 
mol. wt. 228.0587.) 
(d) m-Chlorobenzil was purified by column chromatography and 
gave prisms alcohol, m.p. 89-90° (1 .86 86°). 
mol. wt. 244.0291.) 
(e) m-BromobenziZ gave yellow prisms from alcohol, m.p. 
(Found: m/e 287.9782; C o requires mol. wt. 
287.9786.) 
(f) p-Bromobenzil pale yellow needles from 1 m p. 
requires mol. wt. 287 9786 
(g) m-MethyZbenziZ pale yel sms from alcohol, m p. 
(Found: m/e 224.0834; Cl 12 0 2 s mol. wt. 
224.0837.) 
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(11) m thoxybenzi l g'ave e low isms alcohol, mop. 
90-9 (Found: mle 240.0783; mol. wt. 
240.0786 
(l) p-Phenylbenzil was chromatographed on a s a column 
I:di th petroleum (50 O)-benzene mixtures, giving a ye 
° 
which crystallized from co petroleum ether (50-70) as a 
le yellow powder, m.p. 96 97° (lit. 88 104-105°). 
mle 286.0995; C20H1402 requires mol. wt. 286.0994.) 
(Found: 
(j) m-Formylbenzil was purif by column chromatography and 
o gave pale yellow prisms from alcohol, m.p. 84.5-85 . 
mle 238.0630; C15Hl003 requires mol. wt. 238.0630.) 
(k) m-Cyanobenzil gave orange-yellow prisms from 
(Found: 
cohol, m.p. 
86.5-87 (Found: mle 235.0629; C15H9N02 requires mol. wt. 
235.0633.) 




(m) m-Nitrobenz gave pale yellow isms from alcohol, m~p. 
requ s mol. wt. 255.0532.) 
3.2.1 Instrumental Mod ications 
The instrument used was an A.E.I. MS902 double- ssing 
high resolution mass spectrometer~ which was with 
some standard modif ions igned ,to improve 
capabilities. The most important 
a modified beam focussing system 
these for s 




to the introduction of this modification, was very di icult 
to opt.imum focussing of the ion beam - a site 
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t:o ob'ca good zation effic data, The or 
focussing controls were interdependent and their range of 
ustment was some-times insuf The new system 
a much r degree of interdependence between the focus 
conjcrols I a maximum in the ion current could be 
obtained if the source was clean. 
Other modifications included a head amplif 
which provided a ten times e amplification of the ion 
detector signal, and a digital read-out for the collector meter. 
This was obtained by connecting o. digital voltmeter 
(International Electronics; Type DSV4) , reading to four 
significant figures, across the scaling resistor of the 
collector meter. A semi-automatic digital recording system 
for measuring ionization efficiency data was also constructed, 
and is described in the next section. 
This data collection system was designed to obtain 
ionization efficiency data, and was based on a 1024 channel 
time-averaging-computer (Varian CI024, CAT) which was used to 
digitise and store the ion signal at constant time s 
while the ionizing voltage was scanned mechanically (F . 8). 
(i) Ionizing Voltage Control Unit 
The potentiometer controlling the electron beam voltage 
was replaced by a very free-running 10-turn helipot ( 
Ser A, 10K, ±O 5% I ity) giving a 9 volt change in the 
ionizing voltage per revolution, An electromagnetic clutch 
(Oliver Pell, MC7) connected the helipo·t spindle to the drive 
unit of a synchronous motor (Phillips, AU 5100/91), which was 
powered by a continuously variable supply (Appendix 
B). The motor .shaf'c speed was 250 rev/min (at a frequency of 











Lv I ~~~~h I 
50 Hz), and this was to 1 rev/min a 75:1 
ion uni-t ( llips; AU 5300/80 DP). voltage 
scan rate was decreased to a convenient value of 6 volt/min 
( 2/3 rev/min) reduc supply , so that a 5 
volt scan was obta using- 50 sec scan setting on the 
CAT. The electron beam voltage was di 
voltmeter (Weston, Model 1290) which 
on a digital 
the orig 
meter, and read to 0.01 volt over the range 0-25 volt. (A 
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swi-tching ce was incorporated to enable it to read to 0.1 
volt_ over the 0-100 . ) 
(ii) CAT Input Signal 
In to match the input impedance of the CAT, the ion 
signal output the bandwidth was fed through a 
high-to-low impedance voltage follower; to the multi~ 
ion s I an gain required to obtain a suffic 
amplifier (x 10) was inserted between voltage follower 
the CAT input. In this way the s was ied 
removing most of the noise with the bandwidth filter f raJcher 
Jchan by increasing' the mul t 
noise levels at high mult 
gain which gave unacceptable 
settings. 
(iii) CAT Read-out tern 
Once stored in the CAT, ionizat eff data 
was punched on 7-track tape 0, Creed 1 25 
The b values of each channel ss and 
contents were transmitted to 
des interface unit (Appendix B). The two s ( 
channel) were in a compact binary format, 
enabling a complete scan (1024 channels) to be s 
45 of tape. Although maximum speed of 
on abou-t 
punch was 
28 characters/sec, it was run at about 1/3 s rate to 
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avo the errors which occurred at a 
ete scan (5120 characters) therefore took about 6 
to punch. At the of each tape record (i.e. a scan) an 
"end~of-recordll character (middle 5 tracks punched) was 
ma·nually. 
3.2.3 Introduct 
(i) Inlet systems 
This trument posses three sJcandard systems for 
introducing es into the ion source: a cold inlet system 
for gases, an all-glass heated inlet system (AGHIS) for 
liquids, and a heated direct insertion system (HDIS) 
ids. Extra introduction ports were provided in the source 
housing alternative inlet systems; and one of these was 
used a modi inlet system to introduce a 
gas (xenon) into the source at a constant I readily 
controll pressure. 
This inlet stem consisted of a backing pump connected 
to an oil diffusion pump, which evacuated a small vacuum 1 
containing two inlet ports and an exit line to the ion 
source. The flow of s through the exit line was controlled 
by a variable needle-valve (Granville-Phill i S es 203) I 
and could be adjusted to any ired value. of 
this stem was quite simple. A small reservoir (250 ) 1 
filled to a few mtorr pressure with xenon, was to 
an inlet port and the 1 was evacuated until no residual 
gases were detected on opening the needle-valve to 
vacuum line was then isolated from the diffusion 
source. 
stop-cock to gas reservoir was (with the 
needle-valve closed). The xenon was then admitted to the 
source by opening the needle-valve the des flow-
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rate was 2,tta A constant source ssure about 
c 
5 x 10-u torr could be mai iod us 
s technique. However, it was notic that the source 
zation read ssure) slowly sed to about 
<times initial ing over a period 1 hour, the 
ion current did not change dur this The reason for 
s effect is not known, but the xenon pressure was always 
allowed to equil for at least one hour its 
read was taken 
The AGHIS was only to introduce the re 
compound (N-heptacosatrifluorobutylamine) to source 
solution mass measurements. Attempts were made to use 
for some of the benzils, but suff source ssures 
could not obtained, even at temperatures (250 300 0 ) which 
were apparently enough to cause pyro is of the 
At temperatures much 
intens s were observed than when us direct 
insert sysJcem. A constant source pressure could no'c be 
ma ined with unheated direct probe, when 
the HDIS became available a technique was devised to overcome 
this critical problem with the introduction the solid 
samples. 
Sample Preparation 
The zation ef iency curves of all major 
in the mass of the benzils, usual five or more ions 
at low ioniz voltages (not counting isotopic es), had 
to be measured for the purposes s study. The most 
eff ent way to do this was to 6btain all curves a 
in one exper , keeping the ion source conditions 
constant throughout, so that only one reference curve (xenon) 
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was required for each experiment. Contact potentials between 
the electron-gun filament and the ion chamber block can 
h j- -1 'J1 d'ff t 92 d" c Lange mar<ea y W1CD .1 -eren source pressures , an 1~ was 
important that these changes be kept to a minimum so that the 
calibration of the ionizing voltage scale with the reference 
curve was correct. Since it took 8-10 minutes to record and 
punch a single ionization efficiency curve, the source 
pressure had to be kept constant for up to l~ hours. This 
requirement posed a major problem when introducing solid 
samples with the HDIS. 
The usual method with the HDIS was to pack the sample in 
a melting point tube cut to the requisite length, and push it 
into the cup on the probe tip, which was packed with silica 
wool (previously heated at 400 0 overnight), so that it 
protruded about ~". This method enabled the sample pressure 
in the source to be kept constant for only a few minutes, 
since it proved very difficult to control the rate of 
vaporization of the sample by varying the temperature of the 
probe tip. 'However, a simple modification of this procedure 
enabled a constant sample pressure to be maintained for up to 
two hours. 
About ~" of santple was packed into a mel ting- poin-c ~cube 
cut to the correct length, and jus-t mel'ced over:' a ho·t lamp. 
P-. ~" plug- of silica wool was pushed inJco the mol ten sarnple 
so 'cha t the wool was impregnated with the' sample. Care was 
taken that none of the sample rose above the top of the wool 
plug. The sample was allowed to cool, and a further plug 
'(~") of silica wool was pushed in. The tube was then placed 
in the cup of the HDIS probe as usual, and inserted into the 
source. When the probe temperature was gradually raised the 
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vaporiz off si wool on me 
usting the 
I and 
s ssure could controlled by a'cure 
of the probe. Over the period of an experiment, 
temperature were required to rna 







value for each scan. 
General Procedure 
A clean ion source was essential to obtain satis 
zation efficiency 
source gave unsatis 
to small ion 
of the fi 
Sometimes an apparently c 
results, s was usual 
around the electron-gun as 
with a clean one general 
fied this problem. Whenever an source (or 
was , it was baked overnight the instrument (100 
1500 ). If the source was baked between experiment a 
s, and overnight about every two days, it often 
satisfactory for a week or more if not used for 
work. The procedure followed in introducing a 
for ionization ficiency exper is de 
below. 
source hous and ion chamber block were all to 
equil at of 80 (±10)0 
re f depending on the melting 
in the 
to preven-t 
source, but not so high 
when was inserted 
s ssure wi-th 
80-1000 ) • These 
condensation 
-they cau 
the BDIS probe 
probe heater 
120 (±10) 0 
of the 
temperatures were 
of the sample on 
the sample to me 
so prevent 
The AGHIS and rect 
2 
ertion lock were at s es to 
conden on the ports. The xenon was admitted 
through Jche var Ie and allowed to at about 
-6 5 x 10 torr pressure. The sample was introduced 
the probeternperature adjusted to give a source 
pressure of about 1 x 10 5 torr. The temperature 
to do this was often considerably higher than the melting 
point of the srunple owing to the e icient insulation 
provided by the silica wool surrounding the sample tube. It 
was generally found that the probe temperature had to be 
gradually increased during an experiment to maintain a constant 
source pressure, since the srunp1e slowly sublimed through the 
silica wool, moving further away from the probe heater. 
3.2.4 Source Focuss 
Good source focussing is essential to obtain reproducible 
ionization e iciency Precautions were taken to 
minimise the variable effects on ion chamber potentials due 
92 93 to cross- Ids and space-charge I. ionization 
efficiency and ion intensity data were measured with the ion 
repeller plate shorted to the ion block, and at a 
current of 10 ~a - the lowest setting available. Although 
the low electron beam current produces a considerable 
s fice in sensitivity, and hence the a s 
noise the ion current, it is neces 
view of the le e fec observed at 
93 higher currents . Since the most sensitive maximum in the 
ion current is obtained near an ion 1er setting of zero 
potential fference between and the ion chamber b 
no loss sensitivity is suf by 
them. Variations in the peneJcration of Jche ion acce1erc'l"ting 
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I the chamber were sed meaStlr 
all data at a constant vol (8 kV)" 
The source focuss s were optimi us t.he 
present in the mass spectrum. Exc 
resolut measurements, the source s was set 
just under the maximum and the sli'c was set 
to a fla'c-topped The ion beam was set in the 
middle of the monitor vall using- the !l [:VI! control to trim the 
ion accelerating voltage, and the beam focussing- controls 
were adjusted. The "beam centring-" , "Z-deflection", 
ection", and "source focus" controls were optimised in 
that order; the 6V control was then readjusted to make the 
top of the peak flat (adjus·tment of Y-deflection control 
can cause °chis to become skev,red)" This cycle of adjustments 
was repeated until the maximum ion current was obtained l then 
the "ana focus" and mag-net horizontal se'ctings were 
checked. These are icularly important for high 
resolution work. The focussing was performed at the ioniz 
voltage at which the measurements were to be maHe (e.g-o 15eV 
for ionization eff data)1 since the focussing changed 
considerably at different voltages - es cia I above 20 eV. 
The focussing was tested ionization ef ency work 
by recording the curve for xenon (m/e 132), and di 
it on the CAT oscilloscope. If the ioni eff 
curve appeared to be linear above the threshold, the source 
focuss was cons acceptable. If not it was 
refocussed and if no improvement was obtained, the source was 
removed for inspection cleaning-. 
3.3 DATA COLLECTION 
3 • 3 q 1 '7 0 e V JVJ.a s s 
The s 70 eV mass were recorded at 
resolving power ~M ~ 1,000, 10% valley) and 100 ~a 
current I background spec-trUlll was checked to be igible, 
IThe multipl gain was set so that the base gave less 
than the full-scale deflection on galvanometer trace 
(x 1) of the chart recorder, to ensure that recorded ion 
intensities did not suffer from saturation of mult 
response. Saturation occurred the s ·if the 
was much higher than this, and it was indicated by 
excessive values for 13 . t C 1.S0 ope The ion ities 
were d i-tized averaged from two or three chart recordings 
by manual measurement of peak heights. Spectra were also 
recorded at high multiplier gains to enable normal 
metastable ion peaks to be detected. Mass measurements were 
performed at high resolution (M/6M ~ 15,000, 10% val ) by 
the "peak-matching ll procedure, using N-heptacosa'trifluoro-
butylamine as the mass standard; all measured masses were 
within 5 ppm of required values 
Low resolution mass spectra were recorded at 
nominal ioniz voltages of 20, 18, 16, f 12 10 eV. 
The purpose of these measurements was to obtain accurate 
relative ion intensity data, which could be u to apply 
correct to relative ion intensi calcul from 
ionization e iciency curves. This was neces because of 
1 ions source pressure which occurred 
dif curves were mea following method 
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of mea sur ies gave accurate ; and was also 
to ensure that var ions "ehe source ssure 
at ion1z voltage were negl leo The 
form the measurements a-t voltage W8S 5-10 minutes, 
depending on the number of peaks to be measured. 
At each ion1z vol the source focuss vias 
checked, and major present (i.e. intensities greater 
than = 0.1%) were tuned onto the collector in turn. The 
multipl wa~3 adjus-ted to a suitable reading on the 
aigi tal volocmeter connecJced in parallel with collector 
meter, and peak was then just detuned so that the collector 
meter zero could set correctly. On retuning the peak the 
ion signal was from digital voltmeter, and a 
correction was made the mult 
isotopic peaks were not mea sur 
ier gain. Although 
13 
, the C peak was checked to 
ensure that the gain used was low enough to avoid saturation 
of the ier response. 
3.3.3 
Ionization efficiency curves were obtained for the major 
present the mass spectra at low ioni voltages, 
and for the reference ion (Xet , m/e 132) I in the following 
manner. The ion was tuned onto the collector the ionizing 
voltage was sed below the threshold of 
ion, so that the collector zero could be usted -to give a 
dig z value ca. 100 the sub-threshold of the 
zation e iency curve. The ionizing voltage was set to 
-the des starting value (e g. 5 eV above Jche ) I 
and the mul-tipl g-ain was adjus-ted Jco g-ive the maximum 
s accepted by the CAT on its most sensitive input 
(approx. 2.8 volt on a CAT "attenuator" s 1) ; s 
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sad t.ized value ca. 1200. The CAT "scan ime" Vla·s 
set to 50 sec , and the control the zing 
voltage ive was to ramp down the required 
(e.g. 6 eV) r so that the last 100 or so channels 
recorded region of the curve. The CAT 
scan was triggered automatical when the was 
on; when the scan had f shed (as indicated on the osc 
scope displ ) the clutch was switched off manual , leaving 
the f value of the ioniz voltage displayed on the 
d ital voltmeter. (This recording could be improved 
by making I!end~of-scanl! pulse generated in the CAT 
trigger a to switch 0 the clutch automatical ). 
Ex~erience showed the optimum signal-to-noise (S/N) 
ratio was ob-tained vIi th a bandwidth fi setting of 50 Hz. 
A lower sett caus the curves to have low~frequency 
noise which could not removed with analytical smoothing 
methods us in data analysis. In iplethe S/N 
ratio could improved by accumulating many scans the CAT 
memory, but the ratio increases only as the square root of 
number scans. The present method scanning was too 
slow to allow any s ficant improvement to be made s 
was usually only just suff ient time to record 
punch all the ioni~ation efficiency curves before the s 
eventually ran out. 
3.3.4 Cal ion of Mult Gain 
~~~----~~----~~~~~--------
The multipl gain had to calibrated so that 
ion inJcensities could be obtained from mea 
intens t which iably employed di iplier 
for dif ions. This was out using 
+- ion (m/e 105) in the mass spectrum of benzil. 
source pressure and zing voltage were usJced so that 
Table 1 
- .......... -... "......-,~-' .... 
Multiplier Gain ( ) 
Hulti 81: 
.0 • 1 .2 .3 .4 .5 66 .7 .8 0 Set o ::; 
."",",-,.--""",~ ---~"'~-"""~--"""""""""'-~."'--~-'----"-' -.. ~""---.-...,..,,..--~-~-.. ~~,,,,--.---,,,..,...,...,.,,,,,,,-,~-
0 Oe.16 0.22 0.30 o. LtO O. 0.67 0.85 1 07 1c'54 1 
2.04 2 4~ 3.00 3.61 4.31 5 11 6~02 8 21 9051 
2. 11.0 12.5 14.3 16.2 18~3 20 6 23.1 25 8 .7 31,9 
3 35.4 39.2 3 47 7 52.4 4 .7 68,,4 5 8100 
87.9 95.2 1 111 119 1 137 11,l6 1 166 
5 176 187 198 212 221,l 2 L"9 262 2 290 
6. 301+ 319 334 349 365 1 396 413 4Lf7 
7 Lj.83 1 541 1 1 602 
8. 665 
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no saturation of the multiplier response occurred at the high-
est gains used. The ion signals at both the HRP (r:ml tiplier) 
and LRP (Faraday cup) collectors were measured from the 
digital voltmeter at various multiplier'settings, care 
being taken to ensure that the collector zero was correctly 
adjusted before each reading. The multiplier gain vIas then 
calculated (as a function of the multiplier setting) as the 
ratio 
and is given in Table 1. These values were used to convert 
the measured ion intensities to the same relative scale t 
assuming that discrimination effects in the mUltiplier response 
for the various ions were negligible94 . 
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C HAP T E R 4 
ANALYSIS OF IONIZATION EFFICIENCY DATA 
One of the pr aims s work was to develop 
numerical is which would extrac"t Ule 
maximum amount of useful informa"cion from the experimental 
zation efficiency (IE) curves. In view of the direct 
rela"tionship between theoretical calcula"ted breakdown curves 
a.nd nonnalized I deconvoluted second-deriva"tive ionization 
eff iency (SD ) curves (see Chapter 2.2.3 (iv», attempts were 
fin:it made to compute SDn~ curves ;,::rom the experimental 
However, the of rneasured us 
scem was too low fo:c such compu.ta tions tC) be tory, 
this was due to the low signal-to-noise (SIN) ratio obtained 
when measuring tIle very weak ion s near the threshold 
vol'i:.age. It was rec 95 shown "chat data of ficient 
ision Jco derive iable SDIE curves could be obtained 
using a much more sophisticated computer-operated tern, which 
performed time-averaging of the experiment.al IE curves over 
several thouscind scans. 
Because of the insurmountable problems encountered with 
the "derivative" method52 ,92 of ing the experimental IE 
curves, a less sophisticated approach was used to extract 
ioni and po'centials from the mea IE 
curves. The conventional methods do s have been 
. 93 96 
extensively dlscussed ' , and general depend on various 
of 
include the Ii 
shape of an IE curve near its thre 
shing current" me'thods of Smyth97 
98 the 11 logari thmic me"chods" due to alid 
99 
er fLoss .L. 1 100 el. a 0 I D er 101 Reese "A 
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mod of Jche logariU11'1lic methods was used this work 
because these are the ones f s s of 
this 
Frac ion tensities were also fron1 the 
IE curves because energy e could be corrected to 
true value, rather than using intensities measured at a 
number of ionizing voltages. Furthermore this method 
allowed the tional ion intensi s to be calculated at any 
desired ene intervals (up to several volts above the 
threshold voltage), so that the variation of the relative 
intensities with ionizing voltage could analyzed in more 
detail would otherwise be possible. 
This chap-ter describes the numerical procedures "",hich were 
used to analyse the experimental data, with erence to the 
computer programs which were developed spec for this 
work. After a general discussion of various programs, a 
brief description of the ferent stages of a typical 
analysis is given section 4.5 to illustrate the use the 
programs with examples of the outputs obta from them. A 
complete sting of the computer, programs is given Appendix 
PROCEDURES 
The method of least 02 wasu ext.ens 
overcome the with the processing of data 
considerable Three different least 
s programs were used in analysis, two had 
s e requiring only a single c le of 
the was a general least prog-ram. from 
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O'i~- Sl03 .L-<.vL 0 wer:e all as subroutines 
-the o-ther analysis programs, are briefly 
below. 
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assoc normaliz 
such tha·t the A y. 
J 
to a polynomial function any 
1 · d' 104 convo u·t~on proce 'ure , scribed 
j m+l, .. ,n-m (15 ) 
is observed poin'c, A is an y. 
J 
by a st squares f over 2m+l 
of convoluting integers I N is the 
cons·tant. set {c~} may be chosen 
J. 
give the st squares est of -the 
k th derivative the polynomial tted to the observed 
values , ... ,y.+ ) I where k may 
-m ] m up to order of 
the polynomial. It is merely neces to j what degree 
polynomial gives best fi-t to observed over 
of 2m+l , m being chosen as des A second 
order polynomial was considered 'to be suffic the IE 
curves obtained s work, subroutine SMOOTH 
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using' least. res estimates for the 1 
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weights were 1 employed since LINEAR was only used 
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simple stra 1 fi-ts VJere ired 
ref scard po lying well off 
4.3.2) . 
4.1 3 F 
~~~~~~~~~~--~~--~--~~~~~~ 
l02c The st squares method uses a Taylor 
expansion about a po in parameter to ine initial 
estimates of the parameters of an arbitrary function to give 
the best fit to a set of observations. More than one cydle 
refineme:nt ~s to converge on the final solution, 
ess the function fitted to the data is linear in the 
variable parameters. Although the applications in this work 
involved such linear functions, the inement was continued 
over a few cycles so that observations could be rejected if 
their weighted residuals were too high; new estimates the 
parameters were then computed with these points excluded from 
the st squares analysis. 
Subroutine LINFIT was set up in same way as ORGLS to 
the subroutines PRELIM, CALC, 
at different stages by LINFIT 
allow a number of options us 
and TEST 1 which were called 
PRELIM was called before least squares analysis and 
set up the data arrays, computed the standard deviations us 
to weight the data, and provided initial estimates for the 
parameters and other assoc variables. For each of 
ref conJcribuJcion of each observation to -the matI' 
and vector of the normal equations was calculated ter 
call CALC, which computed the value of the from Jche 
current values of the sand s 
assoc with each observation, also obtained the 
s of the function with t to var 
So The ma:tr was then tested for s 
by jyLATIt."'V which used the Choleski rna tr sion 
105 At the end of each inement cycle, after 
the revised est s of the s t:.he 
deviations, TEST was called could used Jco 
the s (modifying them if necessary) I or the 
convergence of the refinement by testing the agreement factor. 
Unless the refinement was termina by TEST (or because of a 
singular matrix) r it was continued spec if number of 
les and a f calculation of the parameter es S vIas 
performed. These e were then inted out, together 
with the standard deviations, the correlation matrix, and 
agreement factor. 
4.2 PRELIMINARY TREAT~lliNT OF IONIZATION EFFICIENCY DATA 
4.2.1 
The paper tape data was decoded using a spec As er 
subrou tine (BNlYlClYl) D tten in the department by R.J Dellaca j 
which translated the characters read from the paper tape, 
stored the decoded values of the digitized ion signal in the 
elements of a data array according to their channel number. 
Because of occasional mispunchings on the tapes and recurr 
ems with read the s into t.he was 
convenient to have the decoded data punched on s an 
eas format (20 points per card, 52 
record) f so that spurious data could be by 
s repunching a card. A 1 ting of the raw was 
edited manual for this purpose; although time~consumingl s 
ess to be done only once, avo having "co 
include data-checking routines in computer programs. 
L10 2" 2 of lja t.e. 
eff iency curves were 
required the frac ion 
(see 4.4) 1 and originally the at temp-ted c 
SDIE curves_ S the low s -to se ra-tio of -tbe 
IE da!ca allowed the s -chese 
curves to be scerned, smoothing was done fitt a 
s of 1 segments to the experimental IE curves 
using the general least squares subroutine (LINFIT). 
1 segment spanned 0 2 eV (i.e. about 34 points for 
the 6 eV scan) I giving thirty s in 1 and 
ordinate values at end-po of each segment were the 
parameters usted by least This s -technique 
posses a of advantages over other smoothing methods 
for the obtained in this work. Most imporOcantly 
successfully removed a the no from the experimental data 
for low frequency noise) f and the smooJched IE 
curves which could reconstructed from the iinear segments 
with subroutine DATCOM (using quadratic smoothing to even out 
changes slope between successive segments) reproduc 
"che features of the original curves very c ely. 
Further advantages were that data files were reduc from 
over 1000 per scan to only 35 parameters or less 
(includ the scan s) 1 and t:he ioni 
ficiency could be calculated at any Is of 
zing by s linear interpol at procedures. 
estimated standard deviations (0 y1 of end-po 
(v) of each linear a measure of variation 
error of the signal wi s magniJcude. P s of 
log 0 against log y (Fig. 9) showed the 
o and y was well descr 
y 
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0.50 (± 0.01). (20) 
This has consequences in deciding on the correct 
weighting scheme to use when e s from the 
imental data (eogo appearance potentials, see 4.3). The 
relation 
(21 ) 
was used in all cases weighting schemes were employed in 
estimat parameters by least squares. 
4.3 APPEARANCE POTENTIALS 
4. 3.1 
Th 1 · h . h d lO 0,101 f d . e ogarlt mlC met 0 or etermln 
ionization and appearance potentials is general perf by 
measuring the and erence 
ions relative to their respective intensities at 50 (ISO) or 
70 eV (I 70 ) f over the range of ionizing voltages (V) 
these relative intens (e.g. IV/ISO) 1 between 0.1 
1% . Plots of the logarithm of -chese normal ion intensi 
curves (e.g. log (IV/ISO)) the ioniz voltage are 
general 1 and lel (with suitable choice of the 
reference ion) over this -c.he appearance 
is obtained the vol-tage fference between the lel 
sections of two curves. This method is easy to per 
ly s intens measurements need be 
only at several selec values lying e 
HO'l',llever, s arbi ization 
procedure is s equivalent to subt:raction 0 a 
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constant value (e.g. log ISO) from the unnormalized th~ 
IE curve ). It therefore merely fts 
ctrcve down scale, assumes that thi will make 
the 1 portions of these curves coinc (on the normalized 
scale). This assumption supposes that the IE curves 
have Jehe same from the threshold ·to an ioni 
voltage of 50 (70) eV; it is not j I e ly for 
fferent types of (e g. 
molecule-ions) I but is neces 
ions compared '!ili th 
when complete ioniza·tion 
eff iency curves are not available. 
In this work, IE curves were available up to about 5 eV 
above the threshold energy and a normalization procedure 'lilhich 
avoided the disadvantage of the standard method was developed. 
s proc scales the logarithmic IE curves to the same 
size over the short energy range from just below the threshold 
to about 5 eV above the thresholdi thus shows up dif 
the shapes of the log curves near Jehe threshold but does 
not make assumptions about the behaviour of the IE curves aJc 
higher energ These di in the log IV curves arise 
from the expected changes in the functional dependence of the 
ionization eff ency on the ionizing voltage for different 
types of I and they must recognized if es 
be obtained for the sys errors cause us the 
se:mi~ method. 
The normali edure adopted was carr 
follows. The multiplier ga was set to give the same ion 
s for each IE curve at an ioniz voltage about 5 eV 
the threshold. This energy for the sing 
vo scan was such 100 channels of the CAT 
s 
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the flat sub-thre the IE curve ( ee 
sect 3,3.3). S the curve eases energy 
slowly at point (Fig. lOb), the ise start 
voltage used is not crit for normaliz edure, 
but: should be about the same above 10. for 
curve. recording the IE curve the s in 
sub-thresho ion was adjusted to give a measurable 
value (IO) 1 which then has to be usted to the same value 
(I Z) all the IE curves. I z was se'c to La so ~t:ri.e 
logarithm of the normalized IE curve (IN) V was zero for the 
shold ion (if I Z was set to zero, log 
IN 
V would be 
minus infinity in this region). The normalized IE curves 
were obtained from the expression 
IN = I - 10 + 1.0 V V (22) 
N 
and examples of the semi-log plots (log Iv) are shown Fig. 
13. The advantages of this normalization procedure are -that 
the normalized semi-log plots are referenced correctly to t.hei 
zero ordinate value, and are also scaled to same size. 
This procedure hence gives a more correct correspondence 
between the ordinates of the 0. ferent log curves than does 
·the s·tandard method I which does not erence -che semi-
curves to the same zero value (unless the IE curves have 
the same shapes the threshold to 50 (70) eV). 
The problem is now to decide the value ized 
intensity scale at which the vol differences 
be-tween the semi-log ourves should be measured .ico ive the 
s. For ions of the same (e.g. 
), the ionization eff should show the same 
on ioniz voltage, the corre 
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i eO. semi curves I have 'ehe same 
In. ized zation effic 
near the threshold may be described by an of the 
form 
( SV) ( 2 
where C is a constant zero correction factor, 
the S gives the degree dependence on the 
zing vol V, S is therefore expec to vary with the 
type of ion. Hence a 1 reg-ion whose s depends on 
the value of S will be observed near threshold of the 
normalized -log curve 
C + f3V, (23b) 
and this behaviour was found all the IE curves measured 
this work (e.g. Fig. 13) 
spanned ordinate 
slopes were the same 
and s for 
The 1 regions genera 
the 
N 
around log IV 
erence and 
primary fragment ions. 
1. OJ and their 
molecule~ion, 
slopes 
observed for the secondary fragment ions were always much less 
that the reference - behaviour expected a 
consideration of typical breakdown curves these ions (see. 
section 2 2.3(iv)) 
The s in work were 
the voltage di e between the normaliz 
semi- curves measured at an inate value of log =1.0 
(on the scale ing to da-ta) 1 because s 
corresponded to the e of the 1 regions of -the 
curves. The ion a-t this point :::: 10) 
1 ~ 
_0 the ity 5 eV above 'chreshold 
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(I~ ~ 1000) f so these appearance potentials can be described as 
1% values measured with reference to the ion intensity 5 eV 
above the threshold. The systematic errors introduced by this 
arbitrary choice of ordinate value are discussed in section 
4.3.4. 
4.3.2 Normalization of Semi Curves 
Because the experimental IE data was so noisy, it was 
necessary to use a trial-and-error method to determine the 
best value of the normalizing constant (1 0 ) to subtract from the 
IE curve to adjust its zero intensity value. The raw IE 
curve was first smoothed (SMOOTH) and a straight line was 
fitted to the first 50 points (LINEAR) to obtain an approximate 
normalizing constant. This value was then·corrected by an 
input parameter and the normalized semi-log curve was 
calculated and plotted on the line-printer (SPLOT). Visual 
inspection of this plot (Fig. 10) showed whether the 
normalization was satisfactory, i.e. giving the sub-threshold 
region a value close to zero. 
Straight line segments were also fitted to overlapping 
portions of this semi-log curve (e.g. 40-point segments 
starting at every 20th point), and the values of the 
intercepts and gradients of these line segments were printed 
out. Together with the general appearance of the plot, these 
parameters were used to decide where the end-points of the 
linear region of the semi-log curve were situated; these end-
points were required for the next program (SLAP). 
4.3.3 Calculation of 




was f ~ted to the selected 1 portion of Jehe 
curve us of the normalized, 
ly IE curve (obtained from SLOG) at a 
iz x. The ints were weighted 
to -the e s of y, 
calculated to within a ing factor c ssion 
o y (26) 
where y' is the normali ionization eff iency (i e. 
yi I~l Y = log yi). The agreement factor calculated by 
LINFIT is the weighted average the deviations between the 
observed and calculated po ts i and may be regarded as -the 
average ratio of the ob deviations to the corresponding 
estimated standard deviations obtained from equation (26). 
The scaling factor (c) in this equation was adjusted to make 
the ag-reement tor close to unity so that the estimated 
standard deviations closely represented the observed 
deviations, assuming that these deviations were due to random 
experimental error. Points which deviated from 1 by 
more than 30 were then given zero weight (the usual criterion y 
for eliminating occasional spurious data points) , the 
refinement of parameters ( ,P2) was continued until the 
successive cycles. The factor did not change 
nominal zing voltage (x) at y = 1,0 es·timated 
s deviation ( ) were the least 







+ ( 27b) 
. 11 shows an e of the from SLAP. 
The corrected appearance (v) \'10.8 obtained 
adding to the derived value (x) the dif e between 




of the xenon reference curve, so that 
x - + 12.130 eV 




measured each ion, and estimated standard deviations of 
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'The the al estimates of 0v (29b, 29c) has 
quo 
(v.) were usual 
1 
resul'ts, 
r,'lithin 20- of 
v 
the individual measurements 
mean value 8) • 
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Er:cors 
The of s deviations of the 
po 1 s de'cermined the ious s (fL3.3) r 
only the errors due to the random noise on IE 
curves. sys errors are introduced because of 
differences in the slopes of the 1 of the 
normalized semi-log curves for erent types of (F 
13) . in slopes for the e ion, 
compared with fragment ions, cause the measured appearance 
potentials (v) to depend on the value of the ord (y) 
chosen to determine x and (see equations (27) and (28)). 
For example, Fig. 12 shows the typical case where the slope 
for the reference ion is greater than that the fragment 
ion. If the appearance po (Vi) is determined at a 
of the 0 inate (yl) lower 1.0 (used in this work), then 
the measured vol d ference (Xl - i) between the 1 r 
semi-log curves is smaller, causing Vi to be regions of 
less than v by 
errors in 
same amount.· . Upper 1 imi t s to the 'cerna t:io . 
appearance potentials due to this ef t can be 
obtained by determining ~I for y o comparing 
values with those obtained at y = 1 These calculations were 
performed a of compounds and results are 
presented in Table 2. The differences (6v) observed the 
zation potentials are of the same a.s Jche e 
s'candard s, and are of 1 e cons e. 
Signif fferences (a.bout 0 1 - 0.2 eV) are observed 
Jche primary fragmenJc ions i differences (about 
0.5 .- 1.0 cV) for the second fragment s 
appearance Is of secondary fragment ions were not 




(c) m -lvlethylbenzil 

















9 20 ( 03) 
9.87 (.03) 
13 8 (.'1) 
9. (.02) 
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10.Y'( ( 05) 
9.88 (.04) 
13067 (.05) 

















b Mean and e.s.d. determined at log(normalized IE) 
c Mean and e.s.d. determined at log(normal zed IE) 
0.02 













!:r'l' :;:;: v 1 ~ v (approx" upper limit for the systematic errOL'). 
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used in s of the resul'cs are not cons 
ed further! exc to note that the tabulated values may be 
subject to large sy errors as is usually the case 
for such rneasuremen'ts. 
The errors in the appearance s the 
must cons are 
significantj and because Jchey fo~-ro the basis 0 ,the conclusions 
t~is work. Where correlations involve the 
fferences between the e potentials the 
substituted (APX) and unsubstituted (APR) ions, the systematic 
errors (6v) are about the same and hence will cancel (to 
within the estimated standard deviations of the measurements) . 
vJhere the corre involve the appearance s 
themselves, the systematic errors wi have prac y no 
effect on the slope and the degree of the ation 
because the 6v values for these ions have the same sign and are 
s magnitude. The same remarks will apply to correl-
ations involving the differences between the 
potentials and the ionization potentials. 
4.4 FRAC'L'IONAL ION INTENSITIES 
The fractional ion intensi es of the major ions in the 
low voltage mass spectra were calculated as a function of 
energy from the smoothed ionization iency curves, 
from the program RAvJFIT (see 4.2). nmllDer 
of correction factors had to be ,to 'these calcu.lated IE 
curves (DATCOrli) to obtain the fract ion ities. The 
voltage scan parameters were usted to make the mea 
potential obtained from the normalized IE curve 
(see section 4.3) co ide with the mean value 
the ion. curves were corrected for the 
6 
(Table 1) I and also the contributions of 
oUler isotopie of "the ion.. "A correction was 
by comparing the calculated lon es 
values mea directly at ionizing 
vol s. Before s could be done, the corrected IE curves 
molecule-ion the primary ions had to be 
lated to energies so that fractional 
ities of these could be up to 9-10 eV 
above the ioniza potential. A s linear extrapolation 
sa"tisfactory with the measured fractional 
The measured tional intens (Table 4) were plotted 
as a function of nominal ioniz vol tag-e so tha-t 
be compared th plots of the calculated curves 
as a function of corrected ioniz voltage (electron 
) using the subroutines FLOG and PLOT. Since e two 
scales may fer by a cons"tant (but unknown) amount, 
plots were" relative to other along the 
s until the shold energies were in best 
Correction the fractional intensity curves 
were then by compar relative 
curves over the whole energy range. An example of 
agreement general obtained is shown in Fig .. 14. 
An important tor in these 
ity curves was the determination of the correct 
shald energies of the IE curves. These values were 
aSyillptoJC 
from -the I v D curves 






However f the Ocr employed was facilita~ced 
using "che ion scale, e for 
t.he ions, because their e8hold 
ies usual occurred where the ion sity was 
11 low; so thaJe 
intens s (cau 
in-tens ) were g-r 
i-ties. This 
near the thresho s of 
errors their 
an t value for zero 
ified their 1 
Jeo occur 
fractional intensity curves for 
(e.g. F , 15), but had no effect at higher 
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se 
energ-ies. correcJc thre energy was therefore taken as 
the value which gave fractional intensity curve showing a 
smooth increase with energy near threshold, This factor 
was much less important for secondary fragment ions since 
their fractional intensities were so low that a 1 error 
the zero in ten level had no observable effect 
The calculated fractional ion intensity curves were used 
to obtain the various ion 
analysis of this data. 
purpose - re to 
ratios employed in the 
curves had two advantages for this 
true ionizing voltage (rather 
than the nominal vo I as the directly measured 
intens es) 1 the intensity ratios be comptrted at 
des energy intervals, thus permitting a detailed 
ana is of the variation in ratios with energy. 
To make the energy scales comparable for the fferent 
compounds, the s were converted from (ty'ue) z 
vol (V) to an lIexcess " (E) ined by 
E V ~ IF (30) 
IF the ionization potential. This g-ives t.he 
mean excess of electron beam above ioniz 
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1 and not be confused 
of the molecule-ion. No lowance has been made for 
distribution of the electron beam (which has a half of 
about 0.6 I and e the ioniz 
does no"c zero 
values of E lect the wid-l:h the 
electron energy distribution. 
4 5 A TYPICAL ANALYSIS 
This section lustrates the procedure lowed in 
analysing ionization efficiency data obtained from a 
typical experiment with m-methylbenzil (M-J:.1BZl). The outputs 
from the various computer programs are shown lly where 
possible. 
4.5.1 RA'[II]FIT 
The least squares estimates of the end-points (y) of the 
linear segments to an experimental IE curve are punched 
on cards, together with voltage scan parameters. These 
parameters are us as input to compute smooth icas 
of the noisy experimental IE curv~s when such smoothed curves 
are required, example the calculation of 
intensities or for plotting purposes. 
The relation between the root mean square value of 
noise and the of the s is il 
F . 9. This is a plot log log y (obta 
RAW~IT, sec 4.2.2) the reference ion and the 
rnajor ions in mass spectrum zil 1 and 
shows that a varies as y square root of y. 






















stanrtard Error of Ionization Efficiency. 















0.51 (ref. ) 
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4,,5.2 SLOG 
lA specimen from this program is shown the 
molecul (m/e 224) of m~me i1 in F a. The 
ized semi-log curve (log thout the zero thres 
hold correction) is shown (Fig. lOb) ison with 
normaliz curve (CONST) slope 
(SLOPE) values for the overlapping 1 segments (INTERVAL) 
fitted to -log curve are also tabulated. 
4.5,3 SLAP 
input parameters for this program are given under 
heading (F 11) EXPERI~illNTAL DATA, and include the scal 
factor c (EST ERROR CONST) for the estimated standard 
deviations a of y semi-log values y (see equation 26) , 
the appropriate zero threshold correction and the interval 
for fitting straight line obtained program SLOG (c.f. 
F . 10). output parameters inc the factor 
referred to in section 4.3.3 (SQRTF) I and the uncorrected 
voltages (x) at which y = 0 and 1 and VPT respectively, 
c. f. Fig 12). 
F 13 il s the dif in the slopes of the 
regions of the normali . semi-log plots for 
erent types of ions rmed by m-methylbenz 
log curves were comput:ed from the smoothed IE curves 
from R2I,11\1FIT us the same i as SLOG. 
4.5 t1 FIX 
The calculated fractional ion intens s from 
s are tabulated as a function Jche correc'ced 
ionizing voltage for comparison with the mea valt1es in 
Table 4. F . 14 shows a plot of these frac i"cy 
Program SLOG Output: Normalized Semi-Log I E Curve 
1i\ITlt.L '>C'AN vOL 
Fr~.\L SCAN I/OL 
:I; -:'. ';;'J 
;r;l~.CU 
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ADJUSTEO lERC VALUE ~ 1.00 
CALCULATED CC~~EC1ICN • 77.0a 
LOGIC! I.::. J AT VPT 
MININUH SLOPe VALUE 
1.00 
0.10 
PLCT $C~LE FACTO~ s 30.00 
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curves major the mass of m 
benz (some of curves are mul'ciplied a scale fac"cor) " 
The measured frac are marked by the crosses 
to illustrate the agreement obta 
and measured values. 
between the calculated 
Fig. 15 illustrates using an t 
value the threshold of the ion intens for 
the primary fragment ion having t appearance potent 
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C E PTE R 5 
RESULTS 
5 • 1 l'!LAS S SPECTRA 
The mass spectra of the benzils, measured at 
ioniz voltages of 70 and 20 eV as scribed sec-tion 
3.3.1, are shown in Fig. 16 (a-m). These show mean 
values of ion sities measured reI to the base 
peak (100%) from at least separate chart recordings. 
relative ion intens 
corrected for isotopic contributions. 
s (I 1) tabulated 
re 
Table 3( were 
obtained from the same data, but the ities each ion 
have been corrected for isotopic contributions (the tabulated 
m/e value to the isotope of lowest mass). The 
estimated standard deviations (0-) of mean re y 
intensities (y) were calculated from the express 02b 
0- "'" I. L: (Yi-Y) 2 
( n - 2]k 
Y l n(n-l) . ( 31) 
the composition of an ion was doubt was determined 
by mass measurement. 
Relative Ion Intensities (70 and 20 eV Mass Spectra) 
(a) Benzil 
70 eV 20 eV 
rnle- Ion (e.s.do) s.d.) 
210 C1 
+ 
1002' 5.6 (0 4) 4 9 (0 9) 
105 100 100 
77 c + 37.7 (0.5) '10.9 (0.8) 
76 + C6H4' 1.2 (0.1) 
75 C6H3 
+ 0.7 . (0.2) 
74 + C6H2 ' 0.8 (0.2) 
51 C4H3 
+ 13·9 (0.5) 0.3 (0.1) 
50 + C4H2 ' 3.6 (0.3) 
















Relative Ion Intensities (70 and 20 eV Mass Spectra) 
(b) 111 -Fluorobenzil 
70 eV 20 eV 
Ion 1 (e.sQd.) 1 (e.s"d ) 
228 ...... C14H902F' 2.3 (0.4) 2.5 (0.4') 
123 C7H4OF 
+ 15 0 (0.4) /[ 2.0 (0.4 ) 
105 C7H50 
+ 100 100 
95 C6H4F 
+ 16.0 (0.4) 3.9 (0.6) 
94 + C6H3F' 0.7 (0.1) 
77 C6H5 
+ 37.6 (0.9) 15.0 ( 1.1 ) 
76 + C6H4" 1.3 (0.2) 
75 C H ...... 6 3 6.8 (0.5) 
74 + C6H2' 1.5 (0.2) 
69 C4H2F 
+ 102 (0.1) 
51 C4H3 
+ 12.5 (0.4) 
50 + C4H2 ' 4.0 (0.2) 











1. I l. 
100 1 200 
Table ~ 
Relative Ion Intensities (70 and 20 eV Mass Spectra) 
(c) f -Fluorobenzil 
70 eV 20 eV 
m/e Ion 1 (e.s.d.) 1 (e.s.d.) 
228 + C14H902F' 206 (0.0) 2.5 (0.0) 
215 0.5 (0.0) 0.9 (0.0) 
123 C7H4OF 
+ 44.1 (0.1) 36.6 (0.2) 
105 C7H50 
+ 100 100 
95 C6H4F 
+ 17.6 (0.0) 4.0 (0.0) 
94 C H Ft 6 3 0.7 (0.0) 
77 C6H5 
+ 28.2 (0.1) 10.6 (0. 1 ) 
76 + C6H4' 0.8 (0.0) 
75 + (0.0) C6H3 5.3 
74 + (0.0) C6H2' 1.1 
69 C4H2F 
+ 1.0 (0.0) 
51 C4H3 
+ 8.2 (0.1) 
50 + C4H2 ' 2.8 (0.0) 















Relative Ion Intensities (70 and 20 eV Mass tra) 
(d) m ~Chlorobenzil 
70 eV 20 eV 
Ion (e.sod.) (e.s.d ) 
+ C14H902Cl' 2Q4 (0.2) 2.3 (0.3) 
1 C'7H40C1 
+ 15.7 (0.8) 10.6 (0.5) 
111 C6H4C 11 • 1 (0.6) 2.8 (0.5) 
1 C7H50 
+ 100 100 
77 c + 29.'7 (0.6) 5.9 (0.0) 
'76 + C6H4' 1.7 (0.2) 
75 + 5.9 (0.4) 
74 + 1.5 (0.2) 
51 C4H3 
+ 9.2 (0.5) 







II .I, I I, 




Relative Ion Intensities (70 and 20 eV Mass Spectra) 
( e ) 111 -Bromobenzil 
70 eV 20 eV 
-m/e Ion 1 (e.s.d.) I reI (e.s.d.) 
288 C14H902Brt 1.7 (0.0) 1.9 (0.0) 
183 C7
H4OBr+ 12.0 (0.1) 9.7 (0.0) 
155 C6H4Br+ 8.1 (0.0) 3.3 (0.0) 
105 C H 0+ 7 5 100 100 
77 C H + 6 5 21.2 (0.2) 7.2 (0.2) 
76 C H t 6 4 1+.2 (0.0) 
75 C H + 6 3 3.6 (0.0) 
74 C H t 6 2 1.0 (0.0) 
51 C4H3 
+ 5.2 (0.1) 
50 + C4H2 ' 3.5 (0.0) 
Fio.16 















lative Ion Intensities (70 and 20 eV Hass Spectra) 
( f) Bromobenzil 
70 eV 20 eV 
Ion S Q d. ) 1 (e.s.d ) 
288 + C14H902Br' 4 7 (0.4) 5.2 (0.4) 
183 C7H,+ OBr 
+ 4 (0.,5) 31+. 1'r (0 3) 
1 C6H4Br 
+ 14.8 (0.4) 3.6 (0.1) 
105 C7H50 
+ 100 100 
77 C6H5 
+ 29 3 (0.7) 5.3 (0 5) 
76 + C6H4' 8.5 (0.3) 
75 C6H3 
+ 7.3 (0.3) 
74 C H t 6 2 2.6 (0.2) 
51 C4H3 
+ 8.3 (0.1) 






Relative Ion Intensities (70 and 20 eV Mass Spectra) 
















































70 eV 20 eV 
(e.s.d ) (e.s.d.) . 
601 (0.8) 6.6 (0 9) 
100 100 
37.7 (0.9) 30.0 
30.2 (0.9) 12.7 
1.1 (0.3) 
1.8 (0.3) 
19.7 (0 .. 9) 3.5 (0.8) 
o 9 (0.2) 














Rela ti ve Ion Intensities (70 and 20 eV Mass Spectra) 
(h) m -Methoxybenzil 
70 eV 20 eV 
Ion (e. sod ) 
240 C15H1203t 11.0 (0.1 ) 13.0 (0 0) 
1 C8H702 
+ 100 100 
107 C7H70+ 17.5 (0.2) 9.8 (0. 1 ) 
105 C7H50 
+ 41.8 (0.4) 32.6 (0.0) 
C6H4O 
+ 7.1 (0.2) 0.8 (0 0) 
77 C6H5 
+ 20.8 (0.4) 5.8 (0 0) 
76 + C6H4 ' 1.4 (0 0) 





+ 5.3 (0 1) 
50 + C4H2 ' 1.9 (0.0) 




Relative Ion Intensities (70 and 20 eV Hass tra) 
(i) enzil 
70 eV 20 eV 
Ion (e.s.d.) 1 (e.s d" ) 
.+. 
C20H1402' 1.2 (0.2) 1.6 (0.4) 
181 C13H90 
+ 100 100 
1 C + 15.6 (1.4) 7 0 (0.2) 1 
1 C + 37.4 (1.9) (0.3) 1 2.2 
151 CI 
+ 9.4 ( I .1) 0.7 (0.2) 
150 C1 
+ 2.4 (0.6) . 
127 C+ 10H7 4.6 (008) 
126 + C10H6' 2.9 (0.6) 
105 18.6 (1.3) 7.8 (0.4) 
102 C8H6
t 1.9 (0.5) 
101 C8H5 
+ 1 .1 (0.4) 
77 C + 26.4 (1.9) 0.6 (0.2) 
76 + C6H4 • 3.0 (0.7) 
75 C6H3 
+ 2.6 (0.6) 
74 + C6H2' 1.7 (0.5) 
63 + 2.0 (0.6) 
51 C4H3 
+ 13.6 (1.5) 
50 + 3.9 (0.9) 
( . '\ I) 












50 100 150 
Table 3 
Relative Ion Intensities (70 and 20 eV Mass Spectra) 
( j ) 1n -Formylbenzil 
70 eV 20 eV 
m/e Ion 1 (eos.d.) I reI (e.s.d.) 
238 C -+ (0.1) 1.6 (0.2) 15H1003' 2.1 
'j33 -+ C8H502' 11.9 (0.3) 8.1 (0.4) 
105 C7H50 
+ 100 100 
77 C6H5 
-+ 28.3 (0.0) 6.6 (0.2) 
?6 C6H4t 2.0 (0.1) 
?5 C6H3 
-+ 0.9 (0.1) 
51 C4H3 
-+ 9.3 (0.2) 
~50 -+ C4H2 ' 2.6 (0.2) 
Fig. ~i6 
100 














Relative Ion Intensities (70 and 20 eV Mass tra) 
(k) m ~Cyanobenzil 
70 eV 20 eV 
role Ion (e.sod.) I 
reI (e.sod.) 
+ 
C 1~H90N' 006 (0.1) 0.6 (0.3) 
130 C8H4ON 
+ 4.8 (0.2) 2.9 (0.4) 
105 C7H50 
+ 100 100 
102 C7H4N+ 8.2 (0 0) 1.2 (0.3) 
77 + 37.3 (0.3) 15.7 (0.3) 
76 C H t 6 4 2.9 (0.2) 
75 C6H3+ 3.5 (0.3) 
74 + C6H2' 1.2 (0.2) 
51 C4H3 
+ 13 .1 (0.4) 
50 + C4H2 ' 4.1 (002) 









Relative Ion Intensities (70 and 20 eV Mass Spectra) 
(1) Tll -'rri fluororne enzil 
70 eV 20 eV 
m/e Ion (eusod.) d. ) 
278 C15H902F3t 205 (0 8) 1 6 (0.2) 
C'15H9° 
+ 2 ~. (0.5) 2 
173 C8H4OF3 
+ 9.9 ( 1 .0) 1.9 ( 1 • 0) 
145 C7H4F3+ 9.7 (0.5) 
105 C7H5O 
+ 100 100 
95 + 1.8 (0,,3) 
77 C6H5 
+ 25.9 (0.9) 4.1 (0.1) 
76 + (0.1) C6H4' 1.1 
75 C3HF2 
+ 1.6 (0.3) 
51 C4H3 
+ 6.2 (0.6) 
50 + C4H2 " 2.0 (0.4) 
(i) M- L 
Relative Ion Intensities (70 and 20 eV Mass Spectra) 
(m) m ~Nitrobenzil 
70 eV 20 eV 
m/e Ion (eos.d.) 
+ C14H904N' 0@5 (0.0) 0.3 (OuO) 
1 C7H403N "" 2.7 (0.0) 1.8 (0.0) 
1 C7
H402N+ 1.1 (0.0) 1.3 (0.0) 
105 C7H50 
+ 100 100 
104 + C7H4O- 3.4 (0.0) 1.1 (0.0) 
77 C6H5 
+ 30.,7 (0.,8) 9.2 (0.4) 
76 + C6H4" 5.4 (0.1) 
75 C H + 6 3 1.5 (0.0) 
74 + C6H2 ' 0.8 (0.0) 
51 + C4H3 . 5.8 (0. 






l'/jA,SS SPECTRA VOLTAGE 
Table 4 (a-m) gives the measured fractional ion intensities 
in the mass spectra (section 3.3.2). These values are the 
means of at least four separate measurements, and have been 
corrected for the contributions of other isotopes. The 
estimated standard deviations (given in brac]cets) were again 
determined from equation 31. For comparison, the fractional 
ion intensities calculated from the IE curves as described in 
section 4.4 are also tabulated; the nominal and corrected 
ionizing voltage scales of these two sets of data may differ 
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5 3 FH.,I;.CTIONI'.L ION INTENSITIES 
The ional intens s of Jche major s the 
low vo benz s are a-ted in Ta;:)le 
excess energy, V~IP (see on 
4.4) The corre plots of these are shown in 
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5, -1 LOG1\RI'I'HI''lIC ION IN'I'ENSI'l'Y puIl,.'rros 
The varions log'ax: i~cp..rnic in'censity ra-tios used )co 
cox:rela-te the results of s work were fr:om Jehe 
frac ion s of the mo ion (F M) I 
subs (F x) unsubs (F y_) benzoyl I the I1 
ithmic ratios are 6 (a-m) as a 
function of both the excess energy and the ectron 
(i.e. corrected ionizing voltage) the low voltage mass 
spec'tra. corresponding ratios for the 70 eV spectra are 
g in Table 7 (a-m). 
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1. ') 7 
1 • 'J 6 
ithmic 1nt sity Ratio for Subst ituted Benzils (70 eV) 
Substituent 11' 
1'-1 FX/'i _Ii' . i-fi 111 
( ) H '1 .20 0.0 , 
Cb) '(n -F 0.80 1.63 ~1.12 ~o. ,~O" 83 
(c) f -1" 1 1.60 ~O 68 -0. -0, 
(d) m -Cl 0.83 1. -1.05 -0.25 -0. 
(e) m -Br 0 83 1.75 -1.12 -0.20 -0.92 
( f) f -Br 0.91 1.33 -0.75 -0" -0. 
(g) 'm -CH 3 1 22 0.79 -0.34 -0.77 o. 
(h) In -CH3O 0.96 0 58 -0. -0.70 0 38 
(n f -C 6H5 1 • 1.19 -0.39 -1.12 0.73 
( j ) If) -CRO 0 77 1.69 1.11 -0 19 -0. 
(k) In -CN 0.90 2.22 -1. -0.2Lf -1.32 
(1) m -CF 3 0.61 1.61 .... 1.21 -0.21 - 'i .00 
em) 'm -N02 0.73 2.31 -1.76 -0.19 -1. 
a F fraction<;l.l intensity of 1"t~ := M . , 
fractional intensity of T + = XC 6H4CO ; 
4' fractional intensi of ' + 
"'H = C6H5CO • 
5. 5 F.PPEAPJ.'I"NCE POTENTIALS 
The measurements of the 
mean values (s 4.3) are Table 8 ( 
The s (IP) 1 appearance Is 
the substituted (APX) unsubst 
and r di£ S (APX~IPi 
corre the results are tabulated 
estimated standard deviations of 
(AP .. J benzoyl 
1-1 
Table 9 (a-m). The 





210 9.19 (. 
105 9 88 (. 
14.06 (. ) 
(b) 111 -1"luorobenzil 
9.16 ( 
1 100 LI2 (. 
105 9.70 C. ) 
13095 (. ) 
lL~o03 L06) 
Et p, te,.l:l::; '<i.11(l ,J,L. 
Ionization and Appearance Potentials 




14.00 C 10) 
9.28 (005) 
10. ( .05) 
9 89 ( 06) 
13 ( .06) 






( ) 9 16 ( ) 
(. ) 
(.07) 13.60 (.06) 
( . 902FI (.OL,) 
( ) 
'I 'Q J C'h (" "n y " t" ? Cl J I. " ('::J / ,.. ; 
.. '" ; '? l ____ Ir.lt ,:'"Jot- () t ---..J'"r) J.70))e 
~ , 
v ( 
9.20 C03) (1 
9. (.03) ( ~ \.L 7 
13.8 ( 0 1 ) ( Ii 
.5 ' 
9. ( 02) 
10. (.05) 
9,,76 «05) 





1 10,14 Co 
105 9.77 (.04) 
1 1.;. 20 (. 05) 
13,82 (. 
Cd) ~m --Chlo obenzil 
9 00 (.08) 
1 10. ( 08) 
10 9 C ) 
111 21 ( 09) 
( 07) 
Tabl 
Ionization and e Potentials 
9.15 ( 


















9.10 ( ) 9.09 (.OLI-) 
9.12 (.06) 9.22 L05) 
v 0-) 
v 
9 12 CO2) 
10 Co ) 
9 75 CO2) 
1 Lf. 1 C 1) 
13.7 L 1) 
9 '1 ) 
10 31 (.05) 
9.76 C ) 
13,8 C3) 
11+ 0 0 ( 11) 
Ind 
In/e 
(e) In -Eromob zil 
228 9 1 (. ) 
183 10 ( .07) 
105 9 (. ) 
155 1/+ • 20 (c. 09 ) 
77 13.86 (.09) 
(f) ~Bromobenzil 
9012C ) 
183 908 LI ( ) 
105 90 ( ) 
155 130 Co ) 
77 "7 1./ ' Co 
Ionization and Appearance Potentials 
(0.) v ( 





9 c 21j (. ) 
9.93 (.Ol~) 
9.62 ) 
13.91+ (.OLf ) 
13.57 ( 09) 
). 
9.17 ( 05) 
10.55 (.05) 
9.6 l .. (.05) 






9 10 ( 
10 < 47 C. 
9 72 L 
13.9 Ce 1) 
13.7 (.1 ) 
9.11 Co 
9.90 ( 











(g) m -Me benzil 
9,08 (,06) 
9 9,60 (. ) 
9.95 (. ) 
91 13.59 (.05) 
13.97 (06) 
(h) m ··1,1e-c erlzil 
8.72 (06) 
1 c ( .07) 
.1< 
10') .9"5 (c 07) 
1 "'13 ( C07) 









8 ( .09) 
9 51 (, oJ+) 
9 89 (.08) 
14 C 10) 
15.40 (, ) 
e Potentials 
v ( 
9 ( ) 9.05 Co ) 
9.57 ( ) 
9~93 
13.60 (.04) 
14.13 (.08) 1Lt.01 (,05) 
8 76 (, ) 8.75 Co ) 
a ( 006) 9,52 Lo~·) 
.I 
9.9>1 (,0.5) 
13.47 (,06) 13,6 Co2) 
l i l. L ) 15,1 C 2) 
m/e 
(i) 1:? enz~ll 
6 8059 (0 ) 
81 9,25 ( ) 
10') 10 0 12 L ) 
1 13<78 ( olj) 
1 15.8 (.1 ) 
13.3 Co 1) 
iCll and 
v. (0" . ) 
l 1. 
arance Potentials 
v (0 .. ') 
v 





13.3 ( .2) 
Ionization and earance Potentials 
Indi 
m/e. ( ) v ( --) 
(k) m iJ. 
235 9.13 LOll-) 9034 (.06) 9. (.06) 9·3 L 1) 
130 11.;13 Co ) 11 @44 L05) 10.81 Cl0) 11.2 C, 2) 
105 9. ( 10.07 (.05) 9.99 (.05) 10~0'1 (,03) 
102 15.30 C. ) 15.61 (.10) 15.19 (.14) 15.4 (" 1 ) 
77 1 1+ • 31 (.07") 14@29 (009) 13.93 (.07) 1D, 0 2 Co 1) 
(1) m ~Triflu.orome enzi1 
9. ( 5) 9 26 (.08) 9. C .07) 9 L05) 
173 10. L ) 10.78 (.06) 10. Co ,) 
105 10.11 ( ) 9.71+ (.06) 9.91 (. 9.9 1 Col) 
1 ," L· ~ r t ( .12) 1 LI- c 31 « 0 6 ) 1 ~. ( 0 ) 11+ ? C2) 
11+ < 3 '+ (, ) 13.81 (.05) 11+.12 C08) II: .0 ( , 'I ) 
rn/e 
(m) m --Nitrobenzil 
9. ( ) 
ISO 1105LI ( ) 
13 b, 10010 L ) 
9 Q 96 (. ) 




Ionization and Appearance Potential 
Individual Measurements (a.s.d.) 
v. (()' . ) 
J. 1. 
ge3 L} (e04) 
11053 (.10) 
10.1 l t (.05) 






11 5 Lj. C ) 
10013 ) 
10.0~1 (.04) 
12.78 (. ) 
13.84 (. 
Parameters in Substituted Benzils 
stituent b APX-IP APH-IP A -A 
"---.........;..~.----"~-~.--"-~--~--.~-<--.~.-«." .. -"-"-"-.... -~-_.-.","-"--,"" .. , .. ,,. 
c 
-~--~---------~-'"-----. 
) H 9 20 (.03) 9.87 (.03) 9.87 Co ) 0~67 (.01+) 0.67 COL:.) 0.00 
(b) m ,·",F· 9 ( ,.02) 10. C .05) 9.76 (. ) 1.19 C ) 0.53 (.05) 0 ( .07) ( ) r .-F' 9 12 CO2) 10. ( • Olt) 9.73 ( 02) 0.95 (.04) 0.61 (. OL,) o. ( .05) 
(d) m-Cl 9 16 (.05) 10.31 C. ) 9.76 ( ) 1.15 ( 06) o. (.06) 0 Co 
) TrI~Br 9 o ( ) 10.47 ( ) 9.72 C, ) 1.37 (. ) 0.62 (.08) o. (.10) 
C f --Br 9 11 C ) 9. (. ) 9.61 ( ) 0.79 (.09) o. ( .09) o. ( .06) 
(g) Tn 9. (. ) 9. ( 03) 9.93 C. ) 0.52 C ,.OL,) 0.88 COLI) ·,0 36 (.0 1:) 
( ) m-CH3O 8 (. 9. ( .04) 9.91 Co ) 0.77 (.05) 1.16 (06) ·,0 ( .06) (i) P -C 6 H5 8. (.03) 9.25 ( 08) 10.12 (.06) 0.66 (.09) 1 ( 007) -o~ ( '10) 
(j) Tfi ··CEO 9.1~· (.05) 10.3Lf (. ) 9.88 (oOLf) 1 20 (,07) 0.74 (.06) 0 C ) 
(k) TO -CN 9,3 Co 1) 11.2 C • 1 ) 10.01 C. ) 1 9 (.2) 0.7 Co 1) 1 .~ (.2) 
(1) ~C.F',. 9 ( ) 10.7 (.1) 5 9.9 (.1 ) 1.35 (.1) o. L 1) o. ( • 11~ ) ( ) 9. ( 11. (. ) 10.01 ( ) 2.21 (.08) o. ( ~OL1) 1.'33 C 
E. IF is the ionizat tial of the SUbstituted benzil. po 
b the app",,0.ranc ential of the substituted ben • C,{o P co+) :t J.on '1.'6,14/ c 
C A s the appearEi.n,c potential of the tituted b ion (C,H~CO+), 
(' S ('. ;:;. 0 f 8c.cll. lJ. is ven in brack.e . ) 
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5 0 6 CORREL1\''l'ION OF RESULTS 
The 1 corlCelaJcions results were obta 
a least es program (LINEAR) which cula"ced the 
and slope s ( deviat 
of the regression 1 correlation coeffic (r) I 
(e) of a po of un we -the 
were also computed to provide measures of the agreement 
obtained. All points were given unit weight in these c 
ions, and the results are tabulated Tables 10-17. The 
substituent constants (a, a+) were obtained from the compilat-
. -106 107 lons by Brown ' . 
Carr tian [ 
Co:rTclat ion 
(a) \f['-; a 
IP + vs. 0 
Cb) A vs 0 rI 
+ Vr-O. 0 
( c) APX vs. 0 
APX + VB. 0 
Cd) (APB~ VB. 0 
/ IP) \ VB. a 
(0) (APX- IP) VB. 0 
(APX-IP) VB 0 
( f) APB) VB. 
( ) VS. 
a IP ionization = 
























r = correlation coefficient 
c 
. 8 standard deviation • 
o 
a 
s with Sub itucnt Constants. 
c 
e 
0"'17 0.6 (. iL95 ( Q 08) 
0.16 0.6 ( " 8.97 ( .06) 
0.15 0.0 (.2) 9.86 (.06) 
0.15 o 0 ( .2) 9.86 (.06) 
o. 2.6 (.3) 9.6 (. ) 
0 26 2.2 (.3) 97 (.1 ) 
0.27 -0.6 ( 3) 0.9 ( • 1 ) 
o. -0.6 (.3) 0.9 C 1) 
0.16 2.0 (.2) 0.60 ( 07) 
0.22 1 6 ( 2) 0.74 ( .08) 
0 2.6 (.3) 
--0 3 C 'I) 
0.27 2.2 (.3) -0.2 ( 'I) 
of + C6B5CO ; 
of + XC 6B4CO " 
() Carrel tion of Log( 
as Function of the Excess 
'E (eV) Const a 
2&00 0 0.70 
+ 0.74, 0 
4 0 00 C5 o. 
+ 0 76 0 
6.00 0 0.75 
0.78 
8.00 0 0,,76 
+ 0.79 0 
10.00 C5 0.76 
+ 0.79 C5 
a T;' fractional intensity of 
.lH = 
FM = fractional intensity of 
b E V IP (see section 4.4) 
c 
:c correlation coefficient. 
d 
standard deviation. 













+ C6H5CO ; 
Jv(!' • 





2.2 ( 5) 
2 3 C6) 
20 Fi ( 5) 
2.3 C6) 









0.7 Co 2) 
0.8 Co 2) 
(b) Correlation of (F,,/F,J with Substituent Constant 
A. 1'''i 
as a Function of the Excess Energy, 
E (e V) Canst. Slope 
2.00 0 ~O 97 0024 -3.7 (.3) 0,,8 ( " '1 ) 
-0.95 0 )'1 .2 L3) 0 5 ( 1 ) 
it .00 0 
-0.96 0.20 -2.8 (.2) 1.0 Co 1) 
+ 
-0.95 0.23 -2.4 C2) 0.8 ( 1 ) 0 
6.00 0 -0.95 0.17 -2.1 L2) /1 0 .. ~ (.1 ) 
+ 
-0.94 0.18 - '1.8 ( 2) 1 .0 (.,1 ) 0 
8.00 0 
-0" 94- 0.17 -1.8 (.2) 1 " 1 (.1 ) 
+ 
-0.93 0.17 1" 5 (.2) 0 ( 'I ) 0 1 
10.00 0 
-0.93 0.17 107 (.2) 1 'i . , ( 1 ) 
+ 
-0.93 0.17 -1 4 (.2) 1 0 0 (., ) 0 
a fractional intensity of + XC 6H4CO ; 
Ft>1 ::; fractional intensity of Mt. 
b E V IP (see section 4.4). -
c , 
r ::; correlation coefficient. 
d 
e = standard deviation 












b E V ::: 
2 










































0 0 32 
0.33 
O.YI 




r = correlation coefficient 
d 
e standard deviation. 
t Cons 
1~8 ( 7) q (.2) 
./ 
'i" 7 (.5) ~O 8 Co2) 
1 .6 L5) -0.7 (.2) 
'I 4 ( • Lr) -0.7 (.2) 
1.4 (.4) -0.7 ( .1) 
1,,3 / 4) -0.6 <.'1 ) \ 
'I" 3 L4) .~0.7 C 1) 
102 (.3) -0 .. 6 C 1) 
1.3 ( .4) -0,,'7 / 1 ) I. 
1 2 ( 3) -0. Co ) 
(b) Correlation of ( F,.jrl )a with Subst tuent Con cant A l'1 
































































+ XC 6H4CO ; 
Mt. 




if" 8 ( u it) 
-4.1 ( Jf) 





_2.1+ ( 2) 
-2.7 ( 3) 
2.3 ( .2) 
<) ~! (.1 ) 
-·0" 4 ( Q ) 
~O. 1 Co i) 
-0.1.,· I 1 ) \ 
--0.2 (.1 ) 
-0.4 (.1 ) 
-0.2 (.1) . 
-·0~4 ( 01 ) 
-0 2 Co i) 
,,4 (.1) 








Ti' J. H 
b E = 







































.of XC 6H4CO+; 
of -I-C6H5CO • 
section 4.4), 
c 
r = correlation coefficient. 
d 
standard deviation. 
6.6 (.9) 0 8 
.8 (.7) o L, • 1 
-5.4 (.7) 0.6 
-4.7 (.6) 0,,3 
....,L;. Q 4 t 6) 005 \ 
-3.9 (.5) 0.2 
-4.1 (,6) 0.,5 
.6 (.5) 0.2 
-4.0 (.6) 0.4 
.5 (.5) o 2 
( -z '\ 







































F H == fractional inten of C6H5CO+; 
F -'-
H 
:;:: fractional intens of \,1 ; • 
APH = appearance potential C6H5CO+j 
IP == ionization potential. 
E = V - IP (see section 4 4). 
r = correlation coefficient 
e == standard deviation. 
b 
as a 
(.4) 3" 1 Co 3) 
(.4) 3.0 Co 3) 
( 4) 2.9 ( 3) 
( 4) 2.9 ( 3) 
( .4) 2.9 (.3) 
(b) Correlation of Log(F ) with 























a + FX ::::: fractional intensity of XC6H4CO ; 
FM ::::: fractional intensity of Mt. 
IF = ionization potential~ 
c E ::::: V IF (see section 4.4). 
d 
correlation coefficient. 
e = standard deviation 
b 
(.1 ) '1.8 ( 0 'I ) 
( • 1 ) 1.8 (. /1) 
( • 1 ) 1.6 ( • 1 ) 
( • 1 ) 1 6 Co 'I ) 
( .1 ) 1" 6 (.1 ) 
































_1 8 (.2) 
1.5 (.2) 
-1.4 (.2) 




c E ;:: V -- IF (see section 4.4). 
d 
r :::: correlation coefficient 
e standard deviation 
b 
as a 
'I Q 3 2) 
1.0 Co2) 
0.9 ( 2) 
0.8 (.1 ) 
0.7 ( 1 ) 
(b) Correlation of Log(Fv/1 ~l)a with ( 
j\. .. 
,b IP) as a 
F ) . '" J, E '>';1 ...., C 'unC~lon OL ~ne 'xcess ~nergy, ~. 
2.00 
-0097 0,,30 -2.3 (.2) 'I .2 (.2) 
4 00 
-0.96 0.28 -1.8 ( .2) 0.9 ( .2) 
6.00 
-0.95 0.26 -1.5 ( .2) 0.7 C. 2) 
8.00 
-0.94 0.26 -1.3 (.2) 0.5 ( .2) 
10.00 
-0.93 0.25 ~1.3 (.2) .0.5 C. 2) 
a 
FM fractional intensity of 
b 
IP == ionization potential@ 
c E == V .- IP (see section 4 4). 
d 
r correlation coefficient. 
e standard deviation 
6 
Co:cl'21at ion 0 with (AP 
Function of th 
E (eV) 
2.00 -0,,990 0026 206 C '\) ~'o 0 ( ) \ , 
3.00 -0.985 0 0 27 -203 Ci) ~0.06 ( >09) 
4.00 ~O 984 o. -201 ( 1 ) -0.06 (.09) 
5.00 -0.982 0.25 1.9 ( • 1 ) 
-0" <-
6.00 
-0.979 0.25 <= 1'Q ? C1) -0.05 ( .08) 
7.00 -0.975 0 25 -1 6 ( 1 ) -0,,05 ( .08) 
8 00 
-0.975 0 '1.6 (.1 ) -0 0 ( .08) 
9.00 -0.974 0.25 -1.6 (.1 ) ';:'0 (.08) 
10.00 
-0.974 0.25 -1.6 (.1 ) .,.O~o~· ( .08) 
a F fractional intens of XC6H4CO +; = X 
..... 
= fractional in tensity of C6H5CO' 
b 
'"0 potential + JLX = appearance of XC 6H4CO ; 
potential of + = appearance C6H5CO • 
c E V IP (see section 4 4')' :::; -
d 
correlation cOefficient. r 
c 
standard deviation. e = 
(b) Correlation of Log(F 
Function of the Ioniz 
6 
c Voltage~ V. 
'0 )b ~H as 
v (eV) e e Slope 
'12 00 -0. 6 0 
-2.3 (.1 ) 
13.00 -0 984 0.26 -2.1 (.1 ) 
14.00 
-0.983 0.25 -1.9 (.1 ) 
15.00 -0.980 o. -1.7 ( 1 ) 
16.00 
-0.977 0.25 1.7 (.1 ) 
17.00 -0.975 0.25 -1.6 ( • 1 ) 
18.00 
-0.974 o. -1.6 (.1 ) 
'19.00 
-0.974 0.25 -1.6 (" 1 ) 
20.00 
-0 973 0.25 -1.5 ( .1 ) 
a 
FX fractional intensity of + XC6H4CO i 
fractional intensity of + = C6H5CO 
b AP potential + X appearance of XC 6H4CO ; 
APR potential + :::: appearance of C6H5CO • 
c V corrected ioniz vol tage. = 
d 





-0.07 ( 08) 
-0.06 I ) l " 
-0.05 (. ) 
-0.05 ( 08) 
-0.05 ( ,,08) 
-0 C ) 
-0.05 ( .08) 
Tab 









eV with SUbstituent Constants. 
Correlation 
(FH/FM) vs. Ci 0.86 
11 + 0.80 V8. Ci 
(FX/FM) vs. Ci -0.64 
II vs. 
-0.73 
(FH/1 ) VS. Ci 0.75 
II vs. 0.79 
(FX/1 vs Ci ~0.97 
II + 
-0.95 vs. G 
CFX/FH) VS. G -0. 
II vs. -0.94 
FH ;:;; fractional intensity of 
FX ;:;; fractional intensity of 
;:;; fractional intensity of 
r correlation coefficient. 
e := standard deviation 













+ XC6H4CO ; 






0.8 Co 2) 
-1.9 (.15) 
-1. (.16 ) 
2.8 ( 3) 
2.4 (.3) 
1.0 ( " 'i ) 
1 • 1 (.1 ) 
103 (,1 ) 
1.2 ( • 1 ). 
-0.65 ( .09) 
-0,,61 (~07 ) 
-OJ}1 ( 05) 
-0 5Lt (.06) 
0.2 Co 'j ) 
0.1 (.1 ) 
Teble 17 
(b) Correlation of Logarith~ic Intensity Rat"osa at 
70 eV with Energy Parameters. b 
Correlation 
Log (FH/FM) VB. (APH-IP) 
Log (FX/FM) vs. (APX-IP) 
Log (FH/1-FM) vs. (APH-IP) 
Log (FX/1-FM) VS. (APX-IP) 

















FX :; fractional intensity of XC6H4CO+; 
FH = fractional intensity of C6H5CO+. 
b IP ionization potential; = 
APX = appearance potential of XC6H4CO+; 
A1\r appearance potential of C6H5CO+. 
" 
c 
correlation coefficient. r = 
d 













-1.06 (.06) -0.11 (.04) 
C HAP T E R 6 
DISCUSSION 
6.1 GENER~L DESCRIPTION OF ~ffiSS SPECTRA 
')\ 
.;;J 
stituted benzils studied this work were 
the 
ly stra 
forward. The prirnary frag-men"cations of the molecule-
75 
occurred by scission of the central carbon-carbon bond to give 
the substi-tu-ted unsubstituted benzoyl Weak normal 
metastable ions corresponding to the more favourable of these 
decompositions were observed for all the compounds. The 
benzoyl ions decomposed by los CO to form the substi 
+ and unsubstituted phenyl ions, XC 6H4 
decompos ions were always accompanied by intense metastable 
ions. Further decompos ion of the unsubstituted phenyl 
ions involved the 
process which is observed qu general aromatic 
compounds. However the substituted phenyl ions often decom~ 
po by different pathways, usually involving the loss of 
part, or all, of the SUbstituent. For e when 'che 
substituent (X) was a halogen or cyano group, HX was lost to 
give the ion C6H3+ (mle 
very weak, were observed 
75). .Normal metastable 
nearly all these 
" often 
decompositions. Some the warrant further commen-:: j 
and these are discussed below. 
For m il (j), the structure of ion (TIlle 105) 
formed the m-formylbenzoyl ion (mle 133) by ss of CO is 
not known. It the m-formylphenyl structure 
7G 
the other benzils), but ·the 








the information available. 
zil (k), a weak metastable is 
corresponds to the loss of 
the loss of HCN which gives a ten- ld 
















to the loss of a substituted ac 
substituted phenyl ions were not 
ils, so this frag~entation may be 
A study of the defocussed meta 
+ the C4 H3 ion (m/e 51) would be 
ene 
6H4CO+ ion (m/e 135) formed mass 
(h), decomposes by two routes. The 
to usual loss of CO by a direct 
is much less. favourable I g-ives 
(m/e 92, m* 62.7), and possibly occurs by 
ss and co. However, the 
(m-OC6H4cot, m/e 120) is not obs 
occur by rearrangement loss of an 
or 
a ement is more likely to g ise Jco 
the observed weak meta ion in competition more 
favouro_ble d 
decamp ses by 
. 26 
reactlon . The 
expulsion of co to give C +- (m/e 




OCH t 3 
lar loss of CO from 
ani 108 s 
. ions is 
+ ion e 107) I formed 




reaction is characteristic of methoxy~substituted 
60 108 
aromatic compounds 1 0 
m-Trifluoromethylbenz (1 ) ses a fluor atom 
molecule-ion to give ion m/e 259, as observed in other 
tr 109 luoromethyl-substituted compounds . It is of minor 
importance compared to usual decompositions the benzil 
molecule-ions. nrtrifluoromethylphenyl ion (m/ e 145) 
+ 
shows an unusual loss of C4H2 to form C3H2F3 (m/e 95, m* 62.3) I 
which'decomposes further by loss of HF to give C3HF 2+ (m/e 75, 
59.2). 
m-Ni trobenzil (m) was only compound to give important 
primary or secondary fragmentations which differed from the 
usual fragmentations for the other benzils. These unusual 
decompositions can only be explained by assuming that they are 
contro ed by the nitro group rather 
The m-nitrobenzoyl ion (m/e 150) loses 
the carbonyl group(s) . 
N0 2 • radical to 
t.he + g- C6H4CO° 
expelling CO as do other 
behaviour has observed 
110 
other compounds f 
( m/ e 104 , m* 72.1) , 
ben.zoyl ions. 
for m-nitrobenzoyl 
ily s>candable s 
the activation energy for the formation of uns-table 
be expected Jco be much higher ·than 
_L 







observa-tions 110 decomposi-tion of m~No2c6FILlCO' by rea:c:cangement . 
loss of NO· "CO 
.L 
give m~OC H CO! G 1'1 (m/e 120) is negligible. The 
ion-radical C6H4COt decomposes by losing CO to give C6H4-t 
(m/e 76, m* 55.6), which then loses C2H2 to form c4H2t (m/e 
50, m* 32.9). A more unusual decomposition of the m-nitro-
benzil molecule-ion involves the formation of the m-nitroso-
benzoyl ion, m-NOC 6H4CO+ (m/e 134). Since its appearance 
potential is lower than that for the m-nitrobenzoyl ion 
(Table 7(m)), it cannot be formed by the loss of an oxygen 
atom from m/e 150 (at least at its threshold energy). It is 
probably formed by a rearrangement process resulting in the loss 
of the benzoyloxy radical (C6H5COi ) from the molecule-ion. The 
-'-
m-NOC 6H4CO' ion loses NO· 
Jco (m/e 104, m* 80.7). 
Although these prop.osed fragmentation schemes are consis~ 
tent with all the available information, the lack of 
defocus sed metastable ion data leaves the possibility of 
alternative pathways open to question. A metastable scan 
device was constructed in this department but the results 
obtained in this and other work so far were not reliable 
enough to be useful. 
(a) Benzil: 
m/e 210 m/e 105 




.... ;;1 p-FC 6 H4 CO 
m/e 123 
+ C 6 I-I SCO 
m/ e 105 
Scheme 2 
m/e 77 m/e 51 
\!I , 
* C H -:-
6 4 ---7 32.9 
- + C4H2 " 
m/e 76 
,~ + 
73.4;7 m-FC 6H4 
m/e 95 









, .. I.. J 39~2)C6H3'-
m/e 75 
* ~I~ 
33.8 7' C LjIi3 ' 
m/e Sl 




59.2'7C 6 H3 
m/e 75 
·;k _1_ 
~.~~~~/ C H • 
33.8 4: 3 
m/e 51 
C;H4! :32]9?C4H2-~-






























m/ elf 113 





131.3,133. 2'? m-BrC 6 H4 
+ 
m/e 155 1 157 
;I, 36.8,37 






































" 290 , 
C 
m/e 105 
'/ (g) m-Methy1benz 
I 
m-C 6H4CO 
.3 m/e 119 
+ M· 




Ht 9 m/e 135 







m/e 1 5,1 m/e 75 
if 36 8,37.3 
76 
i< I + 
-56.5 7 C6 
m/e 77 
+ -J: + * 69.67' C7H7 
m/e 91 



































C1 --9 CIOH6T 











--=""82"""--'.9=-'7" m-CHOC 6 
S6. S 7 
m/e 105 












"'> Cl0 H7 
e 127 
m/e 51 










m~CNCrH;,CO-+ ~!..: + ';/..: -'-~--/ m-CNC Cr.:: , o .... ;: 80.0 6 0 




+ * + + C6HSCO 56.5:;;" C CL1 
" 
mle 105 mle 77 mle 51 
~ 
-+ >ek + C6H4" 
. 
2 
mle 76 mle 50 
(1) m-Trifluo il: 
-::::-:::_1:~CF 3C 2H2 + ~J_A' =",c 3HF 2" 
mle 95 mle 75 
yn/e 27 
* -I-C 






m/e 150 201 / j 7( _l. -); .1_ C TT CO-· CrHi~ C H : I 6 n 4 . D ~ 4 2 
/ 
m/e 104 m/e 76 m/e / -l- SO 





C H CO+ * + * + 6 5 C6HS C4H3 
m/e 105 m/e 77 m/e 51 
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G.2 IN'J:EEPRETATION OF ENERGY F.ND INTENSITY DP.TA. 
The of the mono benzils (see sect 
ly su to a de"ca inves of 
sub t effects in mass The molecule-
decompose by only two 1 ined pathways to g "che 
substi tutec1 and unsubsti'cuted ions (except 
m trobenz which undergoes a competing rearrangement 
decomposi·tion) . s of al competing decompos-
of the molecule-ions removes many of the complica·tions 
which have interfered with the interpretation of other work on 
substi tuen"t ects 9 ,26 r lll. Secondary decompositions of the 
primary fragment ions do not become significant the 
benzils until at leas·t 5 eV above the ioni 
potential are reachedi they occur by the same loss of CO 
all the benzoyl ions (except for ~-N02C6H4CO+ and m-NOC 6H4CO+) 
Hence at low voltages the ion intensities ,reflect solely the 
effects of the substituents on competitive formation of 
-the substi tuJced and unsubsti tuted primary fragment ions. s 
very simple situation should low definitive conclusions to 
be reached about the way in which sUbstituents influence mass 
spectral reactions. 
A number of approaches have been used to interpret 
substituent effects on ion intensities, ionization s 
and . 1 6 8,61-63,111-127 po·tentla s In ·this section 
the results of this study are used to these "crea tmen'cs I' 
which inc the correlations of sUbstituent constants 
with: ioniz potentials (IP), appearance potent s 
of the primary fragment ions (APX' APR)' energy 
IP, IP, APX-AP,H), and the logarithms of the 
+ (a 1 a ) 
86 
ra F II ~ 7 ~X/I~F_l116)_ F 1 ~ IT ~.i:' -" ; 1: -
Lvi -J 1"1 l'm 
-the rela tiOD 
and parameters60,63 68,125,131 
then Jche same ra·tios. 
""ioch Sub Constan-ts 
The ionization potentials the be-nzils are not 
affec-ted by tuents used in this studYi except for 
the p-phenyl and m-rnethoxy ivatives, IP values lie 
thin a range of 0.3 eV (m-CH 3 + m-N0 2 ). This range is 
smaller than that for other similarly substituted 
aromatic compounds (e.g. 0.6'-0.7 eV for etophenones 7 / 115 and 
63 phenyl benzyl ethers , m-CH3 + m-N0 2 ), suggesting that the 
benzil molecule are 8 lized imarily by 
a-dicarbonyl group with the ring substituents having a sma er 
influence than usual. The correlation of ionization 
+ potentials with ° or ° poor ig. 18, Table 10(a)) A 
correlation for meta-substituted aromatic 
compounds was ob by Pignataro et al. lIS , who found that 
the ionization potentials ofmet~substituted acetophenones and 
+ toluenes gave satisfactory linear correlations with 
+ whereas the correla-tions with om were widely scaJct.ered. 
a 80 noted that the IP values foi thepar~ meta-isomers 
were nearly and atJcr lack of a meta 
or ·t to an ioni sm • 'k "CHe 
loss of a 1T-electron from aromaJcic ring ( a 
electron from ·the carbonyl group, for \ ]I. J • 
suffie number of para-substituted benzils have not been 





















me and para isomers, howeve:c of 
the benzils is not s f ly bet-Ler 
than that observed with 0+ (r 0.73 e=:O. 16) v The 
t the lack of a meta-para or ef t due to 
ionization of an electron from a molecular orbiJcal ~che ring 
TI system requires s orbital be symmetrical \·,i th re 
to -the meta para ring positions. This is unl to be 
true, particularly if the delocalized TI stem extends over 
the carbonyl group adjacent to the (substituted) ring, since 
the symmetry of the meta para positions differ with 
re t to the group. 
No substituent ef is observed on the appearance 
potential (APH) of the unsubstituted benzoyl ion 
Table 10(b)); has an almost constant value of 9 86 (e. s.d. 
0.06) eVe The same behaviour was observed for the appearance 
potential of the benzyl ion in a series of monosubstituted 
phenyl benzyl ethers63 and bibenzyls8, but only for those 
bibenzyls which the forma·tion of the unsubsti tuted benz 
ion was favoured over the competitive formation of the sub-
stituted benzyl ion. This distinction between the results 
for the bibenzyls and the benzils is believed to be 
..1. 
to the lack of sUbstituents with large negative a' values 
the s of benzils which were 
s·cudied. Fur comment. about the likely effecJc this will 
have on the observed is made the next 
(6.2.2). When the unsubstituted benzyl ion is the less 
favoured iraary fragmen·t ion in -the bibenzyl I its 
appearance is much higher (about 2-4 eV) than in 









shift effect, and s also is discussed 
after further cons of -the enex:'gy the benzils. 
In contrast to the of varia"e 
ils, is a marked variation in 
1 SUbstituted benzoyl In 
20; Table 9(c)); although the corr ion 
between is fair (r = 0.93, e ~ 0.26) 1 is 
cons e scatter about the regression 1 
bu-t even f var ion with change in subs "vas 
observed potentials of the 
benzyl 8 s (e.g. a difference 4 eV 
from p -F tu m -CN). The results for the ly 
demonstra"ce these substituents exert or effect 
on "che potential of the substituted ion, 
unsubstituted benzoyl ion or the mo e-ion, 
However, the ambiguous results for b 
series further consideration s da-ta 
is neces s is done in the next 
obJcained from the di erences 
appearance zation potentials are d 
6.2.2 Parameters 
Constants 
The Jehe appearance of a 
primary the ioniza-tion IF) has 
been s a measure of the activation 
corre decomposition of the mol 19 e 
This es the contributions to the 
poJcential and competitive shift (see 
section 2.2.3(i )), as well as any excess 
'che decompo s 26 ess I but has been 19 125 the 
89 
of better measurements of activat energ 
The effect of substituents on these " 
~ IP) IP) ; of 
the unsubs and sUbstituted benzoyl are shown 
Figs 21 and 22 respec The fa correlation observed 
+ between 6E and 0 (or 0) X a pos slope (Table 10(e)) 
con'trasts with the poor correlation observed for 
nE T - 'vhich has a small negative slope (Table 10 (d)). These d 
results for the benzils are opposite to those expected by 
Ein01f and l>lunson for the similar benzophenone series117 
They argued by analogy with the appearance potential data for 
a 
7 
of substituted acetophenones , where was found t 
tely constant for 
roost substituents. Einolf and Munson therefore expected that 
AP-IP would show only a small variation with change 
substituent for the formation of the substituted benzoyl ion 
the benzophenone series, but a large variation for the 
unsubstituted benzoyl ion, with AP-IP decreasing 
increasing However no appearance potent data were 
reported, and their arg'uments ignore the competitive shifJc 
effect. 
A recent study of a series of unsubstituted bibenzyls8 
can be usefully compared with the sent re ts for 
closely s benzils, and Fig. 23(a , b) shows t,s 
and + versus a r the formation of -(:he unsub 
substi tu'ted ben ions respectively from mono 
bibenzyls IP and AP data reported 
feature of these s is the opposite effect of 
'the subst i on nEH compared 
i I 
th nEx ; where nEB is almost 
+ 
constant with change in substituent (0 > 0), var s 
+

















































0 0 0 
for benzyl . 
I 
T , t 
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reverse is true 
~:­
when 0 < o. 
value of b,E for more favourable 
each subst ted r::1olecule~ion lS 
Fur'chermo:ce i 
s 
constant (about 1.5 eV). These observations are conf 
'the results for the benzils. Comparison F . 21 22 




-the benz s has an almost constant 0,65 
eVe For most of the substituents used in this 
decompos corresponds to the formation of the unsubst 
benzoyl < b,Ex (Table 9). However < 
the p , m and m-methyl subst these 
cases b,EX is also about 0.65 eVe Renee the 
correlat -:-aEX and 0 (0) probably reflects 
limi,ted values covered by these s. If 
large negative + values 0 were ava e T 
+ would probably show two 0 the 




(c . f. Fig s 21 
activation 
of the 
+ o > 0 (c f. Figs 22 and 23(b)). 
+ of ~EH versus 0 would show a line 
23(a)). 
-+. 
a curve of negative slope for 0 
zero 
< 0 
APX - APH, which is equivalent to 
ted to measure the difference the 
s the formation of the substitu 
0) benzoyl ions from -the mo 
benz s A fair linear correlation 
(r :::: 0.92, e := 0.27) is +. between APx - APR and 0 (0) 




. 20; 10(c)) indicates that the 





entire~y due to the variat in AP X" f -the dif es 
the ac 0) for the compe-ting pr imary 
deco~-lpOS s of benzi1 or biben molecule-ions were 
fac-t as s 2l~24) 1 then the less 
favourable fragment ion would not can 
s f ican-tly t.o total ion current because its forma 
not compete effectively with the more favourable 
sition for most of tuents. 
For this reason the unusual behaviour of and flE X 
91 
th 
change in sUbstituent (Figs 21-23), and the slope of the 
regression line of AP X 
-r inst 0 (Fig. 24) are believed 
to be on the variation of the competitive shift 
effect with (small) differences in the activation energies, 
o o Suppose that the activation energy the forma-tion 
of -the subs·tituted primary fragment ion 0) I actua followed 
a linear correlation with 0+ having a small positive I and 
that was independen-c of sUbstituent. POI' substi~cuents with 
. . . + 1 0 Id SlLlve,0 va ues, EX wou then become progressively 
t~an E~ with increasing The competitive shift effect on 
APX would magnify this difference, so that flEX would become 
o + increasingly greater than EX with higher 0 values. Hence a 
of flEx 0+ would show a 1 portion small 
positive slope < 0 (where the of Jelle 
tuted ion would be the more s t so 
flEX would approximately 
becoming 
el E~), with the slope 
+ o > 0 (where 'che Je 
ion would now be Jehe less favourable 
decomposition, so that would become 55 grea-cer 
o 
·than Ex). S ar S v,JOuld ~co the carre of 
flED wileh 
H 
, though here the deviations would occur 
negative + values of 0 0 Some of the factors contribu-c.ing 
the size of the competitive shift for these types of ion 
92 
to 
decompositions have been discussed by MCLafferty8 (see also 
section 2.2.3 (iii)). The large size of the competitive shift 
effect compared with the differences in the activation 
energies for competitive decompositions, as indicated by this 
and o'cher work8 ,120,126,132, makes it alrl1OS'C impossible 'co 
derive activation energies from ionization and appearance 
poten-cial measuremen-cs. 
The competitive shift effect has generally been ignored 
by other workers who have used AP-IP as a measure of the 
. 6 0 6 3 119-12 5 
activation energies for decompositions of molecule-lons I I • 
Fair correlations of AP-IP with 0 or 0+ were obtained by 
Brown for apparently competing direct cleavage and rearrange-
d .. ,.. . d . 1 121 d . c b ment ecomposltlons OI Substltute anlSO es an nl-ro en-
122 
zenes However his interpretation of these correlations, 
in terms of substituent effects on the activation energies 
for these competing decompositions is hazardous because of the 
unknown magnitUde of the competitive shift which presumably 
affects the appearance potentials. The absolute values for 
the slopes of the regression lines of AP-IP against 0+ were 
greater for the energetically less favourable competing primary 
" ... b h h . b 122 d h -l - ] aecomposltlon ln ot t e nltro enzene anI p eny_ benzy_ 
63 121 
ether' series. These results are consistent with the 
conclusions of this work as being due, a'c least in par'c, to 
the operation of the competitive shift effect. On the other 
hand, Brown observed121 that AP-IP for the rearrangement 
-:- -CH 20 -:-
reaction, XC 6H40CH3 · ;;::> XC 6HS ·' was always less than 'chat 
for the apparently competing cleavage reaction, 
3 
+ 
, ye'c Jehe s of the regTess 
, 
line AP-·IP S'C 0-'- \;'las ea -ter for -the ally 
more favourable rearrang-ement s (+ 0.62) than for the 
c process (+ 0.45). Such a result would have 
been if the feet were operat 
and suggests that se appa compe"cing decompo s s of 
the sole ecule-ions may be occurring from separate 
electronic states 
Neglecting excess energy terms, the acJcivation s 
the cornpeting pr decompositions of the benz s are 
given the re tive bond dissoc energies of the 





= IP(XC co - coe 5) 
(3 2b) 
using s approximation the differences these activation 
energies are given simply by the ferences in the ionization 
potentials of substituted benzoyl radicals, 
(33) 
Unfortunately are not avail e for ionizai: 
po s, so that this measure of activation energy 
due to the substituents cannot be compared 
using -to an indication of the size 
competitive shift effect on the appearance 
However; data s been ob-ca for some subs-ti 
ben radicals and prov s an i50n 
the s f 1 b " 1 8 or t e lbenzy 5 i .) g-ives 
sonable I correlation with a slope of about 
, 2 27 The errors in -the e poten-cials 
p,p i, i) of some of (substituted) lons fOIC~TIed 
from the bibenzyls it impossible to accurately 
the slope of the ssion line i'lP __ i against 
.H 
-}-
0" 1 but 
is abou"c five than 
of the s e of the competi 
t -to be expec these ion decompositions - it is much 
than the corresponding differences 
ene s. The same ta also shows how 
'co vary wi -th change substi-tuent 
o 
-the ac-tivat 
o E are H 
sym_ll1c-tr ical 
the bibenzyls benzils. Referr to equations 32(a,b) / 
t:he activa-cion s 1 be determined ma Y by the 
f es in the za tion po-tential terms 7 since 
s term is not to vary much with change in 
ituen-t128 . o therefore decrease slowly with 
-:-
0" (i.e. more 
to the the substituent on the molecular 
zation potential. On the other hand variation of o 
substituent will determined by the ferences 
ionization potentials of the subs radical and 
molecule. For the sti-cuted benzyl sand biben s 
IP(XC 6 CH2 ") increases more rapidly 
IP (XC,c (slope 
0" (slope ~ 1.2 eV) 
o 
'- 0.5 eV) 1 so -cha-c 
v 
ses with s -\-0" and does so more rapidly (s 
0.7 eV) than E~ decreases (slope ;;-; -0.5 eV). These conclus 
7 
confl t with those Einolf and Mun who expected tha 
o "vould show a smaller variation wi-th e subs-t 
o because o the be"cween two 'cerms 
95 
h varied t.he same tion. They appa d not 
ze how might be 
small var the molecu ar zat 
'cent s. It is ted that the activation en erg s in 
"tlle benz ser will llow ~che same trends as served for 
the bibenzyls, because the sribstituent effect on the 
ionization potentials of the benzils is considerably smaller 
than that observed for the bibenzyls, caus the variation 
of with change in ~ubstituent to correspond sma er. 
For same reason the variation of E~ with change 
substituent should be similar to, or larger than, that obs 
in the bibenzyl series, unless the substituents happen to 
have a very much ler t on IP (XC 6H4CO·) compared 
IP(XC 6H4CH2 ") . 
6.2.3 Variation Fractional Ion. Intensi 
The fractional ion intens (F) of the major ions 
the mass spectra of the benz s are shown (Fig. 17(a-m); Table 
5(a-m)) as a function the excess energy t E (;;;;: V - IP I see 
sec 4.4). This quantity measures the amount the 
ioniz energy which is available as energy in 
molecule to cause agmentation, for each value of E 
energy distribution in the molecule-there will be an 
ion extending from zero to about E + 0.6 eV (the extra 0.6 eV 
is due to the energy spread the electron beam) . s 
scale was used to correct for the erences in the 
za potentials, so that intensity data for each 
compound are tly comparable at. equal values of E. 
p.lthough s correction from the true zing voltage (V) is 
not. for these compounds, beeause of the 
d ferences their ionization potent s (Fig 18; Table 8) 1 
96 
well be signif t for other compounds and therefore 
affect correlations of ties at low zing 
vol 
intensity curves (Fig. 17(a-m)) clear 
show effect of the of the 
irnary fragrr,ent ions on their relative ities. The 
more favourable ion shows a very id increase 
in fractional s (\.,1i th a correspo ing de~crease in 
fractional intensity of the molecule- ) f which then 
ly falls 0 as the less favourable imary 
ion s more effeetively at higher This 
behaviour is expected from the quasi libr theory since 
the rate constants s competing decompos beCOl"lle 
more comparable at higher energ s (see section 2.3 2(ii)) < 
The rate of ease 0 the intens of the less 
favourable primary fragment ion wi-th increa energy depends 
markedly on -the ferences in threshold energ s of 
two ions. For sUbstituents where this difference is small 
(e.g. p-F (c), p-Br (f)), these fractional intensity curves 
rise to a value which then s very slowly wi 
energy. On the other , for substituents a 
d erence between esho energ -the "cwo curves (e. g. 
m-Br (e), m-CN (k), m-CF 3 (1)), rate increase of the 
frac "che less pr 
ion v7i"ch s energy is much and smoother. The 
poin"cs of inflec-l:ion observed In some of curves (e.g. 
m-formylbenzil (j)) are probably not ficant, they be 
ficia1 b:oduc by -the 1 inear used to 
mea IE curves -to ies (see s 
4.4). The measured ional ities were not 
97 
obta at close enough energy intervals to dec whether 
the effect was real or ic 
The frac in-tens s of the molecule- s 
very y to a low value the onset of the pr 
decompositions. The most no)cable exc to this behaviour 
occurs for m-methoxybenzil (h) I where the fractional 8i 
of the molecule-ion (F'i) decreases quite slowly wiJch 
l' 
energy and has an unusually large of about 12% at 
E = 8.0 eV, Similar, though less marked, behaviour is shown 
by m-meth¥lbenzil (g) and p-phenylbenzil (i), and this 
reflect an increased stability towards decomposition for these 
molecule-ions. Howe (ref. 59, p.67) s suggested that the 
overall ect the majority of cases is "cron-
donating sUbstituents to increase the dif e bet:ween 
ionization potential and the lowe~t (fragment ion) 
potential. This generalization was bas on IP and AP 
the energetically most of 
. T 113 
ace'Cophenones I , methyl 
favourable decompo 
60 benzoates I phenyl ben 63 ethers 
d th 1 b · t 111 an me y u'Cyra es . The quantity AP-IP, for the lowest 
appearance potential (AP . ), is closely related to the 
m1n 
fraction of molecule-ions with ,insufficient energy to decompose 
(1. e. "sub-decomposition energy" ions) given by I!' .• AP _ IP is LvI; n11n 
to be 1 st for those molecule-ions having the 
st value of a es of similar 8,60,63 s . 
However t benzil (and bibenzyl) ser s, AP IF is 
constant (see Figs 2 3), whereas the fract 
s of the molecule-ions do vary s 
noted above) 0 This suggests complicating effects to 
in the 1 energy distributions of the 
, ,,' l' . h ". ff b J • J ,8.124 b mOLecu e-lons Wlt 01 erent su SClcuen'Cs' may e 
and iscernable t these cases, s lar conc111s have been 
from ts for other compounds canto. meta 
ting substituents (e.g. m-OC I m-OR, and Til 
(see also 
The fract in..!cen.si curves for the 
ions are also shown order 'co the exce:3S at 
decomposi tions of 1:he primary fragmen'c ions st,ar'c 
(usual about E 6 eV)" For the of cons 
in this work they only a contribution to the total 
intens I and the effect on correlaocions of 
pr frag"men-t and ecule-ion intens s can be 
ignored. 
6.2.4 Correlations i"chmic Ion In Ratios 
Subst Cons-tants 
The various i-thmic ity s used 
section were calculated from the i:n:tens 
(Table 5(a-m)) I and are as a function of excess 
energy ) and the corrected ionizing voltage (V) Table ,6 
). The asymptotic trend of se ratios towards 
apparently constant values with sing is eas 
seen se tables; their s at higher 
V 20.0 eV) may be compared wi-t:.h the corresponding values 
calculated from the 70 eV (Table 3(a ) and 
in 7, Such comparison shows -the advent of 
decompos of the primary s 
causes the ra s at 70 eV to differ significantly from se 
at 20 eV (for in cases. NO consistent trend 
differences s at high low vol~cages 
s is expected view -the and var 
decomposition processes which may occur at high ies! 
99 
will often be ite different for d ferent substituent . 
1 the eorrela-t of -the 
S Wl var s ters were tested at 
Unless f :che regress 
s are an excess energy E = 6.0 eV because 
at this energy secondary decompositions f 
are still ins if « 1% of total ion intensity). 
Above this energy the change ratios with energy is 
irly slow, so that the sion parameters do not 
much at higher energies. 
(i) Log (F/FlV1): 
The original pioneering work of Bursey and IvlcLaf 1 
tried to obtain mechanistic information o~ mass 1 
reactions by studying the effects of sUbstituents on ion 
s. They observed correlations between log 
(F /F'A) 
1'-.). 
substituent constants (0,0+) for some es of 
compounds 6 , -where F is the frac"tional intensity of a imary 
ion and FM that of the molecule-ion (F/FM is equival~ 
ent to their Z-values). In attempting to relate these 
correlations to sUbstituent effects on the rate constants for 
the corresponding fragmen-ta tion reactions, used a 
" sta te II treatment of the kine;cics of ion decompos 
which is now well-recognized to have severe 
1 These 1 5e 
it takes account the competition between 
the decompos ions of the molecule~ion, and furJcher 
decompo of -the fragmenJc ions ~ s which are corr 
The 
F 25) 
by -the quas 1 ium theory (see section. 2.2.3). 
+ with 0 or 0 ( e 11 
the benzils is poor at all s. On the other 
THE LIBRARY 
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f12Ll"!c1, (F gives a fcdr co:cre bo a a 
ll(b) , 
" 
26) (e.g 0 r = ~0.94, e 0.18 at: E :;;::: 6,0 
eV) at s buJc is much worse a-t 70 eV e -; 7 (a) ) . 
These resulJcs serve to st:.ress -che na-ture of "che 
e -che 
substituent on these log' (F jE\,) 
LV1 
values can be 
uenced a number of factors 9 ,26 (see sec 2,3.2) 
which cannot be I they are not discus . By 
Jche u s solution chemistry these corre 
would be cons poor. Critical workers sted 
coefficients of 0.99 (or be 
the requis ion for an acceptable corre 9 
Hardly any of the published correlations 
data (including se obtained in this work) s 
high standard, sizing the need for caution the inter-
pretation of results. 
(ii) Log (Fjl-FM): 
A -cheor ly more sound/, quanti-tative of 
the factors the effect of s on 
. .. 9; 26 . . d . 7 lntensltles has been glven by Chln an Harrlson . s 
Jcreatment is on quasi~equilibrium (see 
section 2 ludes many simplifications Jco 
make the analysis of the ion decomposi e. 
In par"cic so rate constants 
their treatment should not be interpreted literal 
they actually sent very complicated s. The 







_." [A' ~L == 
[HO:~ 
f) f 1 (34 ) 
of total - -l- -, vlith mo e~ I llVI O'_ 1 where f is 
insuffic to decompose (L e. .c: [lVI-:- J/ [MO -: J) &: , is .L 1 .L 
the fraction of + . +. A ~ons, [AO J, insuff icient 
to decompose (Le. fl ;: [A+]/[AO+]), and k, = kl+k.r.:. 1: .c 
This equation be conveniently wr 
al ion intens as 
F 
== fl l-F M 
where F is'me tional intensity of a 
Le. F = 
decompos the primary fragment 
the low ioniz voltages used in 
log (F/ 
Also, if decompositions of 
eliminated (e.g. at energies near 
favourable fragmentation) , 
The correlation between 
(Table l2(a); F . 27) appears to be 
effec-t. For rnost of the substi tuen'cs 
in terms of frac 
(35) 
imary fragment 
s is negligible at 
I f I = 1 i so 
molecule~ion are 
shold of the most 
, so that 
) and I:t (cr')' IV[ 
to 'this compe 








































m.o:ce favouI'able f gives the unsubst 
f and log e close to zero for 
all exc the p subst 
Aga 1 t.lle ob 
-+ o (0) (Table 12 (b), Fig. 28 (a)) is almost:. 
cer·tainly obtained only because of the imited of 0 (0) 
values covered these st If were ava able 
for subst wit.h large + values (i.e. 0 
electron-releasing para-substituents), se have 
ues close to zero as for the 
, m-methyl and m-metho:x:y substituents. s would 
+ cause the correlation of log (Fx/l-FM) with 0 (0) to shmV' two 
linear regions + one with zero slope for 0 < 0 and 
with negative slope for 0+ > 0 (as observed in Fig. 28). A 
similar would be expec to occur in the correlat 
of log (FH/I-FM) with 0+(0), giving a region zero s 
for > 0 (as observed in Fig. 27) joining a region 
sitive + for 0 < O. The degree correl 
observed at 70 eV is similar to that at low s (Table 
17(a); Fig. 28(b)) lind ating that this treatment gsa 
more rel measure of substituent ef on ion 
intens es than does the previous II 
However, these results so show n on 
the rate of a specif frag11lenta tion cannot be 
obtained such intens ratios because unavo 
effect of competing reac s. For ,this reason I '.;.. l\... is 
sted that the sfactory linear 
be~cween o for a ser 
acetophenones 7 was fortuitous, and obtained 
-l-












acetophenones no var with In 
subs-c 7 
- f con that this treatment s 
limi-tea u s in ing -the fects of substituents on 
ion tensities because sca s all fragment 
intens s relative to their intens Consequently 
fragment ion has a for PI 
near unity, and variations its intensi 
different substituents are masked. Similar conclusions about 
the linlited icab of this approach for ining 
mechanistic information 121 122 been reached by BrO>:;vn 1 • 
The ratio of fragment intensit for two 
competing decompositions of the same molecule-ion is expected 
to provide a measure of the relative rate constants for the two 
1 processes a1 though these lira te constan-ts II again correspond 
to complicated average ues. This ity should 
also the effect of substituents on product ion li-cy 
alone - one of the major factors influencing activation 
. f . d .. 9 energl_es or lon ecomposl tlons when the ~~~r'QTing decom-
po tions involve the formation of substituted and unsubstituted 
ions of same This 
116 




d ' . 118 , ene lamlne serles. 
The degree of correlation of 10g(F wi"ch (0) for 
benz s (Table 13, F . 29(a)) is only 
e ~ 0.5), and remains about the same at 1 es - even at 
70 eV (Table 17 (a); P . 29 (b)). The or difference is the 





































s energy (e.g. ~2Q4 at 70 eV, c. 5<; 8 at. 
E = 2 0 eV). These slopes may be compared ~chose 
observed the 
117 . . 
ones \-,1.5 a'c 15 eV) I and N,N' 
In view of the variation of 











, and because the are not 
would be unwise to any conclusions 
mechanisms of these mass tra1 
comparisons. However, may be noJced 
effects on the of the benzoyl 
ils, as measured by this ratio, 
as those observed mass 
A significant the 
of log (F x/F H) wi-th substituent consJcants for the 
N,N'-diarylethylenediamines was when 
130 
used (r -0 98, 0.13) instead va s were :;;: e 
-0.92, e + 0.28) or 0 (r -0.87, e ° 35)118. 
few para substituents were ava 
Sf a similar investigation was not attempted in 
Some of the deviations from the lines appear 
to be + to the 0 or 0 values not correc ibing -the 
e s of substituents on ion s mass spectre.l 
For example the m-methoxy is observed 
to sJcab ize benzoyl ion to the 
+ ), yet it has 0 and 0 values eater than zero -
a destabilizing influence (e g. Fig. 29). The same 
s effect of the m-methoxy is observed 
N,N'-diarylethylenediamine series 8, and in its effect 
on .lehe z paten s of varioas 7,15,121,1 2 
s ar .lehe luoro substituent exhibit a destab izing 
·t (e.g'. s and ref. 118) or a sl iz 
inf 8,117 e 1 leading to confus as to the correct 
constant to use (a(p-F) -~ > 0; G ( < 0). 
+ a values are to more 
for mass reactions (because they are 
ived reactions which exhibit a s strong ectron 
- d l06 I 07) f h . deman t ey do not necessarl describe Jche 
of substituents in ion decompositions with the ision 
required to allow mechanistic conclusions to be drawn from 
correlations. It is re pertinent to cons 
correla'cions ion ity tions 
the 
parameters which more adequa descr the ec.lcs of 
sUbstituents in mass spectral reactions. This is done the 
next section. 
6.2.5 Correlations of ithmic Ion Intensi 
Parameters 
The impor-tance ilsubdecomposition energy" ions (i.e. 
ions ssessing insuffic energy to decompo 
determining the relative intensities of molecule-ions has 
stressed by several workers 7 9~60,63,111 Howe and Williams 
suggested that AP . -IP (AP. is the lowest 
nun l11ln 
appearance potent 1 for ions) would 
measure of the frac of mol ions, assuming that 
-c.he s of energy dis·tr we:ce s 
dif molecule- 60 III s I • Although this as 
• J' 8,124 " b d 
'co ques Clan , tney a serve 




























































fragment ion from monosubstituted benzenes at low energles 
(18 ev)GO. A similar correlation has been observed for the 
-I ~ h b' f 7 b' - h' '1'-1 12~ ~oss or t1e su stltuent rom ortno-su Jstltuted tlloacetanl lGeS 
both of these correlations show the same trend of decreasing 
log (F/F_.) with increasing AP-IP, but the standard deviations LVl 
of the regression lines are high. 
Similar results are obtained for the benzil series. The 
correlation of log (FH/FM) with APR-IP (Table 14(a); Fig. 30) 
is not good (r = -0.86, e = 0.40) - most of the points are 
concentrated in a small region of the plot because of the lack 
of variation In APR-IP for most of the substituted benzils 
(see section 6.2.2). On the other hand log (Fv/Fv) shows a 
L~ 1'1 
reasonable correla'cion with APx-IP (r = -0.94, e = 0.19) (Table 
14 (b); Fig. 31). It is noticeable that although AP , -IP for 
Hlln 
the more favourable fragmentation remains fairly constant 
(about 0.6 eV), the corresponding values of 100 (F/F ) vary 
;.J M 
significantly (by up to 0.5 log units). The reasons for this 
are not obvious but may reflect differences in the internal 
energy distributions of the sUbdecomposition energy ions, 
leading to unpredictable variations in the fractional 
intensities of the molecule-ions. These results indicate that 
the interpretation of such correlations in terms of simple 
'h d d' 'b' 60,111,131 - 'd b c. ' d "1 smOO~le energy lstrl utlons snou~ e ~rea~e Wl~~ 
caution, particularly since the correlations are not very 
precise and become much worse at higher energies (see Table 
17(b)) - confirming that the relation of fragment ion to 
Inolecule-ion intensi'cies is a very cornplicaJced one depending-


























































t ·f I f 
0 "f""'" I 
7 
Tl12 corre 
l5{a), Fig. 32) IP (Table 15(b) I 
F . 33) are (r ~ -0.94, e = 0.25) and give almost 
iden'cical 55 S J aI-though small spread of the 
in F 32 es -eha t t:his be 
The meaning of se results is not obv in-cens 
I F/I-FM, measures the fraction decomposing 
rl1olecule-ions form a particular ion, and it 
might intuitively be to be related to the activation 
energy for the fragmentation. However f i"c was 
ier concluded (sec 6.2.2) that quantity AP-IP does 
not provide a reI e measure of 'chese ac energies; 
because of the shift effect can drastical 
affect the appearance po'centials of Some 
of these corre may be by the special 
features of the decompositions of the s (i.e. competitive 
formation of only two imary fragment ions) For the more 
favourable primary fragmentations, AP-IP is approximaOcely 
constanOc (see section 6.2.2) and log so close to 
zero (see section 6.2.4 ( ) ) I so these are clustered 
around the same s (0.6, 0.0) F 32 33. 
Hence the similar sion lines observed each case 
real reflect the dif between these ies for 
two competing f s. 
'The se cons s therefore suggest that terpretat_ion 
of correla-tion (Table 16 t 
F 34(a») might more significan-t. 
facJcors this 0,98 f 
e ;;:;;; 0 25) are , even at 70 eV ( (b); Fig. 34(b)), 





























this ,vork 0 TIle explana-tion of -this resul'c mc,st lie in 'che 
fact that both these quantities depend largely on the relative 
stabilities of the two primary fragment ions. The effect of 
product ion stability on rate constants is reflected in 
log (F X/FE)116,117, and on the energetics of the competing 
decmnpositions of ·the same molecule-ion i.n l'dJ X ~'APH' In vi.ew 
of the earlier conclusions about the probable large competitive 
shift effect on APX-AP H (section 6.2.2) I it would be unwise to 
ex·tend -this argumenJc and sug(~'est that this con:elation 
demonstrates especially the effect of t.:1e differences in t~he 
activation energies of the competing frag-menta tio11s on "cheir 
relative intensities. Such an argument presumes that the 
competi ti ve shift effect on AP X -AP H is proportional -to the 
o 0 
activation energy difference, EX-EE; this is possible but as 
yet unproven. 
Similar correlations between the relative intensities of 
fragment ions and their appearance potentials have been 
60 68 
observed by other workers I , although only in a qualitative 
fashion, and not with the good precision obtained in this 
work. This is probably because the special features of the 
decompositions of the benzils eliminate a number of the other 
factors, besides ion stability, which can affect the relative 
intensities of fragment ions (see section 2.3.2). Harrison et 
1 68 , 'h' h "'~f "h " t' 'C a. no-ce 1: a1: -t e CllI:'-erences In t e aC-Clva'-lon energles :cor 
competing primary fragmentations are determined by the 
differences in the ionization potentials of the corresponding 
free radicals (see equation (33), section 6.2.2). If the 
ionization potentials of the substituted benzoyl radicals were 
available, i,t would be interesting to compa.re the correlat.ion 
l09 
o (neglecting excess terms)" irhis 






fac-t due -to 
of the corresponding 
the activation energies is 
absolute magnitude of the s 
of log (FX/FH) against AP X 








of 1.6 eV ~ at E = 10.0 - 7.0 eV to a value 


















of the activation determin-
rate constants for ion decompo 
intensities, at low s (see 
demonstrates that a 
mass spectra of -the 
intensities of the (F" ) 
L'> 
benzoyl ions vary by more 
substituent .. ' The so have 
energetics of the ion 
potentials of the benzoyl 
to 2.5 eV, whereas those of the 
ions (AFF ) are almosJc constant. 
.1 
zation potentials with 
small. 
substituents on both ion -tens 
s can be described with rea e success 
110 
cons'tan'ts' (a 1 + a ) derived reac ill 
solut e, fair 1 of I 
~:"" 
a (a) are obtained, of the 
slopes of regTess lines are if ,the 
decompositions are controlled s of 
ions. Thus FX/FH increases, eases 1 wi-th 
sing abil of 
Hm.yever l even the benzils, with particular 
s e mass behav , these results do not give 
unambiguous information the of substituents on 
the rate constants the fragmentation reactions. The 
benz s were chosen for study because have the ial 
feature that the benzo~l ions are formed by 
positions of the same molecule-ion. This should mean 
major factors determining the benzoyl intens s are the 
rate constants for the competing decompositions, th other 
factors be less important. This advantage is still a 
one, s their intens depend 
complicated on the rate constants (averaged over the 
energy trans func for the molecule~ion). I-c is 
ther diff to the ec'cs of sub 
on Fx/F~" in terms of specif 
L H changes in the ac 
frequency factors the competing A major 
disadvantage with s approach is that differenc s -the 
activation from differences 
The 
to 
, because :che 
on -the compe'titive f-c. 
observed be'tween 
be due almost entirely to the 
« + r> 
and a 1 Ior 
ft 
effect. However, the observed increase size 
s 
III 
stl.bs tuent effect on F IF X tl decreas does 
"c -the sub s are affec the rate constants 
for -the primary rna by chan<.=;' ir 
energies. 
It is now becoming ear that ess s 
field will r a more s sed on a 1 
analysis of eff curve::; using si~ 
equilibrium theory. To s end, time was s 
study attempting to obtain reproducible 
z e ic curves which could 
theoretically breakdown curves 
few intense ions gave sat factory second-derivat 
efficiency curves, but in most cases the t:s \\lere no 
usable because the signal-to-noise ratio of the ioni 
ficiency curves was too Im-1. For this reason has 
not been described; approach should a useful one 
be-tter raw can be obtained from MS902 0 By 
breakdown curves obtained s way, it 
possible to ive good estimates of activation energies 
and frequency factors ion decornpositions. Another 
approach, which appears to be capable providing- t, 
about the dependence of ion si tions ori -the 
energy of the molecule-ion, is "che of 
mass spectra using the 133,134 
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l-\PPEND IX A 
COl\llPUTER PROGRAlIIS 
Listings of the computer programs used extensively ln 
this work are given below. They are written in the Fortran IV 
lang-uag-e I and were executed on an IBM Sys-tem 36 O/Model 44 
cornpu-ter. Plots were dra.wn by an IBM 1620 compu-tc-::r with a 
Calcomp 1627 X-Y plot.te:c a-ttachment, usinS' the PLC),rPJI. 
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!iP(l)=:CLO 
LIlt: D'·;L~i)LE:JV\ 
':' (:'!V+]) ) 12 ) ::: (). ,) 
T R I I'd. P I~ H 1\ 'vi 
PTR 7 '121 
?} I=~4ji\JF) 
RS, I<.EY INTECERS, 
',) PIT ~ ( r T ~~ 'l >I ) I t (r) v K I ( I 1 ? D P ( I ) 
ART Lonp Ie PERFOR~ NC CYCLES AND ON FINAL CALCULATION OF V 
Y iK,+~, 
50:. IC=:,')CY 
CLEAR ~kKAVS AM AND V EXCEPT ON LAST CYCLE 
IF(IC-N(Y)18~1,2001,2001 
(J:] 1.'352 1:::;1 j '\H~ 
1\ ivj ( I ) ::: 0 • 0 
DOll 0 ;~ I::: 1. 1 N V 
V(Il=().O 






STf\Fn Lcnp rif~nLJr,H NO OBSERVATIONS 
DOS 10 } I -'" " , i' J 11 
C:l\jTEY, LJsr:r..?,s SURROUTINE TO COfJ,PUTE Y(CALC} MW DERIVATIVES 
CALL Ci\LC(t'.;P,I ,VC~DC) 
OGT,.'\PJ ~~F::IGHT ,;\f'lO CI\LCULATE QUANTITIES FROfvl Y(DaS }-Y(CALC) 
I F ( I \'; ) :2 (-, 0 v 2 5 0 1 , 2 6 0 1 
St';RH! OIS IGY(J( I) 
GC T 701 
SIGYll( ) LO 
S (~R Tit; 0 
OY=VC(I)-
hDV=SQR.T 
S T I.~ E I G H T E [J A L S TOR E J E C T POOR 0 A T A & ( Ie. E [J." ).) G noD 1 
F(~hS(WDY).LE.JT T) GO TO 2801 
Ii 11 ~: D il F - 1 " 
:j(jl.). TH=O. 
,J l Z 1- I 
N IT~(DTR,75) J,I,YO(I) ,YC9DYIL,~DY 
(;II TellO). 








q y ~. f' i\ S S D F 1-'; T V 1\ TI \I t= ill\) D "vi Ix T R I X SET -l) P Cl;~ F T i\) ALe A L C 0 F v (IC-NeY) 3COl,~lOl,5iOl 
{l)RT,~l 3101.,SlOl,3JOl 
START L OP TO STOR[ AN ARRAY OF NV DERIVATIVES 
DC L, en I< IvNP 
I (KI(K)) 01,4101. 20 
401 IF( rr)3L·Ol,3".Ol 
litH !\ p~ 0 E:.;, I V rVE FROM THOSE P OGRAMMED BY USE 
TeJ 4001 
KTL\Iil CC:R.IVATIVE i\llJJl'lERICi~LLY LfSS P/4FU\f~ETC:K 
DPI<=fJP (f() 
IF(OPKl3hOl,3301,3601 
P S A V t == P ( I( ) 
I C MENT IS ZERO 
























r { !( ) =: P S A V E + C P K 







'. C :] [Ii T I I') U 
J I( J K + 1 
C'l!\H I ~;Ur:: ) V (J) +TE:rIP':<\"iDY 
T I \IU [ 
LOOP TO STORE MATRIX I\NO VECTOR 
E~D LOO T ROUGH ~O ORSERVA IONS ('1": pun: Ll, \)0 PUT 1\ I; R E ;:: i"1 E f\j T F A C R S 
SIC ( 1) '" SGR T ( S I GI DC) 
[T~(rl'R,30) I(,nOF, IG,SGSIG(l) 
V-PASS M TRIX I~V RsrON AND PA~AM TER OUTPUT ON FI~AL CYCLE 
I F ( C - fJ C Y 1 ,7 0 ,}]7 0 1 
START LOO T TEST FOR ZERO DIAGONAL ELEMENT 
I S I \~(~::: 0 
I [::.: 1 
I r 0 = iN 
DO 5801 I ~. NV 
IF(AN(IIJ )5701,5601,5701 
I S I [\! (~ J. 
It! R t T !: ( P T R , 8 3 ) I 
11=I1+I11"1 
ItD=I 01 
C cl'n r E 
~~n L P Tn T 5T FOR l RO DIAGONAL EL[MENT 
TU<,i\q:JI\T .jC\[i IF JERe !1Tfx NAL ELFrvlErn Ii/AS FOUND 
I I~ ( I <.; I rl G n n 1. , M)(l 1 ) 1 n 30 l 
E r~ Tf: f~ U!) I: f ilH {r\11~ HI R L P LAC E i'A, A T R I X ltJI T H 1 N V t: R S :: 
CALL MATLNV(AM,NV,ISING) 
I F ( I S 1',1 G ) b 2 0 '. , 6 3 0 1 ~ I) 2 0 1 
T~RMINATE JOR IF SIN LAR MATRIX WAS FOUND 
1/,1;<' ITE (PTR, 85) 
W~ITE(PTR,R7) ISI~G 
Gn rc: 2.0301 
START LOOP FeR MATRIX VECTOR MULTIPLICATION FOk 
D U 7 2: 0 1 t '" 1 , ,YJ V 
PDI:::O.O 
I J I 
I J [) = ~IV-1 
D 0 7 0 0 J = ], ~ 111 V 




GLl TO 700 
SAVE DrAG AL ELEMENTS OF INVERSE MATRIX 




S I G -~ P IJ I ':' \I ( I ) 
C TIf\)UC 






~~ () 1, 
,). -!.() 1. 
:,1 11 (~) ~. 






d ~-j O~. 
-'.0001 
~CJ20:_ 
W~ITE(PTR,89II,PULD,PD(J),P( II ~SIGP 
J=J+1 
C n r,! T PH j E 
~~D Lcnp TO CQRRECT ANn PUT OUT PARA~ETE~S 
PUT OUT ~STIM~TED AGREEMENT FACTORS 
',f f\ I T (: ( P T ~-( jS 1.) t C , LHl F , S I G , S (~S I G ( 1 ) 
ENTER USERS SUBROUTINE TO TEST AND MODIFY PARAM~TERS 
I'; Trw=o 
CALL T[ST(NP,ISTnp} 
IF( ISTOr} 8101,2201,8101 
h:.z r T[ ( P T R I '.JO) I SHIP 
(;[1 'HI p, 1'0 1 
~·!iUE~ CljiU\L:cn:j1 P/\i·;t\j'.',fTU(S OI'J CARDS IF l)[SIRED 
I~( IT-1) d~Ol,8301,~401 
C r,l !,! T I \1 U t: 
I'; i\ ] T f~ ( PC II 0/ ,) 1 I (( p ( 1 .\ , S p ( r ) ) ? I:: 1 , N r ) 
crV,lTINIJi= 
END Lncw THROUGH NC CYCLES !\~m FINAL CALC OF Y 
T: )~; fli i i~ /\ T '= J U H 
I r= ( 'J C ) 1, (J,) 0 1. I 1 0 ') 0 1 , :;.; R 0 1 
CL\LClJLATF: ,L\i\-i[j PUT OUT CORRELATION MATRIX 
\-:R I TF ( I'p, I '17) 
D n 'I 1 () ], 1 =: 1, ! ~J \J 
[)I/',C( I }=i . • O/SI)RT(DI,AG( I)) 
cmn [~lUE 
I J::o~. 
DO :(,0201 ,[=1 1 "!V 
E = I~l 
!JO C'J601 ,]=1 1 \1\/ 
R.C'",t(J)=O.O 
CC\lTlf.JUE 
DD lOOOJ. J= I? ~'1V 
C( ill,! ( J - I l. ) = L\ I'll ( I J ) ':' D I t\ G ( I ) T.( 0 I A G ( J ) 
IJ=IJ+Z. 
C C in I r'1 U E 
" Ii Ii) ij!\Tf\ I) [I'JI S 
i)Y 1/ ) 
R C 
i. " j / 
11 \I t F: T ::: R ) 








x " i' U 0 F /~ .A T k I Xi) 
x d 51 ] 
X'iI~:?·~~t: 
blJr)SU THI~T JrlB IS TO ~)E TERfl,INATEG 
CFJlZ) 
f~ eLI") 
L J. il I :'~ PUT D /\ T ,II" / / 5 x? ' 1 i t -, X 1 I P ( T ) Y t 6 X, I K I ( I ) I , 5 X , i D P ( 1 ) 1 / ) 
lX, (I:"?r=J.)" l) 
'5 1110 critH; ::: C T F n p tl r~ M'\ U c R S NOT TO 13 [ 5 t\ D F U ~ L A T t ~ lJ S t ) 
/\ T 'J 1. 110 C ;J:~ ~~ r: C T ;:: D P 1\ Rt; ri~ T c: R S TO B E \<1 R IT TEO i\j P R I \I ATE TAP E ) 
M T(51HOC[JR~ECTED PARAMETERS TO BE WRITTEN FOR CARD OUTPUTl 
I'.T ( ~L 9 ~ I () C IJ c;; R :: L A T I 01\1 1'1 A T R I X 1 
TI HOI3,2X,20F6.3/(6X.20F6.3)) 
SU~ UTI~E MATINV(AM,N,NFAIL) 
S u ;~ P R () G illl T C mn A PI I 1\) V E R S E 0 F A S Y M fv1 E T RIC fvl A T R I X Bye H C L E SKI 
P !.{ fie r~ D U R 
r~ ~SIO~ M(2UOO) 
C * ******* SEG NT 1 OF CHCLESKI INVERSION ********** C ***** FACTOR M RIX INTO LCWER TRIANGLE X TRANSPOSE ***** 
c 
c 
r< -= J. 
I F ( ;.1-
/; "1 ( l ) 
Gr-j Tn 
) 0 9 8 1 '1 
1. • 0 / b,I'1 ( 3. ) 
20 Lr 
LOOP H OF A(L 1 P/I) 
Df) 7 lii::::L? t~ 
I :VI/\ X r",1 ~ ]. 
,', ,:: ':' L 01] P 
;·'1 i~"'l 1_ = iv' '1 N 
SiJ i'ib 0 0 
i< L ~ :c:: L 
? },. 
R I=:,M- (L,II*AIM,I) ***** 
f\X 
+ H ( K L r ) ,;, 1\ ,'I ( 1\ iv', I ) 
J 
,J 
C ( L ~ S U l\~ >:.: ):~ :t:t ;;;< ;;:': 
Ui','l/, 
c ***** 
r; TC'f 6 
If) fC/\TL ,\ 
7 
T? OF CH F:SI\I If'.IV RSIOi\l ,;, 
TRIANGUL R MATRIX***** 
c 
DIAGCNAL TERM ***** 
I i'< -'\ X ::: L ~ :_ 
C S Tl:: P 1',\ f1 F B ( L v iVi) ;'<:1,<>:, 1.< * 
; 0 ~~ 
C 
200 
[i\) 0] le"= 1 , r r"A.X 
SUi"! TCl~ S *i,"\'~O:' 
SU,v\t\ o. J 
fn 1. U ? I r,,; j I jV A X 
I I :: i< >n + I 
S l i hi /\ :: S lJ ,"1/",(\ [vl ( 1<. L I ) ':' A ~'l ( I I ) 
K,LI=I<LI+\1 I 
** * MULT SUM * RECIP OF 
/" (l()::: S U i'i 1'\ on ::(, ~1 
J:::! ~~ 
l<LT=I<+J 
I< 1:: i<, i"11 +J 
ceil T I 'Ii! 
~*~******* SEGiVENT 3 OF CHOLESKI INVERSION ********** 
*****PR~MULTIPLY LOWER TRIANGLE BY TRANSPOSE***** 
Y ]. 
il 03 [\'1= 11 i\1 
Y LIt< 
[F: 07 L=f.1,N 
:<. ': I :: I( 
I;~ x=,'J-L+ 1 
5 ;"/:,o:o.u 
r; 0 ], r:: 1 1 I I" A X 
S 1.1 t'; t\::: S U IliA + ,(':d,j ( K L r ) >:< /'dvJ ( K M I ) 
i< L I 1< L I + 1. () l :'\ I i\ !'vl I + 1 
o 
Cl 
1\ "I ( 1<) S U/,·tA 
1<::: :< -{ :~ 
C (Iii T r i! U t 
C S U ;', R 0 lJ T I \1 E Q T::<' II \) SiT 0 Ii E C II D EPA PER TAP E 0 A T A F R C) Iii iv; S '10 2 
C 
STAr·.(T 















TRA\)SLATlnN ROUTINE FnR PAPER TAPE 
FRill'1 THE ~~S9 
US~GE - CALL 8\)MCM(ARRAY,N,DATA) 
ARRAY IS THE ADDRESS ~F THE P.T. ~~cn~u 
i\j 1ST HEN n. 0 F C H /U~, ,:\ :: T E :.? S I i'l THE 1<::: CDR. D 
ntH/" IS'THE ADDRESS OF Tilt D~TA /~Ri~i\Y 
~ .1\ C H D A T U (vi II \1 Hi t TAP r: ] C CuP I r~ S ') C H "" R S., 
T H ,= FIR S T II F T H,= S E H ,.A, S r) I T 1 tJ U\ ;'11< 
THE C HA N f\j E L f\1 CJ. I S I;\J [. ITS ;~ ~ 6 iJ F THE 
FIPST nw CHARS" (.AS THe: t\P~.L\F<,Y CCJHPLE-H 
;'.1E"IT) 
Til::: 0 In A H 0 R DIS 1 i'J R ITS 2 _. 7 rl F THE 
LI'\ST THi,\EE CllMUo.CTERS (ALSD AS THE 
:1 T 1\11\ Rye [) H P L E H r=\! T ) 
TH~ DECODFD DATA WORD IS PLACED I~ THE 
C),'l..TI\ f\l-i,Rl'IY ACCORDING Tll THE CliAf\\f\lEL [\10" 
f'C 
"L L, 


























c r .. ! [) 
0 1 0 
" ") 1 ., 
O(,))I XiL,OI 
f~ y D ~: c riD f: 
", 'I::: ( \ ~: ) 
1 y ') () 
c,\ , [~ 
> ~ 1 ( 'I ;: l 
OJ 1 f \ \ 
l ~ .,' i Z \ r l J :}, :\l i, I I iJr1[ 'i, 
e. i' U 
C) , ;:) 
5 7 3 C ( 2 ) 9 >< I .<, () i 
8) [lU~IJDE 
L y () ( , 2 ) 
1 ~ ? f.) 
()7 h 
2 d (,:2) 
~J 1 111, 
;:,f\~TlIP~J 
S j [, lJil P:2 
o ,,\\4SKI) 




A 9 H ;\S I(C 
4, ,;,+[\ 
6 '11 02L.-[, ') 0 
C ? ? 







):': «; /\i"1 T C' f- II 1\ t ,)~) 
I J [ Vi,· Y I! 1\ (; T S U U :\ r,: 
/(.! rl i; f( I " '( (0 ) ~ I ~ X ( Ill;:::: i} ) 
II) (I, :.~ II H S / f= ((I [)) ? S f P ( (, 0 ) 1 V ~) r I V P F j V P X V D F L 
L TITL':(?Ci) 
I CJ \1 r iJ.i\ T /\ ( J. () ! Ci' ) 
(.: U I V .h L ;::: \J C ~ (r i; A T i\ ( " ) 1 r:; Y ( 1. ) l 
:!!~ U \1 =. \1 U :\;i H R fl F • 0 CUR V f~ S I [\1 D t\ T A SET • 
",leYe:::: i\Hl;,\PEL:; DF i~EFH.iEI\lEfH CYCLES 
XP-RIME~TAL PA AME kS 
V ~H \1 j \f rH\ X :::: C Cl i\ R F ~: D I md Z I ~~ G V n L T J\ G EAT S TAR T A \\JD F I [\J ISH iJ F 
I ~ RVE. 
, . S I G ~i.A ::: S C ;\ L ~~ 1-= A C R, F D K E:. S • D Q n FlO j\l C LJ R :{ E ~.J T G 
DT~ST = TEST PARA T~R FOR REJECT N OF POOR DATA. 
V P I 9 V I) F = I \J I T I A L N D F r ,N A L VOL T A S FOR. S :::: QUE N CEO F LIN EAR 
C SEGMENTS. 
C VPX :::: VOLTAGE LENGTH OF A SEGMENT 
r 
\, 
C ;/..1:1. II C (j;\ T i"{, Cl L P t:, RET FRS. 




J FIR U • 2, T ~ :!f? U i'i) G Ll 100 
C ~ n 0 S~RVED I.E. D A AND EXPERIMENTAL PARAMETERS. 
D15,S7l TITlE,IDA A 
!\C\(':::,c5) vm~:IV AX,SIGi,I;A,DTEST 
R Ml(S,S5) VP: ,V F,VPX 
WRITEI6,SSJ IRUN,TITLE,IDATA 
WQ ITE{6,84) VMIN,VMAX,SIGMA,DTEST 
vi f\ ITt ( 6 , S 2) V r I , V P F , V P X 
If D F: L = ( \f i'l 1\ X - V ~'1 IN) I 1 0 2 :3 • 
R Y ( ;, ) ::: I [1/\ T /\ ( 1 J 
X( )=Vrnr\! 
2U 1=2,1024 
R Y ( )::: I 0 /'J. T ,\ ( I ) 
120 ':;'X( I )=D)« I-I )+VDEL 
C C/:. Leu L A IE UI IT I A L J\ "W FIN A LIN 0 ICE S FOR IN T E R V A L 0 FDA T 6. TO BE' 
C FI TrED. 
r 0 
i L, I::.J+ 
IF{VPI~LE.RX(I) GO TO 150 
Gf1 TO 140 
':'0 LSTt\i..:T=I 
I ~'¥O?:) 
lbC\ I 1-1 
IF(VPF.SE.RX(IJ) GO TO 170 
eel Hi 1.6::1 
7 LSTf"lP=I 
~\T~~ SIR 'LI~FIT' TO CALCULATE LEAST SQUARES ESTlkdTES F 
. '::' Pllli\iTS elF LI!\I M<' S[GI':f~i'JTS. 
LI~FIT(NCVC PAR,LSTART,LSTOP,SIGMA,DTEST,IFSTOP) 
STOP) 202,2 I 2 
H r- I \] 1\ L P !\ f), ATE S T J ,vi 1\ T E S 0 i\j C Ii, K D S 
o ( ) Ii' ( 7 ,~\ ) V r 1 , V I V r x , f\J P 0., R t ( F P ( I ) ,I 1 1.1\\ P A l<- ) 
T 10 
p 
TilS T CmHf\INS '~I5,~ RECD OS'; 
01 } 
1 i C [; R [) i\i l J ~: 1'3 E R I f I 5 ? 5 X ? 20 A it I 2 t.,. X , ;.:; 0 ( i 
il/(5X~2016) ) 1)/1/1 X '8 
SU PilLJTlrJt= PRELIi"i(LST.'\IZT,LSTOP,SIG,NPyNVyi\WdT,I ) 
S li il P R fd;l T C! S:: T UP D IHAA R RAY SI\ N 0 INITIALIZE PAR M.'l E T E R S F 
C s! q i 1\1 FIT ~ • 
c 
(; 
,'11-' c! / H \l i{ K / ;z Y ( 1. 0 2 S' ) ? R X ( 102 it ) . 
i'~. (1 ;' J / I f\1 F fl / Y 0 ( 1 0 ? i, ) I S r G Y (I ( 1 0 2 4 ) ? X ( 1 0 2 4 ) 1 P ( 6 0) f S P ( 6 0) ; I<, I ( 6 0 ) 
/PA~ MS/ FP(60) ,SFP(60),VPI,VPF,VPX,VOEL 
1T:::0 
I1.==LSTA 1 
'\!Il::: L S TO 
C TRANSFE OKSERVED DATA AND CALCULATE ESTIMATED STANDARD DEVIATIO~S 
Pi: hO I=l,"'JD 
1l 11+1 
X ( r ) ::: :{ '< ( I I ) 
Y fl ( r ) ::: R'( ( I I ) 
SIC Y fl ( I ) == S I G t,( S Q \{ T ( R Y ( I I I ) 
IF (SJGVCJ( I). EQ.O.) S lGVD( I )=1.0 
6 0 C [i ; T I \J U c 
C C~lCULATc ~UMR~R OF PARAMETERS IMP), AND OBTAIN TRIAL VALUES 
fW (VPF~VPIl/VPX+l.5 





l"l J..OO :'~ 1 ~ NP 
r\ 1 (:'J) 1 
SP(I) o. 
U(ILGLO} GO TO 70 
f)U;)::;RY(ll 
en TO 10;) 
I-'::(ILLLI02r-;) GO TO 90 
p(!n=Ry(lO(~4) 
CO in 100 
'li [) ( I'i ) <z Y ( r I ) 
Lon If II+IX . 
'{~ TU '\j 
L '; I, 
C ! 1 Ivi [\1 / 1 [\! [= Cl / D LJ H 1;\ Y ( 2 0 4 S ) , x ( 1 0 2 Lc ) , P ( 60 ) 
C i Iv: (I '\1 / P J\ ,:; 1\ Iii / F P ( 6 0 ) 1 S F P ( 6 0 ltV p r ~ v P F 1 V P X ~ V I) E L 
U [ ~I S I lJ'~ 11 ( 60 1 
F: c: ( \~ ( I X) v p r ) / V i) X 
? 





} -= F 
, Ie \1 
Ul\ j 
\ : P, F\ :1 UTI \1 E T t S T ( i\l P ? 1ST [) P ) 
C I': j.: \1 i\J II '\1 F (II D U iV! i'W ( 3 0 7 2 ) 1 P ( b 0 l ? S P ( 60 ) 
C .l ;,.\ :,1[1 .\! I f) LI R L\ H S I F P ( b 0 ) v S F P ( 6 0 ) 
j) r~l ,? () I ~ ~i_ 9 :\~ p 
F (I) P ( I 1 
S;:: :' (r := S p ( [ ) 














p : 1 i\ :,1 Tn \1 (":,.::, ;\ L I / ~I r UlG r. E '" CURV S l F R CETF.fU·] [\Ie,. T O;\j CJF 
,\ i' i' :~ !'.,\C', 1= iJ i~'T [=!\jT I L 
\1 U\I =:: i'JlJilH1[R elF LE. CURVES IN DATASET 
,}:I'T::;: S~1Il0niI~JG PAFU\~\ETF:R • 
. XP RIME~T~L PARAMET S 
v~r~,VMAX = ~ INAl IO~IZING V TAGE AT ST~~T AND FINISH OF 
10 rURV;::: 
ST/\RTtlSTOP::;: I'"IT'r.L\[ A>'W FHJAL INDICES OF REGICI\J VcR ~nHCH 
LIN A~ SEGMENTS ARE FITTED TO SEMIL CURVE 
H nF INEAR SEGMENTS LLI\I[::;: Lc\j(; 
SC:\LE::: SCi\L 
S L I:Vi ::;: L I j,1 I T 
OPT::;: O::\DINA 
JltKO = ZER 
FACT Fn~ PLOT OF SEMILOG CURVE. 
r~G V.4 LlJ E FOR SLOP E D F S Ef'11 LOG CUR VE. 
E VALUE AT WHICH 'VPTo IS CALCULATED. 
CORRECTION PARAMETER FOR SEMILOG CURVE. 
~ A CONTROL PARAMETERS. 
R=A[l(5,8~,END=2011 NRUN,MPT 
vnITE(6,88) !\iRUN 
I li 0 
I lj I tj\l+l 
JF(I WI :?,To"lr;U;\I) GO TO 100 
R A n~ ~RVED I.E. 0 TA AND EXPERIMENTAL PARAMETERS. 
;c ;\ (" 9 B 7) TIT L E , I D A T 
t\ (5? 3) VrlIr\I?V~\L\X 
A (5 1 I LSTART.LSTOP,LlINE,SCALE,SLIM,DPT,DZERO 
IT::I ,36) TITLE 
T ( 1 R 4) \f >1 I ~J \' V ri: /'.. x 
L (V~AX-VPIN1/I023. 
r<J 1 2 0 I 1 v 1 0 2 l, 
Y(l) ID~T4(I) 
C~LL SMOJTH(0,MPT,10241 
X ( \) V ~i I \1 
l' ~': ;, 4 () 1='2, 1 () 2 '1-
\«(1) X(I-ll+VD:::L 
0\ L r; u U\ E :'W R f·; t\ l lZ PJ G C () 1\1 S T A t\lT, AND 0 B Hi, INN 0 R i"\.L\ LI ZED S E ,"viI L D G I 
CU:~vE. 
CALL LI ARlO O,O,IFMPTI 
Yl~R S PE*V ~+CONST-DZERO 
[1 1-60 1 ,102.6. 
V(II V( -YZERfJ 
IF(Y(l). T.LI Y(I)=l 0 
Y(1) /i,L O(Y{l)) 
y ;:-:) DZf:"\I),YZEl--~U 
, 0) DPT,SLIM,SCALE 
. R SEGMENTS Tn SEMILOG 
I:Jrz tVPT' f\i\] f) i~:r)T9 
I), T 
CURVE, AND OBTAI~ APPROXIMATE 




\' 1 :1 ~\ T /\ S ~: T C Cl "I T II I [\I S i.? IRe Cl R D S' ) 
o [ )) 
'i (I X '/ c: (l 4 / X. ! (3 0 ( I ~,; ) / / / ) 
I~F TA D~TA -'/27X, 'INIT L SCA~ VOLTAG 
,\; VOL Ti', G = I ? F 'S • 21 I I / ) 
IJ Ul R R F C T I f1 f'.! 
r [) C (J R R E C T (l \1 II OX~ it.\DJUSTEIJ 2/111l 
SU ROUTINE SPL (SeA E,ZERO,ISTART,ISTOP, STEP) 
z v 
II JGRAM TO PLOT\lORt'1ALIlED SEi"'lILOG LE. CURVE ON LINE-PRINT K" 
C II h-J (1 R 1< I Y ( , [1 2 4 ) , x ( L 0 2 if ) 
! T G q*z LINE(lOl),BLANK/' '/.DOTlo.I/,POINT/'+'1 
>:t<.IT::(6,'Il} 
Il~) 0 I:;: J , 101 
:'0 LT~! (I) DUT 
\" I T F ( 6 , :j S} L I 1\] [ 
D:l ?O 1=1,lD1 
LG L ~ (!)=~L~~K [) 0 i(=ISTi\fndSHW,I T P 
L NT Y(Kl*SCALE+ZERn 





T ( H 8 11 H!. 1 T '" 1 i I r\! [1 f X ' ! T 5 3 9 i LOG ( I • E • ) j 9 T 112 , 0 V,A L U E 9 , T 1. Z:> y ~ LEe T 
;1 I / ~. X , T 1. 2 b 1 I ;::: ,\J ERG Y i I ) 
f'l ,\ T ( () X 1 I 0 i , .:) X ? ~ ]. I ,9 Xli 2 1 r 9 X f i 3 I , q x, 1 4 Q 1 9 X ? j 5 i ? 9 X t q 6 I j 9 x , ~ 7 I 1 9 X '/ 
1 X, 1~1 ,9X, 'lU
'
/6X,lulAl, 
'z 1'1/\ T ( 1 X , I 4 , i ::: I I lOlA 1 f ii, E 12 s 5 , FlO. 2 ) [\!D 
L 
r",~,iIC /\:,1 Tei Cc\LCUU\Tt: 'WflII'li\L fdJPE.t\iU\f'I:Cr: PiJTfiHIL\LS f:::Wi\i TH::: 
, I', !\ 1_ [ ,1 [: Ii S I: 1 L. ,:1 \.~ ]";:: w C l! :~, V r:: s (LJ S T !~ I NED F I~ [1 :,1 P R C) C; ,<- i':. iV, i S L Cl G 'J ) , 
" c: C lJ ,\! T ;\ "11. P i", '< L\ i'l E T t= R S --
e'F' U \[ =: "W 1\'1:\ E P, Cll= I. E G CUR V F.: S 1[\1 D AT /\ SET 0 
C \' eye :::: I', LI i''If'" E R C) F f~ F F PI E i\'\ E!''-l T C Y C L r: S • 
\\P T =: S H:l :IT HI ,\jG PAP. i~[vH:T ER • 
C nPT = nR~INAT~ VALUE AT WHICH A.P. IS CALCULATED. 
(' 
'., 





J~ 0 0 
c 




VIV'I\!vVi\1;\X::.: ~'lm\P,!I\L l(lNIZH~G VOLTAGE AT STAIn M\iD Frr~ISH OF 
I.E. CURVi=:. 
SIGMA = SCALING F~CTDR FOR E.S.D. OF ID~ CURR~NT. 
JT~ST = TF.:ST PARAMETER FOR ~EJECTlnN OF PO~R DATA. 
LSTART,LSTDP = INITIAL AND FINAL INDICES OF LINEAR REGION OF 
S[MILOG I.E. CURVE. 









'\; 'I t, S r: Ten i\; T 1\ I;'; S I I I 5 9 ~ R r: c or; D 5 i ) 
~1 It LiI~)) 
. e! I 11 L 1 ' ru~ ell '{ I) \! lJ H iF R i ? I 5 , 5 X t 2 0 A 4 I 2 1+ X, 0 ( ':' i ) / / ) ) r ';. "l 
/ I / x, I . X P :.; I ~'1 ,\) T t\ L D A T A -' I c' t:; X! ~ I i\j I T I t~ L S C ,\ i\j V CI L t; G :: ? F 
.,,/ :)X ~ I\Ji\L SCM,I VrJLTl,C[= ;::',f6.2/Z7X,'EST FRKOR C(1),jSTMH::: f= 
. " " / ,;'1:\ r~'l R L\ L L n \d c [) ::: j , F 6 • 2 I / ) 
c\ (:~1r:,1: .?) 
'\ (/ / 2. l. X, I'd! JUS T F I') 1. E R [l V A L LJ E=:' , F 6 • 2 I 2 Ly X, ! C i\ LeU L ATe D C [] 
I ? F 6. I 2 Lr '{ , I L n 0 ( I • E. J A T V P T ::: I '/ F 6 , ~; I I / / 2 :.:; X, j \J T R \I 
-$ FIT -'/125X,'1 ITlt,L D;.\Tt\ POINT :::',16/2sx,iFr:~AL DAT/\ 
T "t I I Hd/lHl,ILcj),ST~SQUARcS FIT OF STRt...IGHT LIi'Jf: TO SEi'1I LO 
ell r: '11/1/) 
T(III OCALCULATED APPEARANCE POTENTIAL - EPr IE.S.D.) 
v T (_ S.D. )'1134X,2(F10.4, I (',F6.4, I III I 
;\ T (4F 10. 1 
r 
" 
R OUT I \ E f) RE LIM ( L S TAR T ? L S TOP 1 S I G, N P v [\1 V, NO, IT 9 L 1) 
U p,:(:Ir; "'\1"1 TO S~T UP DATI.\. AQ,R,l!.,YS A[\JD INITIALIZE PAf{Ai'"IETERS FOR 
/ I L I i\lF I T I • 
l\iIJ;(1\/ !~Y(102/T) ,RX( 102")11:1(102',) 
I I I\J F!] I Y!] ( 1024) , S I G Y Cl ( 1024) f X ( 1024 1 , P ( 60 J , S P ( 60 1 ? K I ( 60) 
IT 0 
L~ LST/'\I\T-l 
:'1 (l L S T n p U 
S (',Lei:; SIG/2.3026 
T ~~SFER OJSERVED DATA AND CALCULATE ESTIMATED STANDARD DEV ATIONS 
C)(") 20 I 191\JD 
L + L: 
.'\(I) FD;(L) 
I r ( ;\ Y ( L 1 • L~ 'J " }, • 0) G n T I] lO 
Y:: ( I J i\ L (1 G 1 0 ( R Y ( L) 1 
SIt":, Y Cl U) S r G UJ GIS 0 R T ( R Y ( L 1 ) 
G [J Til :2 0 
1.0 YD(Il=O. 
5I(;Y[1(1) 1.0 
2. (I C (1', T I "I U E 
C CALCULATE NUM8ER ClF PARAMETERS (NP), AND OBTAIN TRIAL VALUE 
~\: v 2. 
o. 
v = ~) ( L ) + P ( 2~ ) ':' X ( 1 X ) 
L\(~)=;o 
il(2)=X(IX) 
S U h ~ CllH I \J i= T t S T ( 1\) F' I I S TOP ) 
C (i r: ;'W',: / I ~I F [1 / D U r-'Wi Y ( 30 7 2 ) ? P ( 6 0 ) , S P ( 60 ) 
C ,-) 1'1 i'l U ,\1 / P t.. r" 6. ~1 S / F P ( 6 0 ) ? S F P ( b 0 ) 
[HI 
F F' ( 
28 sr~p 
RET 
E ~I [l 




Leu I\Tt= F I\CTl]\lhL rm! I\IT ['!SITES b.\IU LOGf\[dTHi\lIC 
1\ L: S d Hi [; :) i'!; (rr; i :: 0 IE. C Ll V E S (J b T .0. U!e: [) F Cl )vi P R c.:c; 
\1 iU \) = 'i U i'i Pi r: K r! F I 111\: S C fl i\j T R I L~ UTI \) G T fl T J TAL I 0 I" I \J T \j SIT Y ( r·; H E i>, ~l F To. c: 11 R V E S I !'-l D A T A S t: T ) 
!\itJT = S(i C)THI>JG PA~{ t/IFTf:R. 
V!N: = NERGY r~c ~ME~T. 
VIP = 17 iH I (1 1\·1 P =:' T "-iT I ill • 
II '- S H I F: T ~) A RL\ i';'; FT E FCH<. E n F P, S Y S C P. '- E 0 
IST~RT,TSTJP = INITIAL AND FINAL I\lDICE FJ CALCULATION DF 
FRACTIONAL ION INTENSITI s. 
1ST I) = \H!i:P'LK CF E::I\IERGY I\JCRE;\lE\lTS BEn.JEE\l CAlCUL{\,TED 
F k i\ C r I (1 ~J 4 L I [) i\l I N TEN SIT I E S • 
~Xr[RI E\lThL PARAM~TERS -
ISDLW:: IsnTCIPIC CIlRR~CTIO\I. 
:; A I \l - L >= C T R II \1 1\1 U L TIP LIE H G A I \j • 
::: !\{ ::: I\~T NSTry CDRP, "'TIO\J. 
V 1~,VMAX INITIAL A FINAL VALUES OF IO~IlING VOLTAGF FOR 
CALCULATI OF SMOOTHED liE. CU~VE. 
, ) f T ( " J 1\ )', I ') ~ F ~ p } 
T (I ": I' iii, I L;~; :<! U 1\ {I I " Y [I 0 ( , )~, ) I liD A T6. SET ::::-"1 \1 T t\, N S \ 1 1 
(, IF; C 0 :1 9 F J ;)" 1. V ::: 1. U 0 ;> I ':;; F 5 " 2 1 IS)' 
I / / I / ( c:; r:: c :) .'\. r) \J Uri :~ lZ I 9 I 5 9 2 ') X j 1 0 i\ Li' 14 Li X y ii I) ( ,>;, I ) I I I I ) 
,; ) 
p ,:; '{ I E \j T 1\ L n 1\ T A (F ITT E [) Y L I;'! F: A :z S E 1'1 E i\: T ) ~ I I 1, X j ~ f~ U iv, 
Te Q S ::: i '/ T I I 6 :< i I 1\1 I TIt', L VOL T 1\ C; ;= ::: I 9 F 6 " 2 I 7 X '/ 'F I \] :\ L \j rl 
"L ., Q I '/ >: ! 'S G 1'1 \! T L \J G T H :::: i F 6 ? / / {; X j I 1 S J T PIC F (\ C T:J ,{ :;: I ; F 
:~ , " '" h ;.; j ! J L TIP L I r r~ ':;,:\ U: ::: I 1 F b • 21 f, X 1 I \J T F i\i SIT Y C J i\; ! F 6 • 2 ) 
ll, -', r [ i i;' j\ T ( ~.: f': e 2 'I 3 I 5 ) 
i !'-i~:, l\T(//111,XY'Ct\LC'JLATED I.E. CURVE (CORK::CT 11)'I/(5X y 20 
~-~ ) ) 
F~: ::\ 1\ T ( 3 I 5 1 1 0 I 2 ) 
F \Ll 
c; l; [1 : IT I \! r:- Due (1 i'! ( I R. U \1 t IVI P T v V I P , VEE, V [vl I i\j , V IV\, A X • V I \1::: K ,I T l 
SU P ;l(:,~i\YI Hl f'~,~Clli\STRlJCT Srf,O:lTHEO I E. CURVfS JVER ANY DESIRcn 
F :, p (', y r\ 1\ '\1 G FlU S I :\1 eLI h,1 c /\ R S [ G fv1. E N T S FIT TED TOO r. S E ;{ V f. [) I '" E:. CUR V t 
! i Y P i\ :) C; i{ i\ 1\1 ,i It LI t.' FIT' • 
l' \, \1 IX[),\TJ\I i).\T,fI.(lD [:1:<) 
~ (I \! / Ii IJ 1<, K I ;.; Y ( J. 0 ~) (t ) , i<, X ( 1 0 2 4 ) 
("If'1 (J ''.; I P 1\ IU\ r'l SIP ( 6 0 ) , If;) I I V P F 1 V P X 1 :\1 P 
C J\ITfALISE ENERGY PARA~ TE~S AND INDICES 
V c; =; V 1 - V E ~ 
\I/=\)O VfJI 
11:::IVMI~ VO)/VI~CR+O 5 
I~=(VMAX VO)/VINCR+J.5 
\.f r i'l r T = \/,H I l ':, V I ~I:::' R 
VFl hL VJ+I2*VINCR 
IPT=I2- +2. 
I\;\\( 12+ PT 
p :: , : II P ( ) _. P ( \i P - 1 ) 
~ \, = >J -" 
> , ~ "'. 
c P, :: CST U C T I to E" C U ~ V E U S I f~ G lIN tAR S E G MEN T S G 
, 
", 
~) 0 I ,I0'1AX 
I:::; ( V X I '.' v t 1.1 C f.z 1 I V P X 




i ; Y ( I ) I P + 1 ) + ( P ( I j) 'f. 2 ) ~ P ( I P + 1 ) ) ,:~ F 
10 ~p)+PENn*(F FM) 
" LI,-
HED I E. CURVE. 
TH D,!vIPT,IfvlAX) 
I ] P T 
I:Y(T3+11 
I~IMUM nF I E CURVE ANO SET TO ZERO 
r~, Y ( :I ) 
(J) GO Tn 60 
C 
il 
',V AX Vr0,V ~,VINIT,VFI~AL,VI~C~rIPT 
i ) (,~ '( ( [l r 1 I i) T ) 
I r R l. \!) \l r t T 
)1 I I J t-.!) \J F [\1 ,:\ L 
,I U'\i);c\f I :::-,~!, 
~flI 1)\1)=1 
FITTED VMIN V AX I I/26 
• ~ l._ \) t= r\ V t\ L LJ E S lDP.. [,,,t:"d VI 
VI CR'112 X,5FIO.211I'ONO. cr~LcUL/nt:D P()I\lTS ~" 
j I " 0 ) 
Q F" ~ ;", A ,- ( I I I /1,:<, I C i~ L C ~J L t" T [) I. c. CUR V E 
C ~ ~) ) j (UNCORRfCTcO) 'iIi 5X,20F6 
C \~ 1) 
St~n ClUTI\I[ FLu (VIP,VtF,VHICR'INRU\I, ISTART; rSTJP, ISTEP) 
S l! [) t< ! Y:; Ml T tl Cf\ Leu l/\ T E F R t, C TID N ,,\ LID \J PH E ~ SIT I E S A f\J [) LOG tlf{ I Tl i 1"1 C 
INT~NSITY AfIDS AS A FUNCTION OF ENERGY. 
IJ ,\: ,'} n:'! / X I) /\ r A I D /\ T )\ ( 1 0 2 Lr , :] ) 
'cli: t'\ II f'J F (l I FAX ( 500, 8 1 r F TO T ( 500 ) ? V X S ( 500 ) , F A !Vi X ( 10 I r F AS X ( 10 I , 
TI TLc:, I C!\jl'li'1E 
L n:-; 1 C 1\ L ,;: 1 TIT L E ( 40 ) r I (l ~i {, Iv] E ( 40 ! 8 ) 
l' I S, I U I [l ( 1 0 I r I NFl ( 10 ) r .R A ( 5 ) 
R VX(500) 
V VIP-VEE+O.1E-05 




L-)C' 0 J=l,8 
o F!\>«I;Jl=O. 
30 (0 
C LCULl\TE PA i':CTERS Tll CQf,IVERT INDICES FOR CJR~ECTEO I.E. CU;;:'VES 
SAM FNE GY SCALE. 
;1 4 0 ,. I ::: 1. , 'H<.tP,! 
I \: (\1) = D t\ T ;\ ( 1, D 2 Lr ? \] ) 
[) r = ( Dp T ,'i, ( 1021, [\)} -v 0) I V 11\1 C R 
IF(OI ~~:~.o.) GU TO 30 
I ) ( rl ) = D I - 0 • 5 
[.J TD 4 
11)( l=!J +0.5 
C J,'IT I \:U 
STIJR>=, CUF~R TEn E. CUR,VES AS A FU\ICTI::JN OF SAME EN RGY SCf\LE. 
(1 6 1=11' Tnp 
D ':- ", (\ \: ::: 1 U \1 
r := 1 I D ( \! 
I F ( I ~:" L T " • en. I '\.1 Q G T I ;-'U'd ;\1) 1 GOT [J 5 0 
F~/(I,) TA( IN,N) 
C 'I :: Uc 
c.:; V J + V 1\1 C ':' (I ].) 
) X(I)~VIP 
I T 1\ LIm! UH ~I SIT Y ATE A C HEN ERG '( 7 A \1 D \j 0 R LIZ E L r: " 
1='1ISTClP 
:l i< U \1 
X ( 1 , [ II 
.0.) GD T!) 100 
'i' ,\] F~ i J \J 
• ~i 
r: \ x ( I ,\1) I S ~) tv) 
U 
C F ACTIO\JAL ION INTENSITIES AS A FUNC ION OF EN RGV. 
',1 
} T r L [ 
1 ( : ,I ' I '\ ( I 9 ) f r ::. L~ 1 3 6 ) y f\)::: 1 5) 
I TI\ 7 >,1 p:TSrfP 
7 V'{ S ( r ) ! V ;( ( I ) : ( F 1\ X ( r 9 ;\j ) ? ~! =: ? 5 ) 1 F TOT ( I ) 
n TL . 
h ~) ( )::::Un 
! (~\X(l,~), r O.lL-OJ) ~n T 200 
F( • I/\:«(I,L).L O,,:I.l: (3) G TO 200 
L ( 1 ~ 1 J (J, ~ !\ X ( I ? 1 ) 1 
-=i'd i' ,;J (F.I\X( 1 1 1)) 
T (i~i\X(It2)"L.T.().!.E-O:',\) GO Te 1.70 
L. ' 1C,L) (rc !~X( It 2)) 
C' \ , 
(;1; 1 El.-I) 
lj, (,:;) =~- i.-u .. 
:7 ~lcc;".:J 
o lr( X(I,]).LT.0.1F 03) GO TO 200 
'\ L fl :; ~ J ( F ,'\ X ( I ! :I) ) 
::')=F,2-D? 
)= ~-D:' 
1 GT.D ) ~O ro 200 
S)=F]-F',' 
C \1 T - !-J L) r LOG I~, R IT II i" I C IrJ 1\1 I 'H ENS I TV R I\, TI 0 S II S A, F U hi C TI CJ ~ 0 FEN R G Y 
~ ,) \ ! 'T f: ( (; ! S 7) V X S ( I ) ? V X ( 1 ) t R /2, 
c 
p,,r= T U i~ \] 
q (I F 'U,:\ T ( -I <.: / 1111 I / I I I I I I I ITt.. ') ! I.; 06. 11 I ) 
C)- :'-- T ( :3 X ! i F R fJ, C T I \. !'l, L I 0 [\J I NT E \J SIT I E S i I X 1 Lt 2 ( , ':( ill 2 :L X 'I I 
xc SS LECH~lli\li!24X?'i!1 'dOX t 'TOTAL'/22X 1 iE\J GY E\iERGY' 3 ( X.3~1),rg5,' INTENSITY
'
/23X,' (EV) (EV) ',BX, '(1) (2) 
( '.~ ) ( 4. ) ( 5 ) v , 9 X 1 i ( ARB U ~~ ITS) I I I ) 
q 7' F, H" ~/; l\ T ( I 7 X 1 2 FlO ~ ? 1) L;. X , 5 F ry ~ lr , E 1 7 0 4 ) 
F, '1 F; ~~ ~, tJ, T ( 1 -1 8 / lill I I I I I II I I / T 3 Cl , lr 0 A 11 I ) 
F f{I':AT(21X,' :-:XCESS EL:=CTRDrP,5X,'LOGARITHHIC INTE\ISITY RATI 
~ [. S I I 2 2 X , I E;\ I E P G V E i\) ERG Y i , <+ X ! ;. 7 ( , I.<! ) I 23 X! I ( E V ) ( E V ) I , 5 X 9 • F X I 
CF~ FH/FM FX/I-FM FH/I-FM rX/FH'II) 
7 F T(~7X,2F10.2,2X,5F .2) 
\[ [) 
S lJ f~ R [) LJ T I \J E P L D T ( I 1 I 1 2, I 3 t N N I EST E P ) 
SUP Pi~nC;\td'l Tn en T A PI P LOT OF FR.AC T rONAL EJf\1 PH [\;$ ITV C URV F S m\! 
': LC~~P 1h27' PL~TTER. 
i': f\ H (20), TIT L E ( 40 ) 1 r D~'U~ r'~ E ( ~f 0 'I 8 ) 
~A~ X(40)1' EXCESS E~E~GY, V IP I V) 
NA 0Y(40)/' FRACTIONAL rJ~ INTENSITY ( 
~~MEA(15)/'ION M/E SCALE'I 





:) 1 L '\H I U\ H •. 1 S P 
F(lLA .::;r:,J~} Gn T 30 
H'-L.( }:::ILALHISP 
f:;() ~) 2,r:; 
20 




C II I. L {\ il RIC; ( 2 0 0 ~ 2 5 () ) 
[L,LL ~\~RID(010,111 tbOO,~)Oo,1,2) 
CALL I 1D(Q,Q,6,lO,lOQ,50,!OI 
~ LL C;R10(O,O,60,D,lO,O,51 
C LL ASCA(-70,45,Q,50,lO,lO,lO,l,21 
I~ -:5 
[) ()O J=1,5 
P_iili\jl'l 
:~IT (1,96) V(Ltl[\ L(J)) 
l~~? ;-J I {,J~) : 
::. ,: ['I ( :-) 7) (N iI" 1'\ [= ( I I ) , I I :;: 1 , 5 ) 
\=1X 0:) 





T :: P ,_ ~ I S P 1 / I 3. >:q S C 
CALL AnRIG(200+ISP1,250) 
[\;J70 Ji=l, 10 
"':If;(.)]) 
F ( ~\ a ~ () J) G rJ T [) 7 0 
}< () 
[1 n I:::IlvI2, 3 
L/ )" 
I-\. 1'\ 
1/ ;:: J< -1 \ 
>( ( ) in q sc 
i\ V () J::: ( i; ) "':'1: i\ ( I 1 1\1 ) 
[ALL LI~f(X,V,Nnsp+ 10.,0.,100., .2,1) 
I.L i\'.~\!D 
L 1\ .II 1 \1 1 T ( (l ~I ) 
r i\i i .. f,lllZ1 C, (;2()J 1 ')D i I 0) 
~, C .1 \ I r I ': \.! 
[~LL nKIS( 10,? 0) 
C LI\~r-;1u(O,D,l 1,J.70, 0 1.,2) 
C, L ~ i\ L ,.\ 3 ( 1 0 I 1. 7 () y ,\J j:J, ,"I E f~ ! j I 2 ) 
'" L I 0 ) 
; ') 
J .. <.-
1-' ';1 r \!J 
>! ) y 1 = "3 '" 'I 3 6 ) 1 F 6. C ( !\! b ) 
') c: , 
~' • • ,' J 
IF)YL y 2) 
: {i,'1 





'; ) T I. // )\ v : 1 "I T r G I,U\ L \j E :~~ C, Y V A L U E C ~I T ~) F: F li U \W v ) 
( :) i\ 1. ) 
:' (F ctt:2) 
: ,\ (;, -I t', /ll i 1. 1 5 0 X 1 I I) L :IT PM', /'\tvl c T t: R S I I '5 0 X ? 3. 7 ( I ':, q ) I / / I L, 1 Xli I ,\] LJ I ::. c: S 
~ - j j I l all /!t} X j , r: f'l f: ~Z:::, r [s ~ I ,3 FlO. 2/ I / 41 X 1 I G rz ,6, PHS Ie1 \j r:.: 
il': X, Fi\Scv/l 
G? lX,llO,FlO.6, 10.21 
t" /l !- , h ( , .>~ X f :::.6.1 1 F 7 <> 0 ) 
'c, F<i-{I,i/\T(.t5,D,) 
r ',l L~) 
s u ,; C; UTI 'J E G ':n D ( r X , I Y , i"J X ? 1\1 Y 9 I X 1;\) C I I YIN C 1 I H I G H ) 
D ,vi i\) I J \j X ( ? ) ? Y ( 2 ) 
y ( :.) I Y I HIS H 
Y ( ) I Y 
>~:H 1;< 
YJ :'~ I Y 
r F ( i,1 X. E (). 0) GO, Hl 4 0 
L'-) ::.. 0 I l? :\1 X 
X ( J.) 1 X + I ,:e I X I \1 C 
X ( -')~ ( ),) 
;ll C!\ [, L\U\;f=(X , Y,2 y XDR"YOR,lOO.,lOO.,1l 
< ( ..) I X I H 1 Gil ( ) X 
((\ Jr()~Y.El)'DI c;r) TO 50 
!)' 1 -, 0 I::: 1, , rJ Y 
Y{] IV l'n'lH'IC 
y (,' Y (;,) 
:: i) l\ l, '\ l. l \11 ( '\ , Y 1 ;:: , XU 1 Y (Jr~ , 100 • ? 100 • ? 
'(" \~ )( .;: I X I :'1 C + 1 fir Gil 
~< " J x'n n \~ c 
OIl. , ~I Y 
IY'-l ':'IYI,'K 
Y ( J.) 
~Lr\jE(X,y,2,XOR,YOR,lOO •• lOO.,1) 
APPENDIX B 
ELECTRONICS 
L Ioniz e Control unit 
This motor control 
Z:'; .• M, Ferguson and C R. Rowe s r·t 
consists of a var Ie frequencYq unijunction Jcransistor 
which s a fl flop fl f modii 
pulses to square-wave pulses of equal mark space 
and these drive the motor switching transistors. 




This e • 36) was designed and built by C.R. 













R ·~t 20 
Not,:q statement line is for low vol ta 
version (lO-2G) volt. Other versions require lower drive 
resistances where indicated"-. 
Unijunction( TIS43/l ?etc) 
MT 9658 
/v'IT 9658 





0039 uF polycarb 
100 v j" i} 
27 j( -i~ 
16 MT 9658)' 
M1 9658-"-
T 8 M1 9608"-
19 MT 9608"2N3053 
D4 1N4004 
Q o 1 uF 25 t 
4K7 10K( 
31<3(1[(2)* R 
330 R1O 'JR 11 
33K ~t 1C~( 
220 33K 'k 21<.2 
15 rr 2K7 
:/. 
(31(3 ) ~. 
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